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Abst rac t
Using a multivariate, longitudinal design, the current

study investigated the potential moderating role of

cognitive beliefs in the adjustment to traumatic brain
injury (rnr ) in a sample of 61 patients 1 to 2 years

post-TBI. Based on a literature review examining the

moderating effect of cognitive beliefs in adjustment to
chronic il1ness, a conceptual model is presented; it
views locus of control (f,OC) , attributional styIe, and

automatic thoughts (at) as related and overlapping

constructs impacting both on adjustment and selection
of coping strategies. Results confirmed three of five
hypotheses and provided marginal support for the

remaining two. Confirmed hypothesized results
consisted of: 1) ExternaL LOC and negative ÀT at time

one associated with high levels of overall coping and

emotion-focused coping specifically at time two, 2)

negative AT and high external LOC at time one

associated with poorer outcome at time two, and 3) high

overall and emotion-focused coping at time one

associated with poorer outcome at time two. No

consistent relationships vrere found to support a

hypothesized interaction effect of time post-injury and

TBI severity on cognitive moderator or outcome

variables. Fina11y, a LISREL path analysis designed to
investigate and refine the conceptual- model resulted in

a somewhat more specific model, consistent with the

5-



original hypothesized model, but did not meet

established goodness-of-fit criteria. In sum, results
largely confirmed the structural hypotheses in the

model but were less successful in predicting

developmental/recovery mediated processes or the model

as a whole. Limitations, implications, and directions
for future research are discussed.

6-



Cognitive Moderators In Multidimensional Recovery From

Traumatic Brain Injury:
A Prospective Examination

This project represents the second step in a

research programme to investigate the potential
influence of cognitive moderators on psychosocial

outcome following traumatic brain injury (fni ) , and to

explore their potential use in interventions for this
population. The first step involved a retrospective
examination of 62 male patients with TBI's coping

behaviors, attributional styles and locus of control
beliefs (Moore, 1989). This work represented an

attempt to integrate current theory in the area of

cognitive mediation of stressful events and coping, and

the growing literature of data on the challenges

confronted by the survivors of life-threatening
illness. Specifically, the goals of this first step

were to investigate the relationship between

attributional style, feelings of control, and the

coping behaviors used by patients v¡ith TBI and to

determine the relationship between these cognitive
factors, initial injury severity and long-term

psychosocial outcome. Although cognitive beliefs were

not related to injury severity, significant
relationships were found between concommitant measures

of quality of life and cognitive beliefs. Despite

7-



these promising results, limitiations involving both

the single assessment of outcome and cognitive beliefs,
as well as the stage in the recovery process subjects

were currently involved in placed significant
limitations on the generalizability of results. The

present step in the research process involves a more

rigourous examination of the relationship between

cognitive beliefs and outcome following TBI. The main

goal is to determine, using a prospective design, the

relationship between locus of control, coping behavior,

and cognitive style measures and outcome of a group of

consecutively identified patients with TBI one to two

years post-injury. The third step in the research

programme involves the future evaluation of cognitive-
based intervention methods following TBI.

As part of a comprehensive review of the relevant
literature, three research topics will be reviewed: a)

an examination of the extant literature on TBI: its
epidemiology, pathophysiology, muJ-tidimensional

sequelae, and current rehabilitation intervention
strategies, b) the theoretical models involving
cognitive moderators on illness, specifically focusing

on models involving control beliefs and coping

behaviors, and c) ttre Iiterature empirically testing
the adeguacy of these models in illness situations.
Fina1ly, these lines of research will be summarized and

I



combined to form the central theme investigated in the

current study: That the uncontrollable, permanent, and

negative cognitive, behavioral, emotional and

interpersonal sequelae of TBI may influence cognitive
beliefs and coping styles in patients with TBI in a

manner that compromise their ability to deal optimalty
with the changes that TBI represents. Three hypotheses

are tested: 1 ) Patterns of cognitive distortion
measured at Time 1 are hypothesized to be associated

with patterns of suboptimal coping at Time 2, 2)

patterns of cognitive distortion and suboptimal coping

measured at Time 1 are hypothesized to be associated

with poorer outcome at Time 2, and, 3) among severely
injured patients with TBI, cognitive distortion will
increase with time post-injury. Should these time-
based results occur, strong evidence (although not

causal, but the closest possible in a clinical study)

will be presented to justify an intervention study in
this population at a post-acute stage in the recovery

process.

-9



TRÀI'T{ÀTIC BR.ÀIN INJURY

Epidemiology of TBI

Traumatic brain injury (tsr ) involves various

processes, the common outcome creating damage to the

brain through forces such as blunt impact, pressure,

shearing, and direct focal damage by missiles (Silver,

Yudofsky, & Hales, 1987). Cerebral trauma can be

divided into two main categories; open head injuries,
involving penetration of the skuI1, and closed head

injuries, in which the brain is damaged although the

skull remains intact. The most common cause of open

head injuries are gunshot wounds, and these are

relatively infrequent in peacetime (Cooper, 1987). Far

more common are closed TBI's following automobile

accidents, faIls, assaults, or sports accidents. In

fact, cerebral trauma is the most common cause of

damage to the brain among persons under 40 (xotb &

I.Thishaw, 1985) . Silver, Yudosf sky, and Hales (1987)

cite statistics indicating that 70 percent of all
automobile-relaLed deaths occur due to head trauma. In

the United States, approximately 500r000 persons yearly

sustain head trauma serious enough to be admitted to

hospital; of these 30 to 50 percent involve moderate to

- 10
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fatal TBI, and 5 to 1 0 percent of the survivors may

experience neurological sequelae (l¿i11er, 1986; SiIver,
Yudosf sky, & Hales, .1987 ) . PIac ing the epidemiology of

TBI into perspective in the United States, the

incidence of brain trauma has been estimated to exceed

the incidence of schizophrenia by one and one-half

times (Silver, Yudosfsky, & Ha1es, 1987). In Manitoba,

2.2 of every 1000 residents sustain TBI per year

(parkinson, Stephenson, & PhilIips, '1985).

Economically, the impact of TBI is al-so significant.
Estimates of the cost of TBI annually in the United

States in the early 1980's range from 4 to 15 billion
dollars annually (t{i11er, 1986; Silver, yudosfsky, &

Ha1es, 1987).

À substantial difficulty in determining accurate

epidemiological data for TBI is that a large number of

TBI's go unreported (t¿iIIer, 1 986) . In general

however, TBI occurs most often among young, single
males (between ages 15-24), usually from low

socioeconomic strata, who have a history of "risk-
taking" and illicit activities, with a second, smaller
peak among the elderly (sond, 1986, Miller, 1986).

Consumption of alcohol and/or other psychoactive

substances is frequently associated with ter (Bond,

1986; Gi1l, Stambrook, Moore & peters, 1989; Hawry1uk,

Gi11, Stambrook, Moore, & peters, 1989; Sparadeo &
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Gi11, 1989). A frequently neglected element of the

epidemiology of TBr invorves the far-ranging effects of
TBI on the family system and social network of the

patient (Peters, 1989; peters, Stambrook, & Moore,

1 989; Moore, Stambrook, peters, & Lubusko, 1 991 ) .

Pathophvsioloqv of TBI

In this section, discussion of pathophysiology

will be limited to non-penetrating TBI. Non-

penetrating TBr is associated with damage to the brain
from two main processes, primary and secondary injuries
(nrooks, 1984). primary injury in TBr involves blunt
trauma and rotational forces that occur at the moment

of trauma. Secondary injuries arise following the

injury, and include damage to the brain due to raised
intracranial pressure, hypoxia, neural damage due to
blood-neuron contact, and effects of other organ system

damage. While primary injury is caused directly
through the mechanism of the accident and is beyond the

control of the treatment team, limiting the extent of t

secondary damage forms the basis on which neurosurgical
treatment following TBI is administered.

Blunt trauma of the brain occurs when the

cerebrospinal fluid cushioning system is overwhelmed by

extreme acceleration/deceleration forces causing the

brain to contact the inner surface of the skurl and
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tentorial plates (supportive bony structures inside the

skull), causing bruising and swelling of the brain
immediately at the site of impact and, possibly, the

opposite pole of the brain. In addition, hemorrages

following blunt trauma can contribute to raised
intracranial pressure. Damage of this type includes
the so-cal-1ed "contre-coup" injury in which the brain
contacts the frontal and occipital surfaces of the

skull. Às the brain "floats" within the skull cavity
on a cushion of cerebrospinal f1uid, in a contre-coup

injury the brain, after contacting a surface of the

skulI, may "rebound" within the skull and sustain
damage to its opposite pole.

Despite the fact that blunt trauma forces were

emphasized early in the 1970's as the primary cause of
damage to the brain forlowing TBr, their contribution
to the after-effects of TBI may have been

overemphasized (Mi11er, 1 985) . EarIy in the 1 980's,
research began emphasizing rotational and Iinear
acceleration/deceleration forces occuring diffusel-y
throughout the brain as the primary determinant of
damage to the brain in TBI (uiller, 1986). Àgain,

these forces overwherm the cushioning cerebrospinal
fluid system causing shearing of axons and blood

vessels diffusely throughout the brain.
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Secondary damage involved in TBI includes the

aftereffects of raised intracranial pressure. These

forces occur following swelling of the brain (edema) or

as a result of bleeding inside the brain (hematomas).

The raised pressure inside the brain compresses the

brain tissue and blood supply. These effects can lead

to herniation of brain tissue. through foramina in the

skull and tentorial platesr ês well_ as cutting off
blood supply causing infarctions (ceIl death) of brain
tissue. In addition, hypoxia (decreased oxygen supply)

due to decreased blood supply (because of blood loss in
other organ systems, decreased respiratory rate from

brain stem injury, or metabolic disturbances) can lead

to infarctions. Finally, physical contact of blood

with neurons leads to neuron ceIl damage due to changed

extracellular fluid content, as well as breach of Lhe

blood-brain barrier.

EarIy management of TBI involves decreasing the

ef fects of raised intracranial pressure by

administration of corticosteroids and invasive
procedures to relieve intracranial pressure. A variety
of early markers of injury severity, including the

Glasgow Coma Scale (CCS; Teasdale & Jennett, 1974), a

behavioral measure, computed tomography (Cf) and

magnetic resonance imaging (¡¿nr ) scanning devices
(Levin, Hande1 , Goldman, Eisenberg, & Guitano, I 985;
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Teasdale, Cardoso, Galbraith, & Teasdale, 1984; Toutant

et a1, 1984), and blood chemistry markers (Kassum,

Thomas, & Wong , 1984; Stambrook, Moore, Kowalchuk,

Peters, Kassum, McClarty, & Hawryluk, 1990) are used to
predict outcome (at times, long-term) and .can be used

in future resource allocation. Often, TBI occurs in
concert with damage to other organ systems (trliller,
1986) which can further compricate both initiar status
and ultimate recovery (Moore, Stambrook, peters,

Cardoso, & Kassum, 1990)

Sequelae of Traumatic Brain Iniurv

Once the TBI patient recovers to the extent that
he or she is out of mortal danger, one of the most

often asked questions invoLves whether the patient witl
be the same and will recover ful1y. Unfortunately,
especially among persons sustaining severe TBI,

patients generally sustain what may be permanent

changes in cognitive, behavioral, emotional and

interpersonal domains. In mild TBI, changes are

generarly much less specific, serious, and resolve more

quickly after injury. Complaints following mild TBI

usually involve deficits in attention and memory,

although there is a growing literature indicating the

substantial nature of deficits that can occur even in
mild TBI (Levin, Eisenberg, & Benton, 19gg). These
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deficits include reduced information processing

capacity (Gronwa11, 1989), slowed execution time in

selective attention tasks (Gentilini, Niche1li, &

Schoenhuber, 1989), and various somatic and

psychosocial complaints (Dikman, Temkin, & Armsden,

1989; Dikmen, McLean, & Temkin, 1986i Rutherford,

1989). In general however, more severe initial TBI is
usually associated with a less optimal

neuropsychological outcome while the effects of

multiple trauma (i.e., in a motor vehicle accident)

appear to impact most on functional outcome (Oacey et

â1., 1991). Let us review the literature examining

each of these aspects of outcome separately.

Coqnitive Ef fects of Closed Head In'iurv

Attention and Àlertness. The most common

cognitive difficulty experienced by patients with rsl
involves problems with attention and alertness,
manifested behaviorally by slowed thinking and

reaction. CommonIy, frontal lobe damage is associated

with impaired attention and concentration. Stuss,

Mateer, and Sohlberg (1994) propose a model of frontal
lobe functioning outlining two main tasks carried out

by the frontal lobes: 1) executive control (directing

and adjusting automatic sensory-perceptual processes)

and 2) self-reflectiveness (self-awareness), both of
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which are attention and concentration producing.

Testing of persons recovering from TBI using

instruments such as the Wechsler AduIt Intelligence
Sca1e-Revised (werS-n; Wechsler, 1980) usually reveal

deficits on nonverbal (performance) subscales,

especially on timed tests (grooks, 1984; Lezak, 1983).

Van Zomeren, Brouwer, and Deelman (1984), in a review

of experimental investigations of TBI attention
problems, report that patients may process distracting
stimuli more slowly than normals, and that this is
partially accounted for by a seemingly slower overall
information processing speed. Levin (1989), in a

review of the cognitive deficits involved following
rnild and moderate TBI, notes that slowed cognitive
processing is a common feature following less severe

TBI as well, but that recovery occurs within 4 to 6

weeks.

Àssessment of attention and concentration skills
in a Lurian framework emphazises the importance of

these ski11s as precursors to recovery in other areas

of cognitive functioning (Luria, 1973). The Lurian

model outlines three functional units in the brain,
connected to each other in a seguential and dependent

manner. Luria describes these units as responsible for
1) regulating tone (attention) or waking, 2) obtaining,
processing, and storing information, and 3)
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programming, regulating, and verifying mental activity.
Às these units are connected in a hierarchical
seguence, deficits in attention/consciousness, or in

sensory/perceptual processing, lead to deficits in

higher level thought processes in the higher functional
units (i.e., abstract thought). Because of the

dependence of higher leve1 thought processes on more

basic attention and concentration skilIs, deficits in

these skill areas are often the first to appear and the

first to show improvement following damage to the

brain. Neuropsychological assessment following the

lurian model attempts to assess the intactness of each

functional unit by examining the unique functions of

each functional unit through a hypothesis testing
approach. Gouvier, Webster and Blanton (1986) note

that this approach is similar to tracing a fault in an

engine, involving sequentially testing Iower IeveI
potential problems before testing higher Ievel, more

complex malfunctions (i.e., ensure there is gas in the

tank before testing the carburetor).

Memory. Àmong cognitive problems that arise
following TBI, memory impairment is the most frequently
reported deficit (levin, 1989; 1990). Memory

impairment following TBI involves both an acute

condition following trauma (post-traumatic amnesia

lera] ), and what can be a chronic impairment in memory

after consciousness is restored.
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Post-traumatic amnesia (pte; time between in

and regaining continous day-to-day memory or

orientation) commonly occurs following TBI and has been

used as a predictor of later outcome. Most studies

show a relationship between longer length of PTA (and

other indicies of impaired consciousness [Dikmen,

Temkin, Mclean, I^iyler, & Machamer, 19871) and worse

cognitive outcome, especially during the first 2 years

post-injury (nrooks, 1976; Brooks, Aughton, Bond,

Jones, & Rivzi, 1980; Dikmen, McLean, Temkin, & Wyler,

1986; Mandelberg, 1976). Length of PTÀ is also a

predictor of quality of tife outcome (nrooks , 1984;

Bond, '1 986 ) .

Brooks (1984), in a review of the literature
regarding memory deficits following TBI, reports that
patients e¡ith TBI have widespread memory problems when

compared to normal controls. One of the most robust

findings in this area is that patients with TBI seem to
have difficulty Iearning and then recalling information

after an indervening period of time. Brooks reviews

several studies which suggest that some patients with

TBI may also have impaired long-term or retrograde

memory , whi Ie reta in ing short-term, irnmediate memory

skills (i.e, Digit Span). Memory deficits also appear

to be the most recognizable and identified source of

change after TBI as reported by relatives (Brooks,
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1984), and appear to increase with more severe TBI

(Dikmen et â1. , 1 987 ) .

IntellecÈual Functioninq. Bond (1986) notes that
the majority of research investigating cognitive
recovery following TBI demonstrates a negatively
accel-erating recovery curve with the greatest amount of

recovery occuring within the first 6 months to year

following the injury. Recovery after this period is
slow and limited (see also Dikmen, Machamer, Temkin &

Mclean, 1 990 ) . The reader should be aware, however ,

that these findings are based on group data and that in
the individuar case, this crinical rure does not arways

hold. Intelligence as measured by the WAIS-R generally
returns to near premorbid leve1s foLlowing TBI (Bond,

1986), although subscales such as Digit Symbol appear

to remain sensitive to brain damage, even following re-
testing over a year post-injury (Moore, Stambrook,

Hawryluk, Peters, Gill-, & Hymans, 1990). Resoponses to
intellectual assessment tasks reflect concrete,

stimul-us-bound problem-solving styles. For example on

tasks in the wechsrer intelligence scales, responses to
items requiring generation of similarities between two

words (such as peas and beans) tend to focus on

superficial specific similarities (i.e., both are

green) rather than overarching abstract verbal concepts
( i . e. , both are vegetables ) . Mandelberg and Brooks
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(1975) followed 40 severe patients with TBr and control
subjects over a three year period with serial testing
using the WÀIS. They found thaL although there vrere

significant impairments in the TBr group on both verbal
and Performance scales early in recovery, differences
between TBr and control groups disappeared by the three
year foIlow-up. Verbal functions recovered very

quickry (within 5 months), while performance and Furr-
ScaIe Intelligence Quotients remained significantly
lower until the 3 year follow-up. However, it should

be noted that omnibus measures of intetl_ectuaL

funcLioning such as the WÀIS are not comprehensive

measures of cognitive functioning and may not reveal
subtle def ic i ts present f ollowing TBI (tui ller , 1 986 ) .

Dikman, McLean, Temkin, & Wyler ('1986) report
neuropsychorogical (Halstead-Reitan Neuropsychorogical

Test Battery) test data obtained from a consecutive

heterogeneous sampre of 102 adurt patients with TBI one

month post-injury. They found that compared to
assessments on family member controls, TBI patients
scored more poorly on all measures given. Fifty
percent of the patients with TBI performed at a level
poorer than the 25th percentile of control subjects on

most measures. Severity of deficits revealed by

neuropsychorogical testing was significantly rerated to
the severity of the initial injury. Follow-up on 31
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severe and moderate patients with TBI from the above

sample are reported in Dikmen, Machamer, Temkin, and

McLean (1990). Fastest recovery of neuropsychological

functions were noted over the first year post-injury,
but significant impairments were noted even at two

years post-injury.

Behavioral Effects of Closed Head In.iurv
Description of Behavioral/Personalitv Deficits

MiIIer (1986) reports that personality and

behavioral changes are often cited by family and

hospital staff as the primary obstacle to reintegration
back into society and resumption of normal life after
TBI. DSM-III-R (Àmerican psychiatric Àssociation,
1987 ) includes head trauma as an etiologic factor in
'Organic Personality Syndrome'. This syndrome is
marked by: a) affective instability, b) recurrent
outbursts of aggression or rage which are not
justified, c) markedly impaired social judgement, d)

marked apathy and indifference and e) suspiciousness or
paranoid ideation. Bond (1984) notes that premorbid

factors such as personality, personal and family
resources, the nature and extent of damage to the

brain, social factors such as interpersonar relations
and social resources, and the presence or absence of
compensaLion all contribute to the psychiatric
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conseguences of TBI. Levin and Grossman (197e ) point

out that altered neurotransmitter metabolism,

neuroendocrine disturbance, reduced cerebral blood

supply, and disruption of brainstem functioning,

specifically the mesencephalic reticular formation have

also been implicated as biological causes of behavioral

disturbance following TBI.

The most common early behavioral syndrome

following TBI, post-traumatic agitation, is associated

with post-traumatic amnesia and is characterized by

marked confusion and impaired attention and memory and

restlessness (Bond, 1984). In later recovery,

following discharge from hospital, Lezak (1978 ) notes

five potential changes that may occur in the TBI

patient's personality and behavior. They are: (a)

impaired capacity for social perceptiveness (e.g., Iack

of empathy, seÌf-criticsm), (b) impaired capacity for
control and self-regulation, (c) stimul-us-bound

behavior (..g., loss of ability to initiate and plan

activities), (d) emotional changes (u.g., silliness,
irritability, lability, apathy, changes to sexual

drives), and (e) inability to learn from social
experience.

Às well, the so called 'frontal syndromes', marked

by dishinibition, aggression, cognitive disability, and

loss of insight is a frequently reported aftereffect of
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TBr. These syndromes faII on a continuum of severity
and complexity from apathy/inertia to
mania/disinhibition. Bond (1954, p.16g) cites a case

in which a 24 year old married woman laughed

uncontrollably for several minutes at frequent

intervals and performed inappropriate behaviors. To

the extent that this patient had insight into her

behaviors, she attempted, with little success, to
control- them. In addition, Bond notes that this
patient developed a series of ritualistic behaviors,
which Bond suggests may be an attempt on the patient's
part to gain a sense of control over her daily
activities. Às well, Bond notes that the patient's
self -control r.ras at its best when her parents were

around, and at its worst when the parents were avrav.

This suggests that external factors played a role in
sel f-control .

Silver, Yudosfsky, and Hayes (1987) note that
aggressive behavior is a common, and usualry temporary

after-effect of cNs trauma. ÐsM-rrr-R recognizes that
organic causes can lead to explosive outbursts of
aggression, and lists this condition under Organic

Mentar Ðisorders using the laber organic personarity

Disorder, Explosive Type (Àmerican psychiatric

Association, 1987). The actual incidence of this
diagnosis, however, is rare. Silver, yudosfsky, and
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Hayes (1987) go on to suggest diagnostic criteria for a

separate diagnostic category which they call Organic

Aggressive Syndrome. They note that the current
diagnostic system highlights personality changes that
may not be present in the aggressive patient following
central nervous system trauma.

Wood (1984) notes that as well as inappropriate
behaviors of an aggressive and/or sexual nature,
patients with TBI may perform attention-seeking
behaviors that may be of a destructive and/or bizzare
nature (i.e., self-destructive acts). In addition,
severe TBI patients may have very low drive and

motivation, characterized by a lack of hedonic

responses (earning rewards).

Enpirical Research

Levin and Grossman (1978) examined 50 hospitalized
patients with tSl using the Brief psychiatric Rating

scare to identify areas of behaviorar deficit and their
rerationship with severity of TBI. The indicies of the

rating scale most differentiated by TBI severity
included emotional r+ithdrawal (lack of spontaneous

interaction, isolation), conceptual disorganization
(disconnected thought processes), motor ret.ardation
(slowed movernents and speech), unusual thought content,
blunted affect, excitement (agitation, increased
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reactivity), and disorientation. McKinIay, Brooks,

Bond, Martinage and Marshall (1981) interviewed

relatives of patients with TBI and asked them to list
the troublesome behaviors emitted by their head injured
relatives. Among the most frequently reported

behaviors vrere slowness, tiredness, irritability, poor

memory, impatience, tension and anxiety, bad temper,

personality change, depressed mood, and headaches

( reported by above 50% of. the sample one year post-

injury). Similar results are reported by Stambrook,

Moore, and Peters (1989) who interviewed 43 wives of

male patients with tBt an average of 6 years post-

injury. They found that spouses of patients with
severe TBI rated their husbands as functioning at a

significantly more impaired level on a broad range of

social behavior indicies compared to community sample

normative data. In additionr patients recovering from

severe TBI were rated as more impaired compared to
normative data derived from relatives of psychiatric
patients on scales measuring belligerance, verbal

expansiveness, negativism, withdrawal and retardation
confusion, and behaviors indicative of generally

socially inappropriate behavior.
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Emotional Effects of g¡t

Description of Deficits

Bond (1984) notes that about the time that post-
traumatic annesia ends, TBr patients may pass through a

period of time marked by hypomania or 'organic
excitement'. Patients may also begin exhibiting
paranoid delusional behaviors, and Bond,notes that
these syndromes are most common in patients with left
hemisphere damage. Schizophreniform psychoses are

found to occur in patients with TBI in higher rates
than the normal population. Bond suggests that
premorbid personality and social supports may be the
most important factors in the development of
schizophreniform syndromes. Silver, yudosfsky, and

Hales (1987) note that psychoses may develop in as many

as 5 percent of patients with TBI, and are often
associated with post-traumatic seizure disorders. Às

well, between '1 and 15 percent of patients with -

schizophrenia have a history of TBr (silver, yudosfsky,

& Hal-es, 1987). Bond (1984) as well as Butler and satz
(1988) noLe that feelings of depression are common

after TBI, usually occuring between 3-6 months post

injury, and are frequently transient. Depressed affect
is almost always related to growing awareness of
physical, mental and social consequences of the TBI

(gond, 1 984 ) . However r Do epiderniological data
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currently exists documenting the actual rate of

depression among patients with fsr (although this is
being étudied in the larger population from which this
study draws a subsample). Silver, Yodosfsky, and Hales

(1987) report that TBI often r{orsens premorbid

affective disorders, while major depression and mania,

classified in DSM-III-R as Organic Àffective Syndromes,

can develop following TBI. Ànxiety is less common

among patients who sustain severe TBI, but is a common

aftereffect of mild injury, and may contribute to a

delay in returning to work (Bond, 1984).

O'Hara (1988) has organized symptom clusters of

emotional difficulties arising following TBI. She

identifies the following clusters. The first,
depression, is characterized by feelings of confusion

and loss while the patient sorts out what is happening

and attempts to resolve the lost past self. The second

cluster involves anger and blame. Often patients may

act aggressively, often without provocation in
interactions with the treatment team, family, or

helping professionals. The third cluster is labelled
as denial and defensiveness. patients with TBI may

adopt a style in y¡hich d.ef icits are minimi zed,

occasionally to the point where treatment is refused.

The fourth cluster, somatízaLion, is common among

persons who have a premorbid history of difficulty
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dealing with emotional l-oss or change. TBI represents

a trigger for development of somatization symptoms.

Regression and dependency form a cluster characterized

by a profound feeling of lack of control, indecision,
and self-doubt. Occasionally, these beliefs can be

reinforced by family members. Finally, psychotic

disintegration is a cluster, although rare, that can

lead to "escalating depression, paranoia, and

suspiciousness" (p. 29) .

In his review, MiIler (1986) notes that there is
evidence that emotional disturbance following head

injury may fo1low a three stage process. Stage one is
characterized by recovery of consciousness, and

involves dealing with disorientation, disinhibited
affect (agitation and aggression), and rarely,
psychotic-like symptoms (tratlucinations and delusions).
Stage two consists of adjusting to the changes that TBI

brings and involves introversion, egocentricity, memory

and judgement deficits as well as feelings of anxiety.
Stage one and stage two symptoms are often related to
severity of injury. Stage three involves relatively
permanent personality changes, which can involve

flattened affect, anhedonia, and errors in judgement.
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Empirical Evidence

Fordyce, Roueche, and Prigatano (1983) examined 52

cases of TBI in which patients completed an MMPI

profile either within six months of injury or greater

than six months post-injury. MMPI profiles from

patients in the latter group v¡ere reflective of greater
emotional distress, specifically having higher F,

Depression, Psychopathic Deviate, psychasthenia,

Schizophrenia, and SociaI Introversion scale scores.

The authors suggest that the increase in emotional

distress later in recovery may be due to "enhanced

awareness of residual deficits and problems in social
adjustment which are not obvious to the patient during
the acute period following trauma" (p. 623) .

Stambrook, Peters, Moore, and Hawryluk (1988), in
a study investigating quality of life outcome one to
seven years post-TBI, document that patients recovering
from severe TBI report feeling more depressed, hostile,
and confused than moderately injured patients with TBI.

In addition, Stambrook, Moore, peters, Zubek, MacBeath,

and Friesen (1991) report evidence that the "fallout"
from head injury is unique among patients who have

experienced neurologicar trauma. severely head injured
patients were found to have greater psychosocial

problems compared to survivors of spinal-cord injuries,
while spinal-cord injured patients experienced greater
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physical difficulties. Paniak, Shore, Rourke,

Finlayson, and Moustacalis (1992) report similar
patterns between TBI and spinar-cord injured samples in
Iong-term vocational functioning.

severar studies examining the family's perception
of emotional changes in head injured relatives also
provide evidence. for emotional changes that occur after
TBI (peters, Stambrook, & Moore, 19BB; peters,

Stambrook, Moore, & Esses, 1 990; Lezak, 1979) . Bond

(1986) notes that relatives consistentry report that
patients display emotional changes including poor

temper control, irritability, ross of control over mood

and inappropriate sociar behavior such as excessive

talking and chitdishness. Reratives of TBr patients
also often report personarity changes that remain many

years following the accident.

Interpersonal Effects of TBI

The sequelae of TBr also impact upon the reratives
of the TBr patient. In several contemporary studies,
research has examined this neglected area and have

found evidence that the long-term stressors that are
part of living with a head injured person have crear
effects on the martial rerationship and psychorogical

status of relatives.
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Stambrook, Moore, and peters (1990) compared

relatives' ratings of patient's àocial behavior and

activity to norms compiled on normal and psychiatric
groups. They found that relatives rated patients with
moderate TBI as less socially adapted than relatives
ratings of normals but more socially adapted than

relatives ratings of psychiatric patients. persons

recovering from severe TBr were rated equal to, or more

socially impaired than psychiatric patients. The

implication of this finding is that famiry members of
patients with fsI may share the social stigma that
family members of a psychiatric patient may experience.
Peters, Stambrook, Moore, and Esses (1990) found that
in a group of married male patients with TBI,

affectional expression and dyadic adjustment, as

perceived by the wives of the head injured patients,
was lower when injuries vrere more severe. peters,

Stambrook, and Moore (1988) report that wives of
husbands who rvere severely injured had higher revels of
depression than wives, of less severely injured
husbands. The degree of depression lvas found to be

related to increased 1eve1s of generar psychopathology

displayed by their husbands. Moore, Stambrook and

Peters (1992) used the family rife cycre model to guide

serection of potential moderating factors in murtipre
regression analyses using quarity of rife measures as

dependent measures. They found that rBr that occurs
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near the family Iife cycle task of raising young

children may represent an especially difficulL
challenge since the TBr patient may involve an extra
caregiving burden and the loss of a caregiving parenL

in the family system.

Lezak (1978) notes that caretakers of cHr patients
typically feel trapped, isolated, abandoned by family
and friends; may have unrealistic expectations for the
patient's recovery; and may be abused by the head

injured patient. personality changes also provide
significant stressors for caretakers. The imprication
of these findings is that the support system on which

the TBI patient must depend is conprised of a very
small number of people, very crose to the head injured
person, who are under a great dear of stress and having

to dear with both the head injured persons' and their
or{n problerns.

Perhaps as a result of these stresses that
compromise the quality of communication between the TBI

family member and caregiving famiry member, or because

of role conflicts, interaction patterns characterized
by "doubre bind communication" are common. Krefting
(1990), in a smarl sampre study of long-term patients
with rgt and their famiries describes double-bind
communication patterns between TBr members and famiry,
treatment team, and other herping professionals. she

points out that especially in the early stages of
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recovery, patients with TBI rnay be cognitively unable

to perceive both sides of double-bind messages - an

outcome that may lead to feelings of low personal

control and helplessness.

Rehabilitation Interventions Follonino TBI

Stambrook, Peters, and Moore (1989) traced the

course of the TBI patient through the health care

system, focusing specifically on the roLe of the

neuropsychologist/rehabilitation psychologist as a
member of a multidisciplinary team. They described the

multiple influences on recovery, from the patient level
to the larger social,/cultural network, and noted three
main temporal crises confronting the TBI patient: the

initial injury, discharge from inpatient care, and

discharge from outpatient care. At each stage in the

recovery process, the rol-e of the treatment team

change. Às the patient moves towards discharge, and

his/her physical status improves, the relative role of
the neuropsychologist becomes larger. It is at these

stages of recovery that the patient faces greater

awareness of the deficits following TBI, and is at risk
for developing cognitive belief systems that may limit
the extent to which he/she can utilize strengths and

coping strategies to compensate for these deficits
(t"toore, 1 989 ) . However, these aspects of the recovery
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process have seldom been addressed by the

rehabilitation literature.

Psychological, neuropsychological and

rehabilitation retraining efforts following TBI are

primarily focused on three main goals: 1) using

behavioral strategies to train compensatory behaviors,

2) psychometrically guided retraining to teach skilIs
needed to improve test performance, and 3) physically
guided efforts which focus on retraining components of

complex behaviors (Stambrook, Peters, & Moore, 1989).

Gouvier, Webster, and Blanton (1986) note that
cognitive retraining efforts must be guided by

assessment which seeks to identify the functional unit
in a specific behavior that requires remediation. For

the most part, these strategies are focused on

retraining in the areas of attention and vigilance
(Niemann, Ruff, & Baser, 1990), memory, Ianguage

deficits, perceptual and judgement deficits and

activities of daily tiving (Gouvier, Webster, &

Blanton, 1986). Other targets for intervention
include: difficulties in planning and decision making

(Cicerone & Wood, 1987) and increasing compliance and

decreasing aggression (rate, 1987). Wilson (1987), in
her book Rehabilitation of Memorv outlines a programme

for assessing and retraining memory skills using visual
imagery, fading, cues (letter-sequencing, mnemonics),
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rhymes, and the PQRST method (preview, question, read,

state, test), relying heavily on behavioral principles.
sohlberg and Mateer (1989) outrine a "process-specific"
approach, involving six principles: 1) theroretically
defined cognitive process areas, 2) repetition of
therapy tasks, 3) hierarchical organization of goals

and objectives, 4) data-based treatment, 5) utilization
of generalization probes to determine treatment

success, and 6) highest level success measures are

improvements in vocational and independent tiving
outcomes (p. 22). They go on to review rehabilitation
methods in orientation, attention/concentration,
memory, visual processing, language impairments,

executive functions, reasoning, and problem-solving.
Despite the potential inherent in these programs,

scientific evaluation of their efficacy is hampered

because of a wide variety of methodological

difficulties (Benedict, 1989).

Cognitive retraining efforts are typically
reserved for the more severely injured TBr patient who

sustain overwherming physical and cognitive deficits
following injury. Surprisingly, there is littte
mention in the literature invorving intervention with a

larger group of patients with TBI who recover

sufficiently to be discharged from formal

rehabilitation programs but continue to experience what
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can be profound difficulties long after injury. wilson
(1987) reviews two studies involving rehabilitation of
memory functions in mild TBI patients (pp. 194-199,

199-205). These studies show that for persons

recovering from mild TBI, peRST study techniques,
mental images and provided images are helpful memory

aids. sohlberg and Mateer (1989) point out that for
this large population, "perhaps the most important
components of a minor brain injury treatment program

are psychologic support and counseling" (p. 397).

Forrest (1987 ) provides suggestions in working with
patients v¡ith TBI early in the recovery process.
rntervention strategies involve acknowledging and

working through feel_ings of anger, depression and

anxiety, providing structure, establishing
contingencies and providing reinforcement for adaptive
behavior, and reframing deficits as difficurties to be

overcome. Butler and Satz (1988) note that for the TBr

patient, issues concerning grieving a loss of self
(particulariry in vocational areas) are paramount.

However, although several review and clinical practice
articles exist in the riterature providing conceptual
models and suggestions for the practictioner invorved
in psychotherapeutic work with a person recovering from

TBI (¡utler & Satz, 1988; Cicerone, 19g9; Long & Haban,

1986; Mi11er, 1991 ; prigatano, 1991') r Do Iiterature
exists as to the efficacy of psychotherapeutic
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intervention in this popuration, and there is rittle
mention of the usefulness of individual psychotherapy

for the TBr patient outside the rehabilitation setting.

Summarv

Traumatic brain injury is a neurological condition
invorving what can be long-term and pervasive deficits
in a wide range of psychosociar domains. previously,

most intervention programs have generally focused on

treatment of persons sustaining severe TBI,

specifically in retraining programs designed to
maximize vocational prospects (Gouvier, Webster, &

Branton , 1987). unfortunately, f.or a larger portion of
patients with TBI who do not meet criteria for
inclusion in formal rehabiritation programs, they must

deal alone with many negative and permanent life
changes brought about by TBI.

The centrar hypothesis of this research project is
that persons recovering from TBr are at risk to deverop

self-rimiting cognitive belief systems in efforts to
account for the cognitive, behaviorar, emotionar, and

interpersonal changes involved in TBr . Further, such

belief systems are characterized by external locus of
control, a helpless/hopeless cognitive style, and poor

choice of coping strategies. The self-fuIfilIing
nature of these belief systems may in turn lead to
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poorer quarity of life outcomes, reinforcing the belief
systems, and creating a negative cycre. Moore (1999)

suggests three possible contributors to self-rimiting
belief systems: a) a lack of insight or understanding
of the cause of inappropriate, serf-defeating behaviors
and/or emotions, b) difficurties in controlring aspects
of his day-to-day life, and c) Iow insight into
inappropriate behavior leading to negative

consequences. The common theme in these three
explanations is that the "patient may not have the
cognitive abilities, either in terms of serf-a$rareness,

setf-contro1, or the ability to determine antecedents

of consequences in his or her world to allow the
individuar to act upon the environment" (Moore, 1gg9,
pp. 17-18). This theme is echoed more generally by

Burman and wortman (1977 ) who suggest that for people

who must cope with permanent, unavoidabre life changes,

"the ability to percieve an orderly relationship
between one's behaviors and one's outcomes is important
for effective coping" (p. 362).

Early evidence (Moore, 1989) suggests that this
hypothesized model may be fruitful, and may lead to a

new aspect of rehabilitation intervention using
empiricarry based strategies designed to break negative
cycles of cognition and affect. We turn next to
examine the theoretical moders and empirical evidence
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(incruding earry work on TBr) on cognitive beliefs and

their moderating effects in chronic ilIness.



COGNITIVE MODER.ATORS IN CHRONIC II,LNESS

Introduction

In this section, we wiIl examine a conceptual
model guiding the present study, review the theoretical
concepts involved in the model, and look at the extant
riterature empirically testing the theoreticar concepts

in a variety of chronic illnesses.

In this study, the following conceptual model

guides the research process (see Figure 1). The TBI

patient experiences noncontingent or suboptimal

outcomes in cognitive, behavioral_, emotional, and

interpersonar domains. These outcomes are reratively
permanent changes in the patients' rife situation, and

over time lead to changes in cognitive beliefs. rn the
present model, three nested cognitive-belief
theoretical concepts are presented: 1) the locus of
control construct, 2) attributional styre (ttre l-earned

helplessness concept), and 3) orimary and secondary

assumptions involved in the cognit.ive theory of
depression (expressed behavioral_Iy as automatic

thoughts). These concepts are nested (i.e., locus of
control as part of attributional style, attributional

41
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style as part of primary and secondary assumptions) as

these concepts overlap and all contribute to rowered

self-esteem and self-efficacy. In other words,

generarized expectancies of external rocus of control
stable and globaI attributional style for negative

outcomes, and automatic thoughts subsequent to
inaccurate primary and secondary assumptions arising
from pervasive noncontingent and suboptimal outcomes in
many aspects of the TBr patient's life lead to general

beliefs of helplessness and low expectations for
personal- success when operating on the environment. As

a resuLt of these beliefs as well as ongoing 'failure'
experiences, the TBI patient experiences a negative

emotional state, which feeds back to the cognitive
beliefs, and a negative motivational state, both of
which may lead to poor selection of coping strategies.
Low motivation and suboptimal selection of coping

strategies may lead to increased noncontingent and

suboptimal outcomes, strengthening the negative cycre.

Insert Figure 1 about here
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In this mode1, psychotherapeutic interventions
designed to "break" the negative cycle can be seen, in
part, to serve much the same function as medical

efforts to prevent secondary damage to the brain from

increased intracraniar pressure. psychotherapy wirl be

unabre to remediate the substantive physical trauma and

the resulting noncontingent and suboptimal outcomes

arising from such damage, but wirl be able to target
the perceptions and expranations of these outcomes and

reduce added negative outcomes that may arise because

of the additive effects of a negative belief system and

negative outcomes. rn the forrowing section, l¡e wirl
explore in more detail the theoreticaL concepts
involved in this moder. we sharr review the locus of
control, attributional styIe, cogniti..,e Lheory of
depression, and coping constructs in the following
sections, followed by a review of empiricar research
examining the moderating effect of cognitive beliefs in
chronic ilIness.

Locus of Control

simpty putr the locus of control (r,oc) construct
consists of the generarized expectancies of internal
(r+ithin the person) or external (outside the person)

forces responsibre for reinforcement. Although the
initial intent of the Loc concept v¡as to provide a
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convienient abstraction to describe an individuail s

causar beliefs, and was not a unidimensional, stable
personality construct, many researchers have misapplied
the LOC concept as a "trait" that applies to many

domains (Lefcourt, 1981). possibry the use of Rotter's
Internal-External Scale (Rotter, 1966) in the

literature is the most salient example of
misapplication of the LOC construct.

Historically, development of scales measuring Loc

beliefs began with the earry work of phares (lgss) and

James ( 1 957 ) . These scares were developed to determine
whether people had stable attitudes regarding the
causes of outcome and if these attitudes influenced
behavior. Lefcourt (1981) points out that the Rotter
rnternal-Externar scale (Rotter, 1966), that has since
become an extremely widely used scale in the

literature, was initiaJ-Iy planned as a murtidimensional
scale but because of a fairure in factor analyses to
validate the constructed scares, the instrument tras

modified to its present 23-ítem/single factor form.
This single factor scare may have contributed to the
misapplication of the Loc construct as a unidimensional
trait. More recently, multidimensional and area-
specific scaLes have been developed and varidated
(i.e., Levenson, 1974; walIston, WaIlston, & DeVel1is,
1978). These scares will be examined in more detail in
a later section.
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Attributional Stvle and tearned Helplessness

Based on animal work in the early 1970, s, the

learned helplessness construct includes a model of
depression derived from observations that
uncontrollable outcomes or response-independent

outcomes lead to motivational deficits, disruption of
learning, and emotional disturbance (Seligman, 1975).

Following the initial experiments with animals (see

Seligman, 1975 for a review), the triadic design r.ras

used to investigate the effects of learned herpressness

in human subjects (Hiroto, 1974) .

The triadic design consists of three groups of

subjects. Two groups lrere given pretreatment protocols
consisting of identical exposures to loud noxious

noise. Subjects in the first group were able to
terminate the noise by pressing a button, while
subjects in the second group were unable to act on the

environment to control noise exposure. A third control
group received no pre-exposure. In a test phase,

subjects in the second group who were previously unabre

to control noise exposure failed to acquire an escape

response to terminate loud noise, while subjects in the

first and third groups rearned the nev¡ escape response.

Essentially, human subjects in the second group behaved

much like the animal subjects in earlier experiments -
they sat passively and tolerated the noxious stimulus.
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Followup experiments using instruction
manipulations to suggest control (ski11) or the absence

of contror (chance) in the test phaser âs welr as using
personality inventories to assess Loc beliefs, resulted
in findings suggesting that in addition to exposure to
noncontingent outcomes, chance instructions and an

exte,rnal Loc also contributed to behaving in a herpress
manner. Further experiments (Hiroto & seligman, 1g75;

Miller & Seligman, 1975) found that exposure to
uncontrolrable events impairs new learning and produces

a cognitive set where responses are independent of
outcomes (an external Loc). seligman (197s) noted that
subjects exposed to uncontrorlable events showed six
outcomes that parallel behavior commonly seen in
depression. These include: a) lowered initiation of
voluntary responses, b) negative cognitive set, c)
helplessness and depression persisting after murtiple
experiences, d) lowered aggression, e) Ioss of
appetite, and f) physiological changes (i.e.,
norephinephrine depletion, cholinergic overectivity) .

The observation that motivationar, cognitive and

emotional deficits occur forlowing noncontingent
outcomes, formed the first form of the learned
helplessness model. Subsequently, due to further
research investigating the varidity of the moder in
human depression, the model was modified to emphasise
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cognitive aspects. Specifically, attributions or

internal expranations persons make for events form the

central concepts in learned helplessness theory
(Àbramson, Seligman, & Teasdale, 197g). Àttributions
include responses to three main questions a person asks

him or herserf (or dimensions a person eval-uates) when

appraising a stressor. The first, the stable/unstabre
dimension, invol-ves how rong the stressor wirl last.
The second, the globaI/specific dimension, involves how

pervasive and generar the stressors effects wilr be on

the person's functioning. The last, the

internal/external dimension, involves determining the
source of the stressor. Further modifications (arroy,
Àbramson, Metalsky, & Hartlage, 198g; Àbramson,

Metalsky, & Àrloy, 1989) have produced the hopelessness

theory of depression. This most recent formulation
views learned herplessness as a co-factor that, arong

with stressful rife events, synergisticarry produces

depression. An attributional style consisting of
stabre, globar and internar expranations for bad events
contributes to, but is not necessary or sufficient for,
the deve].opment of depression. As such, it is a ri.sk
factor and is correlated with depression.
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Beck's Coqnitive Dístortion Model

Beck's model views the etiology of depression as

arising from faulty schemas (temprates or organized
explanatory systems used to speed perception and

organize experience) of reality leading to
"depressogenic" assumptions and thinking (Hammen,

1985). Prominent in this moder is the concept of the
cognitive triad of negative thinking in which a person

views the serf, his or her situation, and the future in
pessimistic terms. Errors in thinking such as

magnification and minimization support the negative
beliefs that the person hords (Nietzer & Bernstein,
1987 ) by focusing on the negative and pessimistic
aspects of rearity. A similar emphasis on illogical
and inaccurate thinking is present in Beck's moder of
anxiety (seck & Emory, 1985). rn this model-, anxiety
resurts when a person perceives a situation as one in
which he is vurnerabre that he is povrerress and in
danger. Anxiety becomes a crinical difficulty when

dysfunctional cognitive processes such as serective
abstraction and catastrophizing occur, Ieading to
thoughts of self-doubt. As in the model of depression,
Beck's models focus on the negative spiral of
inaccurate $¡ays of thinking and perceiving the worrd

how a personr once he or she learns to think about

reality in a negative manner, may develop a habit of
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thinking in a constrained and negative manner, never

sampling alternative positive thoughts, behaviors, and

perceptions

In Beck's model, there are three levels of
cognitions that lead to negative (depresssed or
anxious) affect. The deepest lever of schemas are
called primarv assumptions. These schemas are similar
to Guidano and Liotti's (1983) metaphysicar hard core,
which consists of rigid, dogmatic structures of sel_f-
knowredge that serve to organize thinking about the
serf. These primary assumptions are broad beliefs that
apply over several domains. The middle 1evel of
cognitions are called secondarv assumptions. These

consist of themes and beriefs that are more situation
specific. rn Guidano and Liotti's moder, this lever of
cognitions include representational moders of the se1f,
incruding cognitions about personar identity such as

self-identity and self-esteem. This lever of cognition
is more easily changed compared to the primary
assumption Ievel, but primary assumptions guide the
content of secondary assumptions. rn turn, secondary

assurnptions lead to the most easil-y accessed and third
lever of cognitions in Beck's model called automatic
thouqhts- when these thoughts fortow from negative
self-schemas, the automatic thoughts can consist of
cognitive errors which can lead to negative affect.
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In our conceptual model, attributional_ style can

be viewed as a primary assumption - a means of
organizing and accounting for why events occur in the
person's life this helps to explain the nested

construction of the model. rn another wâyr because

primary assumptions are rarery tested and Lend to be

resistant to change, they represent "habits" of
thinking that are only slowly modified, and once

present ' can lead to pervasive changes in the way an

individual perceives his or her environment.

Cooinq

Folkman and Lazarus (1984) define coping as

"constantly changing cognitive and behaviorar efforts
to manage specific external and/or internal demands

that are appraised as taxing or exceeding the resources
of the person" (p. 141). They go on to point out that
t.his def inition uses: 1 ) a process rather than trait
oriented approach to coping, 2) limits coping to
behaviors and thoughts that require effort, 3) avoids
confounding coping with outcome by defining coping
independent of results of coping, and 4) avoids rinking
coping with mastery. Folkman and Lazarus' model wirl
be reviewed by examining the stages and functions of
coping, and by considering how determination of coping
effectiveness should take place.
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Staqes in the Cooino process

Folkman and Lazarus outrine three stages in the
coping process. Anticipation is the time period during
which Lhe stressfur event has not occurred, but the
individual cognitively appraises the imminence of the
stressor and likely outcomes. This process of
cognitive appraisal- is a centrar concept in the coping
model, and is divided into two tasks. The first,
primary appraisal, involves examining the existing harm

or loss, future threat, and degree of challenge
involved in the stressor. The second task, secondary

appraisar, involves evaluation of coping resources and

options (Tay1or, 1986). The time period involving
exposure to the stressor is carred the impact period,
Folkman and Lazarus (1984) suggest that most

psychological energy is invorved in dealing with the
stressor during this stage, and that a primary task for
the individual is dealing with unanticipated
differences in the stressor or situation, requiring the
individual to reappraise the significance of the
stressor. The long-term imptications of the stressor,
both in terms of the personar changes invorved, and the
future ability of the person to deal with similar
situations in the future are assessed in the postimpact
per iod.
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The Functions of Copino

Folkman and Lazarus (1984) go on to outline the
functions of coping by dividing coping into two main

forms: Emotion-focused and probrem-focused coping.
Emotion-focused coping "invorves efforts to regulate
the emotionar conseguences of the stressful event"
(Taylor, 1986, p. 202), mostly through defensive,
intrapsychic efforts. Exampres of these coping efforts
include: reappraisal, invorving reframing the event in
a more positive and less negative light, and avoidance
or denial of a stressor. In some situations,
individuals may increase their l-evel of emotional
discomfort to "psych themserves up" for a stressor
( i . e. , an exam) . problem-focused coping efforts
invol-ve "attempts to do something about the stressf ul_

conditions that are harming, threatening, or
challenging an individual (rayror, 1996. p.202). These

strategies usually take the form of externalry directed
efforts to change the environment (and reduce the
stressor), but can also be inner directed (usualry

involving skill deveropment). probrem-focused and

emotion-focused coping strategies are often combined

and used together. Àt times, this can be beneficial
(i.e., both reframing a stressor as less threatening,
and engaging in serf-improvement to deal with the
stressor more adequately), but can also be sel_f_
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inuing to re-
(rolkman &

Evaluatinq the Effectiveness of Cooinq

Both Folkman and Lazarus (1984) and Taylor (1996)

point out that evaruating the effectiveness of coping
is not a simpre matter. There are severar criteria
(physiological, return to pre-stress activity,
psychological distress) to evaluate the efficacy of
coping efforts (ray1or, 19BG). Folkman and Lazarus
(1984) suggest that effective coping entairs dealing
successfully with both emotional distress and the
source of the probrem, but go on to point out that many

stressors may not be amenable to successful adaptation
on both dimensions.

Clinica1 Usefulness of Coonitive Conceots

In the review abover w€ have examined the
theoretical constructs involved in the present study.
As the purpose of the study is ultimately linked to
intervention, evaruation of both the clinical utility
and empirical validity of the constructs are necessary.
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The greatest clinical utility in the present model

is the potentiar rapid identification of self-rimiting
overgeneralized negative belief systems using
multidimensional, domain specific self-report
questionnaires. once identified, the clinician will
also have the ability to assess the pervasiveness of
the berief systems in order to priorize interventions
efficientry. Finally, assessment of self-statements
and automatic thoughts wilt give the clinician
important information to begin working on the
metaphysicar hard-core beliefs causing non-adaptive
thought behaviors.

+.rDteractíon of coqnitive Def icits and coqnitive
BeI ief s

Ànother important consideration that must be made

v¡hen evaluating the clinicar utirity of these measures

is the potentiar causal factor of organic cognitive
changes on cognitive moderators. we have reviewed
above how the probrem-solving styre of the TBr patient
tends to be concrete (p. 19). such "brack and white"
thinking is often a halrmark of persons with cognitive
distortions. rf organic damage is indeed responsibre
for cognitive belief changesr w€ must carefully
consider how effective interventions of this type may

prove to be, particularily when such interlectual
changes can be long-lasting and perhaps permanent.
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Howeverr êVidence does exist suggesting that
organic factors may be Less involved in berief system

change compared to environmental forces. Moore,

stambrook, and wilson (1992) compared Loc beriefs of
mi1d, moderate and severe TBI patients. If organic
factors proved to influence the belief systems of
patients with TBr, one would expect differences between

the groups. Comparisons between severity groups

reveared no differences between groups. perhaps then,
all severities of patients with TBI deny (or fail to
appreciate) the impact of the trauma in a similar
fashion independent of injury severity. Differences on

Loc measures between patients with rnl and normative

data might then be expected. comparisions of this kind
also revealed no differences between the TBI groups and

normative data. However, further analyses revealed
significant relationships between Loc beriefs and

outcome measures. cognitive beriefs may be shaped by

factors independent of injury severity, and yet remain

associated with outcome.

Ðespite these preliminary data analyses, we can

stirl assume that psychotherapy with patients with TBr,

especially focusing on modifying berief systems wilr be

difficurt because of intelrectuar changes brought on by

the brain injury. The burgeoning area of cognitive
rehabilitation points to the huge potential benefits
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associated with remediating cognitive deficits, and the
concentrated creative efforts of many professionars to
overcome the obstacles invol-ved in these pursuits. The

difficulties inherent in this approach should not
dissuade us from evaluating its potentiar utility in
this population, particurarily as the techniques for
its. use are already avail_able.

rn the next section, we wirr review the empirical
evidence suggesting that these theoretical concepts
have validity as moderating factors in the adjustment
to chronic illness.

coqnitive Moderators in cÞEonic rrlness: Enpiricar
Evidence

Chronic Pain

crisson and Keefe (1988) investigated the effects
of Loc beliefs as moderators of outcome among 62

consecutive chronic pain patients. Using the
Murtidimensional Hearth Locus of control scale (unr,c;

Wallston, Wallston, & DeVelIis, 197g), Crisson and

Keefe found that Chance LOC was significantly
correlated with use of three pain coping strategies;
herplessness (catastrophizing, decreasing activity,
reports of low abirity to contror pain), diverting
attention, and praying/hoping. In addition, Chance LOC

beriefs were associated with increased self-reports of
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psychological distress as measured by the Symptom

Checklist 90 Revised (SCr-SO-n; Derogatis, 19g3):

Specifically, obsessive-compulsive, depressed and

anxious affect. rn a follow-up study, Keefe, crisson,
urban, and witriams (1990) investigated the moderating
effects of coping behavior on psychosocial outcome on

these same patients. Results determined that use of
helplessness pain coping behaviors ?¡as related to
increased scL-gO-R global psychosocial distress and

depression as measured by the Beck Depression rnventory
(nor; Beck , 1972). use of diverting attention and

praying/hoping strategies were associated with higher
levers of reported pain. Keefe et al (1990) conclude
that content of coping that maximizes contror and

minimizes negative self-statements may be more

important in promoting high quality of rife than
quantity of coping.

Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder

SoIomon, Mikulincer, and Benbenishty, (lggg)
followed-up a random sampte of 104 rsraeri sordiers
diagnosed as suffering post-Traumatic stress Disorder
(prso) to determine the rerative contribution of battre
intensity, Loc beliefs and coping behavior on outcome

one year post-pTSD diagnosis. Subjects holding
internal Loc beriefs were found to use greater amounts
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of problem-focused coping strategies (behaviors

designed to modify the environment to decrease the

cause of stress), while external LOC subjects used

emotion-focused strategies (palliative, inner-focused
behaviors designed to dear with negative emotions).
Results suggested that when battre intensity was row,

the role of Loc as a moderating factor increased, with
higher internal Loc beriefs related to better outcome.

Alternatively, when battle intensity vras high, the role
of LOC did not contribute to prediction of outcome.

This f inding vras interpreted to indicate that: 1 ) High

battle intensity is characterized by low ambiguity of
the cause of stress, limiting the causal search and

role of Loc beliefs as moderators or, alternativery, 2)

in high battle intensity, high stress overwherms even

those subjects holding internal LOC beliefs, who

utilized more functional coping strategies. Àrthough

the causal sequence could not be determined in this
study, the authors concluded by noting that control_

beriefs "are associated with the appraisal of battle as

threatening, the arousal of negative emotions, the

selection of coping strategies and the severity of
post-traumatic stress disorder" (p. 142) .
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RheumaÈoid Arthritis

Nicassion, Wal1ston, Cal1ahan, Herbert, and pincus

(1985) investigated how helplessness and LOC were

associated with quarity of life among 219 rheumatoid

arthritis patients. serf-report questionnaire data

measuring helplessness were correlated with low

internar MHLC measured Loc, low self-esteem, depressed

and anxious affect, and increased reports of
difficulties in carrying out activities of daily
riving. Keefe et a1 (1987 ) investigated the moderating

effect of coping behaviors among 87 osteoarthritic
patients' self-reports of pain and physical
limitations. Patients who utirized coping strategies
reflective of control over pain and Iimiting
catastrophizing thoughts reported significantly ress
functional impairment, and were able to accomplish
physical tasks (walkíng/transferring) in Iess time as

compared to subjects who reported 10w control 0f pain

and tended to catastrophize. These findings vrere

present even after demographic and medical status
variables rdere controlled f or.

ÀffIeck, Tennen, pfeiffer, and Fifield (1997)

investigated whether patient's degree of control over
treatment was related to improved adjustment among 92

chronic arthritis patients. Results demonstrated that
patients who reported greater personar control- over

treatment and daily symptoms experienced less
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psychosociar distress and more positive adjustment. rn
addition, results indicated that beliefs that health
care providers were in greater control of daily
symptoms (much the same as a powerful others Loc in the
MHLC) were associated with greater affective distress.
Finarry, among those patients who experienced severe

symptoms and held high self-control beliefs,
psychological adjustment vras poor.

In a study comparing the relative strength of
physical and psychological variabres in predicting pain
behavior, Anderson et al (1988) examined the
rerationship of self reports of depression, anxiety and

helplessness to observations of physical status and

discomfort in 64 patients with rheumatoid arthritis.
Àlthough reports of depression and helplessness were

positively correlated with reports of pain behavior ( in
a regression analysis), none of the psychological
predictors accounted for additional variance when

demographic and physical variabres were entered first.
The authors suggest that physicar pain and limitations
may be more related to pain behaviors than
psychological var iables.
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End-Staoe Rena1 Disease

Devins, Binik, Horlomby, Barre, and Guttrnan ( 19g1 )

investigated the moderating effect perceptions of Loc

have on symptoms of depression and helpressness in a

sample of 70 hemodiarysis patients. Externar Loc

beliefs in non-illness dimensions of tife were

significantry correlated with increased depression and

helplessness in this sampre, while findings indicated
that reports of low control over dialysis were not
rerated to reports of depression and helplessness. In
a follow up study, Devins eL aI (1996) tested the
hypothesis that defensive denial serves as a defense

against depression in end-stage renal disease. using a

card-sort method, 70 patients rated dimensions of day-
to-day life in terms of their instrusiveness, control
and similarity. Factor analyzed card-sort data
demonstrated a clear distinction between irrness-
related and non-illness-rerated aspects of everyday

life. However, no evidence emerged supporting the
hypothesis that illness-rerated aspects of life are
denied. The authors suggest that perhaps "defensive
denial" is actuarly high revers of positive adjustment.

Hardiker, pedley, Littlewood, and Ol1ey ( 1 9g6) ,
using open-ended interview techniques, examined how

coping strategies are rerated to illness rores among zo

randomly serected chronic renal failure disease
patients treated by home dialysis. order patients
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tended to adopt coping styles where they gave up

previous lifestyles and were resigned to their illness.
Younger patients tended to react to their irlness with
anger and resentment. Morris and Jones (1999) compared

adjustment between 69 dialysis and 69 kidney transplant
patients. Transplant patients were better adjusted and

had Loc scores refrecting internar Loc beliefs. Less

well adjusted were patients undergoing continuous
ambulatory peritoneal dialysis and hemodiarysis in a

hospitar. patients in these groups arso reported
significantly more externaÌ Loc beriefs. patients
undergoing home dialysis wére not significantly
different from transplant patients. Às a group

however, transplant patients were significantry better
ad justed compared to diaì_ysi s pat ients.

Liver Disease

Farid, Johnson, Lucas and williams (198g) compared

73 patients with non-alcohor related liver disease and

57 patients with arcohol liver disease Loc bel-iefs.
while both groups of patients vrere equarry aware of the
serious of their illnesses, and rated the severity of
their irlnesses close to physicians ratings, alcohol
related liver disease patients reported higher internal
Loc beriefs. The authors interpreted these results as

prognostically positive, reflecting awareness of



etiology, insight into seriousness of their
and implicating the importance of education
treatment interventions.
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i llness ,

in

Thoracic Surqerv patients

Ducette and Keane (1984) used open-ended interview
techniques to assess the attributions of 90 thoracic
surgery patients concerning the cause of their irlness.
Results indicated that patients who attributed the
cause of their illness to heredity experienced the besÈ

outcomes. Patients who attributed ilrness to bad

habits or who reported no atLributions experienced
significantly worse medicar outcomes based on medical
chart reviews. The authors suggest that in the latter
two groups, feelings of personal control over the
irrness were either lacking (no attribution) or v¡ere

combined with feelings of self-blame (bad habit
attribution).

Cancer

Taylor, Lichtman, and Wood (1994) interviewed 7g

breast cancer patients to examine the moderating
effects that illness attributions have on adjustment to
cancer. Results from open-ended interviews indicated
that beliefs in one's ovrn present control or health
care professionals' control over cancer were
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independentry associated with improved adjustment. rn
addition, cognitive and behaviorar attempts to gain

control (i.e, thinking and behaving in positive ways)

v¡ere arso associated with improved adjustment. Ten

Kroode, oosterwijk, a steverink (1999) also used open-

ended interviews to investigate wheLher conflicts
between medically based diagnoses and patient irlness
explanations contributed to outcome in 33 cancer and 14

myocardial infarction patients. Findings indicated
that a majority (23 0f 31 ) cancer patients had both a

medicar and idiosyncratic attribution, while 11 of 12

myocardial infarction patients had a medically based

attribuLion alone. The cancer patients also reported
greater levers of ambivalence and confrict with medicar
personnel. Watson, Greer, pruyn, and Van Den Borne

(1990) administered a 22-ítem Loc scare specificarly
designed for cancer patients to 6g cancer paLients.
rnternar Loc was rerated to interview data reflective
of a "fighting spirit" and was more common among

patients in remission or earry stages of cancer and

religious control beliefs were more common among

elder-ly cancer patients. Despite these patterns, Loc

beriefs h¡ere not found to be related to psychological
adjustment.

Dunkel-schetter, Feinstein, Taylor, & Falke (1ggz)

adapted the ways of coping questionnaire to investigate
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the coping patterns of 603 cancer patients. Factor
analysis of the woc items revealed five subscales:
Seeking,/Using Social Support, Cognitive Escape-

Àvoidance, Distancing, Focusing on the positive, and

Behavioral Escape-Avoidance. Distancing r.ras the most

common coping strategy, although many utilized a

"fLexibre" coping styre characterized by murtiple
coping strategy use. Distancing and the two escape_

avoidance coping strategies were found to be most

associated with subjective ratings of stress (on a

four-point likert scare). No other analyses were

conducted examining the rerationship between coping and

outcome.

Thompson, sobolew-shubin, Galbraith, schwankovsky,
and cruzen (1993) examined the association between

percieved control and outcome in a sample of 71 cancer
patients. using their or{n nine-item locus of control
scale, the authors found significant associations
between control beriefs (particularly a sense of
mastery rather than an ability to evade stressors) and

less maladjustment, financial strain, physical
dysfunction, and marital dissatisfaction. control
beliefs were arso shown to be associated with
irrational beliefs. perfectionistic and

catastrophizing beriefs (terms associated with rational
emotive therapy) were associated with rower control
scores.
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tinnitus

Kirsch, Blanchard, and parnes (1989) investigated
the relationship between coping and adjustment among 77

patients experiencing tinnitus (ringing in the ears)
for at reast 6 months. using a single item scaLe of
coping consisting of a rating between 0 to 100 of how

well the patient r.Ias abre to "keep.the tinnitus from

interfering with concentration and daily activities,
and being able to keep the tinnitus from bothering
them" (p. 212), patients responding with ratings above

60 reported significantly Iess depression, anxiety,
psychosomatic symptoms as wetl as less loudness and

annoyance of tinnitus.

Bulimia

Goebel, Spalthoff, Schulze, and Florn (1999)

compared 44 women with burimia and 3g matched controls
on measures of depression, attributional sty1e, and

dysfunctional attitudes. Results indicated that
patients with bulimia endorsed significantly more

dysfunctional attitudes, held Iess positive
attributional style for bad events (rargery due to
internal and globar beliefs) and were more depressed

compared to controls. However, only self reports of
depression entered as a significant predictor of
severity of bulimia.
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Psvchiatric Disorders

Àmong the earliest studies conducted to determine

the effects of cognitive beriefs in the adjustment to
illness is Soskis and Bowers' (1969) study

investigating the relationship of attitudes concerning
psychiatric irlness and post-hospitalization adjustment
among 32 schizophrenic patients 3 to 7 years post-
discharge. Results demonstrated a relationship between

a postive, integrative attitude towards the ilLness and

feerings of personal- contror over the resorution of
daily problems with positive outcomes. patients
experiencing less positive outcomes tended to report
blaming themserves for their irrnesses, rather than
external factors; tended to rely heavily on internal
insight into meeting daily probrems; and tended to have

few paranoid diagnoses.

McGIashan, Levy, and Carpenter (1975) furthered
this line of research, suggesting that positive
integration and a styre of coping called "sealing over,,
formed two ways of cognitively dearing with the rearity
of mentar illness. They define integration as the
"merting of the illness into a continous set of 1ife
values" (p. 1269) , änd searing over as "deniar of the
psychotic experience itself (the patient either
repressing the psychotic experience or regarding it as

irrelevant to his rife)" (p. 1269). The authors went
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on to compare 33 patients with schizophrenia using
these coping styles in their recovery. Using

interview data and patient record data, patients were

separated into "integrator" and "sealing over" groups.
rntegrators tended to view the psychosis as having a

greater impact on their lives; accepted responsibility
for their psychosis; attached meaning to the psychotic
event(s) ; viewed their experience ambivarentry,
including both positive and negative aspects; used the
personal information obtained during psychotic
experiences; had a strong desire to understand their
psychotic experiences; and relinguished the
"omnipotent" components of their psychotic experiences
and viewed them as unreal. Àlthough the authors did
not make comparisons between the groups on their
adjustment, they did suggest that the integrating style
is optimal.

McGrashan and carpenter (1991) arso forlowed up on

the earlier work of soskis and Bowers (1969) in order
to replicate these earrier findings using a shorter
foIlow-up period and different treatment interventions.
subjects consisted of 30 schizophrenic patients
forlowed up one year post-discharge. Their results
partially repricated the earrier work but indicated
that the absence of negative attitudes towards irrness
was more prognostically favorable than holding positive
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attitudes, since extremely 'positive' attitudes were

found to be associated with negative outcomes.

Wise ang Rosenthal (1988) totlowed gg

consecutively admitted patients with a range of
psychiatric diagnoses, to determine the rerationship
between affective status, illness behavior, Loc and

severity of illness. Resurts indicated that higher
external LOC was associated with greater
hypochondriacal symptomatology, disease conviction,
affective inhibition and affective disturbance.
Evidence was arso found suggesting that itlness beriefs
are determined by cognitive styre rather than the
severity of the illness.

Warner, Taylor, powers, and Hyman (1999) studied
the reports of 42 randomly selected psychotic patients
from a community mental hearth centre to determine the
effects of accepting mental illness l-abels and Loc on

adjustment. Àmong patients who rejected the illness
label, self-reports refrected higher self-esteem and

lower externar Loc beliefs. rnternal Loc was also
related to better overal_1 functioning.

Spina1 Cord Iniurv

Rosenbaum and Raz (1977 ) compared 16 brain damaged

patients and 10 spinar cord injured patients with
locomotor disabilities with a contror group of 44 non-
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rocomotor disabled rehabiritation patients on measures

of denial, locus of control and depression. Findings
indicated that brain damaged subjects reported
significantry more deniar than the spinal cord injured
patients- Denial $ras negatively correlated with
external Loc, although there vlere no differences
between the three groups on the measure of LOC.

Shadish, Hickman, and Arrick (1991) examined the
rerationship between Loc and time since injury in
depression in 136 mare veteran spinar cord injured
patients. Resurts indicated that externar Loc and a
more recent injury were the best predictors of
distress. Frank, Umlauf , Wonderlich, Àskanaski,
Buckerew, and Elliott (1997) used cl-uster anarytic
techniques based on responses from the ways of coping

Questionnaire and the MHLC to investigate the
relationship of coping and Loc beriefs with outcome

following spinal cord injury. using responses from 53

subjects, two crusters were identified. High levels of
psychological distress and depression v¡ere associated
with a cluster characterized by external Loc and high
Ievels of overall coping.

Nielson and MacDonald (1999) examined the
rerationship between serf-brame and psychosocial

adjustment following spinal cord injury in a group of
58 patients. "self-blamers" were found to be more
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sensitive and emotionalr sâr{ life as more negatively
stabre, and were in more emotionar distress than "non-
serf-blamers". Frank and Elliott (1999) examined Loc

beliefs in a group of 53 spinal cord injured
rehabilitation patients. subjects were divided into
three groups based on their highest MHLC score.
subjects scoring highest in chance Loc beriefs were

significantly more depressed compared to patients with
Internal and Powerful Others LOC beliefs,

Traumatic Brain Iniurv

Moore, stambrook, and peters (1999) examined the
moderating effect of coping behaviors in
murtidinensional outcome among a sample of 69 male

miId, moderate and severe crosed head injury patients.
on the basis of cluster analytic techniques, three
groups were formed based on responses from the ways of
Coping-Revised euestionnaire (rolkman, Lazarus, &

Dunkel-schetter, 1986). The most welr adjusted groups

on validation meásures consisted of a patient cluster
using low overall coping behaviors, and a patient
cluster using reappraisal coping strategies compared to
a patient cluster using high levers of a v¡ide variety
of coping strategies.

Moore (1989) examined Loc beriefs, attributional
style and coping behaviors in a sample of 62 male
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closed head injured patients to determine the
moderating effect of severity of injury, cognitive
beliefs and coping on rong-term adjustment forlowing
TBr. Àlthough severity of injury was significantry
related to long-term outcome (i.e, more severe TBI

related to poorer outcome), severity of injury was

unrelated to cognitive beliefs. However,

indiscriminant use of coping behaviors, externar Loc

beliefs and negative attributionar style for bad events
were associated with poorer quality of life status.

Lubusko, Moore, stambrook, Gitl, Blurnenschein, and

Peters (1990) examined the relationship between Loc

beliefs and herplessness in a group of 19 severely
head-injured male patients, and their rerationship to
vocational outcome. patients who faired to return to
their premorbid level of ernployment reported
sigificantly lower MHLC internar Loc, higher Revised
rnternal-External scare (Levenson, 1974) powerful

others Loc, and higher hoperessness scores on the Beck

Hopelessness Scale (neck, 1967).

Moore, stambrook, and wirson ( 1991 ) used multipl_e
regression techniques to determine the relative
strength of Loc measures as predictors of outcome

compared to a commonly used predictor of outcome, the
Glasgow coma scale in a sampre of 53 patients with TBr.
Resurts indicate that in this long-term forlow-up, Loc
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beliefs accounted for significantry more variance
compared to Glasgow coma scaÌe scores obtained on

admission when predicting psychosocial outcome.

Moore and Stambrook (1gg2), replicated the earrier
reviewed study by Frank et al (1997) examining coping
and Loc beliefs in a sample of s3 patients with TBr.
Results reveared a two cruster sorution with a patient
cluster characterized by higher use of positive
reappraisar and self-controrling coping strategies and

low externar Loc beliefs assoicated with lower mood

disturbance and physical difficurties, and a trend to
be less depressed.

Studies With tfixed Diaqnoses

Finlayson and Rourke (1979) compared socres on the
Nowicki-strickrand Loc scale between 21 hemiplegic, 12

medicar contror and 12 normal control subjects. They

found that the hemiplegic subjects reported
significantly higher external Loc beriefs compared to
contror subjects. Loc scores were arso found to
demonstrate a trend of association with
physiotherapists ratings of motivation.

Viney and Westbrook (1992) studied coping
strategies used in a group of g9 chronicalry irr adurts
with a wide range of diagnoses (circulatory, metaboric,
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respiratoryr 9€ñito-urinary, nerous system, digestive,
musculo-skeretal, trauma-related disorders) and related
them to demographic variables and outcome. They found
that "action" or "problem oriented coping" were more

commonry selected by male patients and patients with
relatively higher amounts of education and occupational
status. These patients h'ere better adjusted according
to staff ratings. subjects with lower education and

occupationar status tended to utilize fatalism (passive

acceptance of circumstances) as a coping strategy.
women tended to use escape coping strategies (tension
reduction, distraction). Lowery and Jacobsen (19g4)

investigated the prevalence of causal search
(attributions for ir-lness) in a group of 296 arthritic,
diabetic and hypertensive patients. using open-ended

interview data, the authors concruded that a large
number of patients who perceived their ilrness outcomes

as a failure vrere unable to give attributions for their
illness. They suggest that among these patients,
rejecting a causar search may represent deniar as an

alternative means of finding control. Lowery,

Jacobsen, and Mccaurey (1987) forlowed up this research
by examining the relationship between causar search and

adjustment in a group of 379 hypertensive, diabetic and

arthritic patients. Àgain, using open-ended interview
data, they found that zB% of. their sampre were unable
to report illness attributions, and that these patients
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Ì.¡ere signi f icantly less anxious and tended to be ress
depressed compared to patients who reported ilrness
attributions.

Ferton, Revenson, and Hinrichsen (1994) examined

differences among 170 hypertensive, diabetic, cancer
and arthritis patients on Loc and coping responses and

their rerationship with adjustment. They found that
hypertensive and diabetic patients had the highest
internal Loc beriefs or control over their illnesses as

measured by a short form of the MHLC. Coping

strategies vlere arso significantly different among

diagnosis groups. Àrthritic patients utitízeð,
signif icantly more wish-fu1f i11ing, emotionaL

expression, and cognitive restructuring coping
strategies compared to other diagnositic groups. only
cognitive restructuring was associated with positive
adjustment. The authors concluded that the extent to
which illness effects daily functioning and irlness
related problems influences cognitive and coping
responSes.

rn a follow-up study, Felton and Revenson (19g7)

examined the effects of age on coping strategies in a

sampre of 151 chronically irl adults suffering from
hypertension, diabetes, arthritisr oE teukemia.
Resurts suggest that ol-der patients use different
coping strategies than middre aged patients. ol-der
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patients used less information seeking (interpreted as

occuring because chronic ilrness is "justified" because

of a9êr therefore evoked 1ess strong emotional
reaction) as well as less emotional expression and

serf-blame. The authors also suggest that among order
patients in their sample, a cohort effect may have been

at work older patients may have been social izeð to
utilize social support coping strategies more than
information seeking strategies compared to middre aged
pat ients.

Fiefel, Strack, and Nagy (1997) examined the
relationship between three types of coping
(confrontation, avoidance, and acceptance-resignation)
in a group ot 223 male patients with rife-threatening
illness (cancer, myocardial infarction) and chronic
irrness (arthritis, orthopedic disability, and skin
disease). Results showed that use of acceptance-
resignation coping strategies was significantly
correlated with negative self-perception, and negative
expectations about recovery and the future. using
physicians' ratings as a measure of outcome, minimal
use of avoidance and acceptance-resignation coping
strategies were associated with better adjustment among

myocardial infarction patients. Àmong the chronicarly
ilr patients without rife-threatening irrness, there
vras a trend suggesting that acceptance-resignation
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coping strategies brere associated with better
adj ustment .

Lonqitudinal Studies

Longitudinal studies investigating the moderating
effects of cognitive variables have to this point in
the literature used healthy subjects. we will briefry
review three of these studies. seeman and seeman

(1983) folIov¡ed a group of 1210 randomly sampred adults
over a one year period. They found that internaL Loc

beliefs were significantly related to engaging in
preventative health behaviors. However, engaging in
some health behaviors, such as breast self-
examinations, vras not predicted by Loc berief s. The

authors suggest that for these "high-risk" heal-th

behaviors, Loc is overridden as a moderating factor by

fear. External Loc beliefs vrere found to be present
among those subjects experiencing frequent and chronic
illnesses. Peterson, seligman, and varliant (19gg)

used archival data gathered from 99 healthy Harvard
graduates at age 25. They used the attributionar styre
concept to rate responses to open-ended questions
concerning negative events given 44 years ago, whire
subjects were attending college, thereby obtaining
attributionar styles used at age 2s. using this data,
the authors examinined the relationship beLween
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attributionar styre at age 2s and present-day hearth
status. Resul-ts indicated that those subjects who

rated bad events as occuring because of stable, global
and internal causes were the reast healthy on forlow-
up- This rerationship followed an inverted-u shaped

function, with the highest relationship between

attributionar style and health occuring 20 years after
attribut ion measurement .

Lau, Bernard, and Hartman (1999) investigated how

illness attributions effected health Loc beliefs in a

17 month prospective study in a group of 1 162g

undergraduates. Initial measurement of illness
attributions compared to follow-up LOC measures

suggested that attributions of high personal

controllability and personar ability to recover from

illness were related to increased Loc beriefs of self-
control and decreased chance hearth Loc beriefs on

follow-up. changes v¡ere tracked over three measurement

periods and Loc beriefs were found to change slowry and

gradually, a finding interpreted to suggest that
illness attributional styre is a stable personality
trait. This conclusion has been supported by others
(e.g., Burns & Setigman, 1989).
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Summarv

Summarv of Findinqs

The majority of studies reviewed above suggest

that for most chronic irl-ness states, high internal Loc

or low external Loc, the absence of a grobal, stable
and internal attributional style, and absence of
dysfunctionaL attitudes are associated with better
adjustment and quaJ-ity of rife status. rn addition,
severar patterns of coping are associated with improved
outcome: 'l ) use of problem-solving coping strategies,
2') use of selected parliative strategies designed to
positively reappraise rife changes brought about by

chronic ilrness, and 3) row overall use of assessed

coping strategies (in a sense, doing something by not
reacting, perhaps mediating secondary control brought
about by minimizing the impact of irrness). poor

outcomes are associated with external Loc beliefs,
internal Loc beriefs in the face of severe deficits
brought on by illness state, reports of helplessness,
serf-bIame, attributing negative outcomes to globar,
stabre, and negative causes, and hording dysfunctional
attitudes. coping styles associated with poor outcome

include: 1) high (indiscriminant) use of coping
strategies and 2) high reriance on palriative coping
strategies- Evidence is also present suggesting that
cognitive beliefs and coping styles are sensitive to
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the effects of severity of stressor r â9ê of the
patient, and type of illness state.

Methodoloqical Critique

Despite the fact that the studies reviewed above

are fairly consistent in their findings across a number

of illness states, methodological considerations limit
the extent to which vre can be confident of these
findings. perhaps most importantly, none of these
studies utilizes clinical designs that allow the
researcher to make varid inferences concerning cause-
ef f ect rerationships (i.e., by examining rel-ations
between variables over time). Let us examine the most

serious flaws in this body of research.

Desiqn- perhaps the most critical flaw in the
design of the rarge majority of studies reviewed above

is the almost exclusive use of cross-sectional, singre-
measurement, retrospective designs. practically, these
studies are the easiest to implement, especiarly when

studying clinical populations, and can provide
important information, especial-1y to initially evaluate
the prospects for performing more costry and difficult
longitudinar designs. The most serious limitation in
these designs is that the only concrusions that can be

drawn from studies of this type, regardless of the
precision and accuracy with which they are executed,
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are at the time of the assessment. This design does

not allow the researcher to determine whether the
variables of interest are rerated over time to the
dependent measure of outcome. only prospective,
murtipre-measurement studies can alrow us to respond to
whether these variabres are rerated over time.

Data. A second fraw in a rarge number of studies
reviewed above is the use of open-ended interview data
collection methodology. Àlthough open-ended

interviewing allows for significantly more idiographic
data corlection, it also involves the rimitation of
coding data into useful categories which are often
specific to the patient sample and do not alrow for
replication across studies (Turnquist, Harvey, &

Anderson, 1988). rn addition, the data obtained from
open-ended interviews is often onry useable in non-
parametric, less pov¡erful, statisticar analyses and
frequently precludes multivariate analysis.

sampling inadequacies are another common flaw in
the above reviewed studies. often, samples are not
random or consecutive, adding the possibility of
sampring bias as a potential interviening variabre.
sampres are often inadeguately described. This is a

critical element in cLinical research, since results
are often partially or completely specific to a

particular sample (especially when the sample is not
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random or consecutive). rf the idiosyncratic factors
involved in a sampre are not reveared, important
information is lost to the researcher and inaccurate
conclusions may be drawn.

rnstruments. rn the studies reviewed above, few

standardized and psychometrically sound instruments are
used across studies. Let us examine this problem using
the example of Loc measures. The most poputar Loc

scale, Rotter's r-E scale, is stirl frequently used in
contemporary research. unfortunately, it consists of a

single unidimensional scare, and has been superceded by

multidimensional, situation-specific, and more

psychometrically sound instruments. Despite these
advances, contemporary research continues to use the r-
E scale. .An even greater difficulty arises when scales
are constructed by amargamating various scales in the
literature and administered to a sampre without
evaruating the psychometric properties of the neÌ¡

scale. The use of out-moded and amalgamated

unstandardized and unevaluated scales creates
difficulty in interpretation of results by reducing the
precision of data and adding psychometricarly based

error.

Statistical Techniques. Fte have alluded to
difficurties in this area in the previous sections.
Essentially as a resurt of limitations of design and
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data, correrational and comparative analyses are the
highest level of statistical analysis that can be

performed. unfortunately, these statisticar analyses
do not allow researchers to respond to the core
question in clinical designs; to explore the causal
seguence involved in moderators of ilrness. use of
multipre assessment designs would arrow the use of path
analysis and causar moderring statistical techniques.

In summary, a number of theoretical models

hypothesizing a moderating effect that cognitive
beliefs have in the adjustment to chronic ilrness have

been examined, incruding the current model focusing on

TBr. A number of studies have been reviewed, which on

the whore' support the theoretical constructs.
However, these studies are rimited. Design, data, and

statistical analysis ftaws limit studies to within
assessment session correÌations between measures of
cognitive beliefs and outcomes. The next step in the
research process is to utilize prospective, murtiple-
assessment designs with standardized, psychometrically
validated instruments suitable for multiple
administration, allowing for time-sequenced,

murtivariate statistical analysis. rn the next
section, we will briefly review clinical research
design literature and wilt examine the available
instruments measuring cognitive beliefs.



RESEÀRCH DESIGN ISST'ES

watson and Kendarr (1983) in a review of methodological
issues in the literature on coping with chronic
disease, make four main suggestions that bear equally
on the present investigation: "(a) coping is a

multifaceted concept that cannot be furly assessed by a
single measure, but requires several diverse assessment

measures; (b) ttre dependent variables included in a

study shourd be carefurly selected and should be of
demonstrable reliability and validity; (c)

correrational and multivariate analyses are necessary
to explicate the relationships among the variables; and
(d) long-term longitudinal designs provide the crearest
vievr of the process of psychorogicar adaptation to
chronic disease" (pp. 39-40). In this section, we wilr
explore three main issues invorved in the proposed

research: selecLion of the,design, data collection
techniques, and selection of instruments for cognitive
beliefs.

85
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Desicrn

watson and Kendalr (1983) make a distinction
between the two types of studies commonly performed in
this area: (a) coping studies studies that seek to
investigate how the illness impacts on the individual
and determining the moderating effects of psychorogical
variabres on outcome, and (b) outcome studies that
determine the effectiveness of interventions on

outcomes. This present stage of the research program

uses a "coping study" viewpoint. watson and Kendall go

on to discuss several important issues involved in the
design of coping studies. These incrude: sampling,
control groups, and longitudinal designs.

Sanpling

Àn important point made by watson and Kendarl
(1983) is that each sample drawn from a clinical
population often has aspects that make it a unique
sample and not part of a large heterogeneous

population. As such, it is criticar that the sampre

selected be carefully described. watson and Kendalr
point out that the treatment site from which subjects
are recruited often represents a source of sample bias.
For example, teaching hospitals often treat more

complex disorders or more severely affected individuars
than non-teaching hospitals. Important sampling
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considerations invorve recruiting site selection
criteria and diagnostic error. rn the current design,
these two factors will be addressed by sampling in a

consecutive fashion from TBr patients seen at two

teaching hospitals and by limiting incrusion criteria
to incrude head injured patients using werl-established

.criteria to categorize TBI severity.

Control Groups

rn the literature, several types of control groups have

been used to compare groups of chronicalry ilr patients
with either healthy controls (scare norms, patients'
reratives), a general patient sample (normative data),
or other groups of chronicall¡z iII patients with
different diagnoses (watson & Kendarl, 19g3). Às

watson and Kendarl point out, use of any of the above

contror groups produces substantiarly different
results. They conclude that comparisons to normals, in
some cases' represent the poorest choice for control
groups. Unfortunately, Watson and KendaIl do not
provide specific guidelines for selection of control
groups. However, control groups using a different
diagnosis contror sample may be the most critical in
designs using a single-assessment design. In a

longitudinal design, previous assessment resurts can

serve as controls.
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lonqitudinal Desions

watson and Kendalr (1983) point out that the major
difficulty involved in singre-assessment designs
involves the fact that "it is impossible to separate
out premorbid personality differences from
psychological changes resurting from the chronic
physical problem" (p. SÐ. Àn alternative to
longitudinal designs involves the use of cross-
sectional single-assessment designs. However, this
involves the assumption that the process of living ¡¡ith
a chronic irlness is universal - an assumption that is
tenuous, and ignores cohort effects and other temporal
confounding variables. The main advantage of the use

of longitudinal designs is that they permit time-
seguence anaryses, although they cannot be used to
establish cause-effecL relationships since in clinical_
studies, not all extraneous variables can be

controlled.

use of self-Report rnstruments versus rnterviers

t{atson and Kendarl (1993) point out that a major
difficulty with subjective measures such as interview
data, projective measures, and rating scares invorves
the suscepLibility of these measures to biasing
effects. They suggest that interviews must be

administered by a blind technician to be considered
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valid. The majority of interview data consists of
single item questions that evoke open-ended responses

from the subject. This data must then be coded into
meaningful constructs (introducing error) and

subseguently factor analyzed to approach the
psychometric reliability and validity of wetl-
constructed instruments. However, the interview
technigue does allow an in-depth idiographic assessment

of the individual subject.

In studies using a longitudinal design, a second

important consideration beyond those of simple
efficiency and accuracy support the use of self-report
instruments. Because the design involves murtipre
assessments, it is crucial that the data gathering
technigue used has a high leve1 of test-retest
reriability to minimize extraneous error due to
assessment technique. The reliabirity of interviews
would need to be evaluated separately. Finally, as

part of a larger research project, looking forward to
an intervention project, evaruation of self-report
instruments to assess and track progress is an

important consideration. rn intervention, use of serf-
report measures can increase "treatment utility"
(Uayes, Nelson, & Jarrett, 1986; i.e., rapidly
identifying intervention points, tracking progress),
saving considerable therapist time h'ithout sacrificing
assessment validity.



SELECTION OF SELF-REPORT INSTRI ITÍENTS

Overvies

In the recent 1iterature, a 1arge number of
questionnaires tapping cognitive beliefs have become

available to researchers and clinicians a1ike. These

instruments measure diverse erements of cognitive
beliefs; such as attributional styres, locus of control
beliefs, self-statements, automatic thoughts,
irrational beriefs and coping styres. several_ of these
instruments have been deveroped from theories
postulating cognitive-behavioral elements in
psychopathology. However, for the crinician operating
from a more traditional frame of reference, such

instruments may serve important diagnostic, evaluative
and research purposes. fn this section, we will
examine the historicar precedents involving the use of
self-report questionnaires in both traditional and

behavioral assessment, examine how these cognitive
measures can be used in a behavioral framework, and

examine practical issues such as selecting instruments
and using self-report questionnaires to accomplish the
three stated purposes of behavior assessment: " ( 1 ) to
serect target behaviors, (2) to devise an intervention

90
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program, and (3) to evaruate treatment outcome" (Hayes,

NeIson, & Jarrett, 1986, p. 464). Finally, we will
examine some future directions invo)-ving the use of
serf-report questionnaires in behavior assessment.

The Historv of serf-Reoort ouestionnaires
Tradít ional Àssessment

Although the self-report has been used as a
measure of psychol0gical functioning for the past
century, when introspection was used by Titchener and

James (eellack & Hersen, 1977), formal self-report
questionnaires were first used during the latter stages
of World War I to screen recruits for potential
psychopathology (Anastasi, 19gg ) . I^thile current self -
report methodologies can involve divergent methods of
obtaining information from a subject (i.e., projective
and interview techniques), the guestionnaire has found
its most sustained and successful place in the
assessment of personality and psychopathology. Àn

excellent exampre of an instrument which serves both
these functions is the Minnesota Multiphasic
Personality rnventory-second Edition (m¿pr -z) . Between

the 1930's and 19G0's, trait theorists used the self-
report questionniare to assess what they viewed as

"fixed, unchanging, underlying causal entities,,
(Anastasi, 1988, p, 5ss) of personarity. Berlack and
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Hersen (1977 ) point out that this approach to testing
was based on the assumption that the subject would

provide accurate and undistorted information about

him/herself, following from the influence of the
humanistic-phenomenological tradition. As such, this
approach to assessment focuses nearly excrusively on

the subjective reports of the client. However, few

contemporary psychologists subscribe to this "extreme"
view of personality traits, and most psychorogists view
personality constructs as much more situationally
specific (Ànastasi, 1 98B). Beginning in the late
1960's and early 1970's, psychologists subscribing to
social learning and sociar cognitive theories began

changing the content and construction of self-report
questionnaires, producing instruments which were much

more constrained in focus, assessing specific behaviors
of interest in particular situations (Anastasi, 19gg).

Behavioral Assessment

Despite the reliance on serf-report questionnaires
as an important source of information in traditional
assessment, behavioral assessment has viewed the self-
report questionnaire with some measure of skeptiscm.
Historically, this began with watson's rejection of
introspection as a inexact and quick means of gathering
psychol0gical data (gellack & Hersen, 1977). Let us
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examine the main criticisms of self-report
questionnaires from the point of view of behavioral
assessment (this discussion fo110ws from Barrett,
Johnson & pennypacker , 1996; BeIIack & Hersen , 1977;
and Parks & Hollon, 19gg). First, the responses
generated from questionnaires are subjective, and

therefore of decreased var-idity. They point to the
fact that there is often row external- or criterion
validity of the instrument to behavior, and often
measures on other instruments correlate more highly
with scores than do behaviors they are meant to assess
(Campbell & Fiske, 1959; rrish & Higgins, 19g6).
second, responses on questionnaires are vulnerable to
situational variabres and response biases such as

sociar desirability and demand characteristics (parks &

Hollon' 1988), as werr as malingering (simulating a

deficit) and dissimuration (concearment through
deception; Anastasi, 1 9BB) . Third, questionnaires
often measure "hypotheticar" mentar processes.
Folrowing the watsonian tradition, serf-report measures

are inaccurate and undesirabre means of gathering
assessment data. Fourth, questionnaires are not
typically designed to be sensitive to change because of
the importance of reriability (i.e., test-retest) in
classical testing theory. This ressens their utility
in repeated assessment. Fifth, guestionnaires are not
designed to produce or suggest interventionsr or to
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determine appropriate evaluation processes. sixth,
questionnaires are unabre to identify connections
between antecedents, conseguences, and behavior.
FinaIly, questionnaires are typically unable to
identify or measure behavior change arising from
behavioral interventions.

Despite these criticsms, contemporary behavior
assessment is seeing a return to the use of self-report
questionnaires. Three factors have contributed to this
return. The first is that questionnaires are an

efficient means of gathering assessment information,
and therefore increase treatment utirity (Hayes, Nelson
& Jarrett, 1986). second, behavior assessment has

recognized the usefulness, in certain situations, of
standardized instruments. Hawkins (i9g6) lists four
valid functions for normative instruments in behavior
analysis: 1 ) identification of potential crients, z)
identifying behaviors functionaÌ in task performance,
3) identification of criterion revers of performance,
and 4) using normative behavior as a criterion to
determine the sociar acceptance of behaviors. The

third and most important factor is that contemporary
measures are increasingly less subjective in their
focus on cognitions, motoric responses and

physiologicar activity (gerlack & Hersen, 1977).
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contemporary psychology's general acceptance and

adoption of social rearning and cognitive principres,
reflected in current Lest-construction methodologies,
have made it possible for many self-report
questionnaires to be used in behavioral assessment. Às

f{e shall see, however, data from these instruments
serve different purposes and are applied and evaruated
in different v¡ays in behavioral and traditionar
assessment. For example, Hawkins (1996) suggests that
standardized tests and assessment methods such as serf-
report questionnaires are most useful when defining and
quantifying the probrem area and less useful when

designing or tracking the efficacy of behavioral
interventions. rn summaryr sê1f-report measures are an

accepted, valid, and clinically useful means of
gathering data. Before turning to these applied
issues, a brief review of the common ground between

these assessment orientations is in order. First, let
us examine the theoretical underpinnings of cognitive-
behaviorar therapy, folrowed by the theories invorved
in questionnaire construction.
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Àssessment of coqnitionF þ coqnitive-Behavioral
Theraov

Nietzer and Bernstein (1997) define cognitive-
behaviorar therapy as "a treatment approach that
attempts to modify maladaptive behavior by influencing
a client's cognitiorls (beIiefs, schemas, self_
statements, and problem-sorving strategies)'r (p. zg3).
what then are cognitions? eeidel and Turner (19g6)

state that "the more traditional behavioral view has

cl-assified cognitive activities such as perception and

ideation as private, behavioral events. rn addition,
rather than being phenomena which function outside the
laws of learning, cognition, when viewed as simply
another behavior, is subject to the same Laws of
acquisition as other behaviors" (p. 17g).

rf vre view cognitions as a crass of behavior
(although it can onry be observed by one person)r âD

important bridge can be made between the more

traditional, mentaristic views and the behaviorar views
of personality and psychopathology. If we view
cognitions as behavior, private thoughts can be

assessed and treated using both traditionar and

behavioral techniques. rn many descriptions of
cognitive-behaviorar therapy, behavioral assessment

techniques are frequentry used. For example, DeRubis

and Beck (1988) advocate the use of daily self_
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monitoring of dysfunctionar. thoughts and events.
Persons (1989), in discussing cognitive assessment in
cognitive therapy, uses several behaviorar assessment

techniques such as observation, use of ratings by

relatives and other mentar health professionars, and
self-rating questionnaires. prominent in her
discussion is the importance of using assessment as a

baseline upon which to evaruate treatment in an ongoing
fashion. such an emphasis on continous assessment is
echoed in Beck and Emory's (1995) discussion invorving
treatment of anxiety disorders.

Construction anÖ SelçctioB of Self_Report
Ouestionnaires

To this point, we have briefry reviewed how self-
report questionnaires have been viewed by traditional
and behaviorar assessment and are accepted currentry by
both perspectives. Before turning our attention to
examining how self-report questionnaires tapping
cognitive beliefs can be used in cognitive-behavioral
assessmentr it is first important to examine how serf-
report questionnaires are constructed and selected.
Kline (1986) suggests that there are 5 integral
characteristics of good psychologicar tests: scare
properties, reriabiritity, validity, discriminatory
power and standardization.
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The criteria involved in good test construction
are arso the criteria used by an assessor when

sel-ecting measures for assessment. The scale should be

of at least an interval scale; should have a test-
retest reriability of at least 0.7 with a test-retest
interval bei-ow six months; shourd have adequate content
consistency (spIit-ha1f reliability), response

consistency and homogeneous items (nuder-Richardson and

coefficient alpha); have high scorer reliability; have

high face, concurrent, predictive, and construct
varidity; demonstrate discriminative povrer through an

adequate distribution of scores; and has been

standarized accurately and appropriately (Ànastasi,
1988; Kline, 1986) Unfortunately, the relevant
information summarized above es necessary for good test
construction and evaluation is often not included in
journal article descriptions of instruments.

rn behavioral assessment, construct validity and

test-retest reliabirity should form important parts of
the decision process because of the /elatively greater
emphasis on idiographic assessment and repeated
assessments in this method of assessment. Àlthough
psychometric considerations form an important part of
instrument selection, practicar matters such as ease of
scoring and interpretation aLso need to be considered.
Examination of the items in the instrument to ensure
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that they refrect the behaviors of interest is as
important as statisticar item analysis of responses to
individual questions. pattern analysis of sets of
responses is another important way of interpreting
self-report questionnaire data. Equally important is
consideration of the subject-instrument fit. The ã9er
socio-economic, educational, medical, cognitive, and
psychological status of the subject must be taken into
consideration when using self-report instruments. ïf
the above considerations are not evaruated, the
advantages in treatment utility of self_report
questionnaires wirl be lost when inaccurate or
incomprete data are obtained, or subjects experience
frustration or reactivity when being assessed.

criteria for coqnitiye Betief rEstEunent serection inthe present Studr-

Based on the review above, the first task in
selection of instruments was to survey alr possibre
instruments for suitability in this study. Appendix A

contains synopses of psychometric data provided for zg

cognitive belief instruments. Based on psychometric
data, instruments were eriminated if either their
internal consistency (based primariry on coefficient
arpha as sprit har-f reriabilities were rarery reported)
or test-retest reliability were, in generar, below .70.
rn addition, single factor scales were discarded,
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unLess scale composition tapped a specific area of
interest (i.e., a specific type of automatic thought)
as opposed to a general area of interest (i.e., a

global Loc scale). rn appendicies B to cc, the actual
instruments evaluated are reproduced. Here,
instruments were discarded if the scare construction
vras inappropriate for the TBr population. For example,
Moore (1989) used the Àttributionar styre euestionnaire
to evaluate attributional styre in the first stage of
the research program. Responses from the subjects
reflected a genera]-ly poor understanding of the goars
of the instrument, and ratings tended to be placed on

the endpoints of the scales. Às a resurt, instruments
like the ÀsQ may require a r-ever of abstraction
inappropriate fcr persons recovering from severe TBr to
complete. Às wel1, the items themselves were examined
for potentially reactive item content. scares such as

the Rationar Behavior rnventory were subsequently
eliminated. Scales that overlapped were al_so

eliminated.

In sum, the following criteria were used in
selection of self-report instruments from the zg scal_es

ident i f ied:

internal consistency greater than .70

- multiple factor scales preferred (greater
specificiLy) unless single factor scales
tapped a specific area of interest
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scale construction/complexity appropriate for TBI

populat ion

items contained no reactive item content

The following scales were selected:

Coqnitive Bias Instruments

1 ) Àutomatic Thoughts euestionnaire-positive
2) Àutomatic Thoughts euestionnaire-Negative

ÀttributionaL Style
3) CausaI Dimension Scale

Locus of Control

4) Multidimensional Locus of Control Scal_e

Copi nq

5) Coping In Stressful Situations
6) Ways of Coping euestionnaire-Revised

Criteria +q-Oua]íty. of tile_ Outcome InstrumentSelection in the present stGv --

selection of these. scares was strongly infruenced
by the past literature. Às a large data and literature
base currently exists measuring the outcome of persons
recovering from TBr with the sickness rmpact profile
(Bergner, Bobbitt, & po11ard, 1976), profile of Mood

States (McNair, Lorr, and Droppleman, 1971), and the
center For Epidemiorogicar studies Ðepression scare
(nadl-of f , 1977 ) bottr f rom our o$rn raboratory as welr_ as
others, these measures assist us in making cross-study
comparisions. Most importantly, all three guarity of
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life measures meet the selection criteria outlined
above for the cognitive moderator instruments. The

consistent use of werl-designed and valid instruments
in a programme of research is a powerful means of
understanding developmental processes involved in
cl-inical outcome, and illustrates the utitity of self-
report measures in clinical research.



OVERÀLL ST¡MMÀRY AND STATE}IENT OF PROBTEM

The current study uses a multivariate,
longitudinal design to investigate the potential
moderating rore of cognitive beriefs in the adjustment
to TBI in a sample of persons recovering from TBI

within the first 15 months post-injury. Studying these
processes at this time period in the overarl recovery
process serves two main purposes: 1) It extends our
understanding of the appricability of these constructs
into the post-acute phase of recovery. past

retrospective cross-sectional- TBr samples have examined
these processes an average of 5-6 years post_injury.
The current study extends this research into a new time
frame. 2) Theoretically, this time period would be the
most optimal for clinical intervention and prevention
of the development of negative serf-limiting belief
systems- Examination of the "normal" developmental
processes is a 1ogical first step prior to
imprementation of an intervention study within the
larger research programme. Às welI, by examining
processes after six months post_injury, when the
largest cognitive recovery takes place, the confounding
effects of temporary cognitive deficits wirl be

minimized, while achieving the goal of examining
recovery processes at this phase of overall recovery.

103
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rn concrusion, based on a riterature review
examining the moderating effect of cognitive beliefs in
adjustment to chronic ilrness, a conceptuar model

viewing locus of control, attributional sty1e, and

cognitive distortion as related and overlapping
constructs impacting both on adjustment and serection
of coping strategies has been outlined. The adequacy
of this moder in understanding the rore of cognitive
beliefs in adjustment to TBr will be examined in this
study.



HYPOTIIESES

Based on the literature review, and in particular
on resurts from the first step in this research pIan,
the following hypotheses are advanced:

Hvpothesis !
Rerationship of coonitive Beliefs at lirp l and coping
at Time 2

External LOC, internal, global, and stable
attributional style, and high levers of cognitive
distortion at rime 1 (6-9 months post-injury) are
hypothesized to be related to selection of high levels
of overall coping and high revels of emotion-focused
coping straLegies in particular at rime z (12-1 5 months
post-injury).

Hvpothesis ?
Rerationship of coqnitive Beliefs at rime 1 and outcome
at Time 2

External LOC, internal, global, and stable
attributional style, and high revers of cognitive
distortion at rime 1 are hypothesized to be rerated to

105
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poorer emotional, physical and psychosocial self-
reports of adjustment at Time Z.

Hvpothesis 3

Relationship of copinq at rime 1 and outcome at rime ?

High overall coping and use of emotion-focused coping
strategies at rime 1 are hypothesized to be rerated to
poorer emotional, physical and psychosocial self-
reports of adjustment at Time Z.

Hyoothesis !!
rnteraction of Time and severitv on coqnitive Beriefs
and Outcome

Àn interaction effect is hypothesized to occur on both
dependent measures of cognitive beliefs and outcome as

a function of the independent measures of time post-
injury and severity of injury. More specifically,
measures of outcome are expected to improve v¡ith
increasing time post-TBr for rnird and moderate patients
with TBr ' while measures of outcome are expected to
remain stable or decrine for persons recovering from
severe TBr - cognitive beliefs are expected to be

characterized by increased external Loc, greater
internal, globa1 and stabre attributional styre and
greater cognitive distortion for subjects recovering
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from severe TBI, while the opposite pattern is
hypothesized for mild and moderate patients with TBr.

Hvoothesis !
Evaluation of Conceptual ModeL

using LTSREL path analysis, relationships between

cognitive moderators and coping measured at rime 1 and
outcomer measured at rime 2 outlined in the conceptual
moder in Figure 1 are hypothesized to be confirmed.



METT¡OD

Sub.iects

Subjects consisted of 6j patients with TBI

identified from admissions to the province's two

neurosurgical centres (Health sciences centre and st.
Boniface General Hospital) from Aprir 1gg1 to July lggz
as part of a rarger research study funded in part by
the Health sciences centre Research Foundation and the
Nationar Health Deveropment and Research program. Àrl
patients receiving diagnoses of TBI (i.e., aIi
severitites) were identified prospectivery through
emergency admissions at these hospitals as part of a

larger concurrent study examining prospective quality
of rife and alcohol related issues (stambrook, Girr,
Hi11, & Barnes, 1989). submissions to obtain ethical
approval from the Department of psychology and the
Health sciences/racurty of Medicine review boards were
approved, given that we only approach those subjects
who had not refused participation in the 1arger
concurrent aLcohol/quality of life study. In addition
to this restriction, subjects needed to meet the
following two TBr severity criteria to be eligible for
the present study: 1) at 1east 6 months post_injury (to

108
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contror for effects of cognitive recovery) and 2)

sustaining at least a mild TBr based on Glasgow coma

scare (ccs) scores obtained within six hours of injury,
computed tomography (ct) results, and presence/absence

of surgical intervention.

The GCS is a standardized measure of depth of
unconsciousness consisting of ratings on a twelve point
scale measuring extent of eye opening, verbal
responsiveness, and motor response. The GCS is
presented in its entirety in Àppendix DD. A score of
15 indicates fulI consciousness, whire a score of 3

indicates deep coma. Gcs scores are regularly obtained
whire the patients are in hospital by medicar staff and

are recorded on medical records.

Four hundred and sixty-five subjects met the above
criteria for inclusion and recruitment l_etters were

sent to these subjects. Two hundred and eighty-four
subjects were contacted, and it vras found that five of
these subjects had died in the six to nine month

interval between their injury and our contact. of the
remaining 279 subjects, 214 indicated their wilringness
to have questionnaires sent to them by mail or by

telphone contact o6.7%). of these 214, four moved and
nine became iIl during the initial Time 1 three month

data collection window and were rost to folrow up.
Ninety of the remaining zo1 subjects sent 6-9 month
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post-injury questionnaires returned them to us,
yierding a 44.8% compliance rate. of these ninety
subjects, a further nine moved and two became ilr over
the subsequent six month inter-assessment interval. of
the remaining 79 subjects, 61 completed the Time 2

12-15 month-post questionnaire, a 77.2% compliance
rate. For the entire two-assessment protocor, 61 out
of 190 erigibre subjects (ar1 subjects who were

contacted, did not move or become irl over the study
period) completed the questionnaires, a 32.1%

compriance rate. Figure M1 contains a flow chart of
the participation of the subjects along with a

breakdown of reasons for refusal or non-participation.

Insert Figure M1 about here
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Medical chart review and demographic

questionnaires formed part of the research design to
assist in describing and identifying the subsequent
sample. TabIe R1 contains obtained demographic

information on the sample, incruding martial status,
years of education, employment, and income of the
sample. The sampre was composed of 35 mare and 2s

f emal-e subjects, with average age at in jury of 3g.g2
(so = 16.41) . The modal subject in the study vras

married (both prior to and folrowing the injury), had
11-12 years of education and bras empr-oyed f urr-time
prior to the injury. on forlow-up, the modar patient
was either unemployed or emproyed full-time. The modal
subject had a family income of approximately $20-2s,0oo
both prior to and folrowing injury. Brishen (1967)
occupational codes were used to quantify occupation
(job type). This scare has a range from 7s (chemists,
physicians) to zs (trappers and hunters). The index
was modified to include homemakers (20), retirees (15),
unemployed (10) and students (5). The average Brishen
score prior to injury was 32.79, and was 25.g7
following injury. Famity income was measured on an 11

point scale with each point representing $5r000 of
yearly income. Average family income was 5.30 prior to
and 5.84 following injury.
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Tabre R2 contains medicar and trauma-related
information on the sampre. TBr's were categorized as

mild when Gcs on admission was greater than 12, the
patient experienced loss of consciousness of at reast 5

minutes duration, CT scans were normal, and no

neurosurgical intervention slas required. TBr's were

crassified as moderate when the patient presented

either with GCS score equal or between 9 and 12, or GCS

greater than 12 with positive CT findings or
neurosurgical intervention. severe TBr consisted of
patients presenting with GCS egual to g or less,
regardless of cr results or neurosurgery. This method

of grouping patients is widely used in the l_iterature
(Levin, Hugh, Goethe, Sisson, Overa11, Rhoades,

Eisenberg, Kalinsky, anC Garry, 1gg7).

The sample differs from the epidemiologicar norm

in that there are more females and that younger
patients appear to be under-represented. Forty-one
subjects sustained mild TBr , 1 1 moderate TBr , and g

severe TBI. The sample severity distribution
approximates the typicat distribution of severity. The

mean length of coma for the entire sample was 0.42 days
(So = 2.00; range 0.01 14 days ), while mean length
of post-traumatic amnesia was 2.37 days (SD = g.42;
range = 0.01 50 days). As a whole, the sample spent
an average of 14.48 days in hospital (so = 37.70; range
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1 - 198 days). Medical data on the sampre is presented
in Table R2 while graphs for age at injury, coma

length, post-traumatic amnesia length, GCS score on

admission, hospital stay, and accident type for the
sampre is presented in Figures R1 to R6 respectively.

Insert Tab1es R1 and R2 About Here

Insert Figures R1 to R6 About Here
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Table R1

Sample Demoqraphic Information

Var iable N Mean S.D.

Years of Education
Prior to Injury
Following Injury

Blishen Occupational
Prior to Injury
Following Injury

Family Income *
Prior to Injury
FoIlowing Injury

59
59
Score
59
59

50
51

12 .63
12.70

32.78
25.97

5.30
5.84

3.38
3.43

17.10
18.34

3.29
3 .41

Var iable
Prior To Following

I njury I njury

Marital Status
Married
Common-Law
S i ngle
Di vorced
Widorved
Missing

Employment Status
Ful I -Time
Part-Time
Unemployed
Ret i red
Student
Missing

26
7

19
2
4
3

33
9
7
7
3
2

25
4

18
4
5
5

21
6

21
7
3
3

Note. * Measured on ---point f. kert scale see text
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Table R2

Sample Medical Data

Var iable N Percent of Samp1e

Accident Type
Motor Vehicle Àccident
Fa 1I
Àssault
Car/Pedestrian
Snowmobi 1e
Airplane Crash
Hit By FaIling Objecr
Thrown From Horse

Skull Fracture
No
Yes

CT Scan Resul_ts
Not Done
No rnna l-
Abnormal

Cerebral Hemorrhage
Not Present
Present

Complications
Yes
No

49
12

37
I

16

46
15

During Hospital ization
9

52
Àdmi ss i on

19
I
2
3

29

23
17
12

4
1

1

2
1

37 .7
27 .9
19 .7
6.6
1.6
1.6
3.3
1.6

80.3
19 .7

60 .7
13.1
26.2

75.4
24.6

14.8
8s.2

31.1
13.1
3.3
4.9

47 .5

24 .6
75.4

Other Injuries Àt Time of
Lacerat i ons
Orthopedic
Major Organ System
Multiple Trauma
No

History of
Yes
No

Previous I llness
15
46
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Glasgow Coma Scale Distribution: Full Sample
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Figure R6:
Ty?. ofAccidenr: Full Sample
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Instruments

Coonitive Moderators

Às discussed previously, the following instruments
selected from a group of 2g measures formed the core of
the assessment package.

coqnitive Distortion. Two instruments reere used
to measure automatic thoughts. The Àutomatic Thoughts
Questionnaire-positive (atg-e; rngram & wisniki, 19gg),
consists of 30 items which assess positive thoughts
based on Beck's moder of depression using a 5 point
likert format. psychometric information is provided in
Àppendix À' and the instrument is reproduced in
Àppendix B. The Automatic Thoughts euestionnaire-
Negative (atg-N; Ho1ton & Kendall, 19g0) consists of _?O

items tapping automatic negative thoughts using a 5

point likert format. psychometric information is
provided in Appendix À, and the instrument is
reproduced in Appendix C.

Àttributional stvre. Attributionar styre was

assessed using the causar Dimension scale (Russe11,

1982) - This scale consists of 9 items using a 9 point
likert scale assessing the locus of causality,
stability and controrrabirity to situationar statements
provided by the examiner. The situations used in the
present study consisted of the folrowing 2 statements:
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1 ) Think for a moment about the causes involved in the
distressing or negative things that have happened to
you since your head injury. write down the cause(s)
you think exprain why distressing or negative things
have happened to you since your head injury.
2) Think for a moment about the causes invorved in the

pleasant or positive things that have happened to you
since your head injury- write down the cause(s) you
think explain why preasant or positive things have
happened to you since your head injury.

Psychometric data on the
Àppendix A, while the scale is
o.

CDS is presented in
reproduced in Appendix

Locus of contror. The Murtidimensionar Hearth
Locus of Control Scale (¡CrfC; Wallston, WalIston, &

Devellis, 1979) measures health rerated Loc beriefs
using a 6 point likert format. To maximize the
psychometric varidity and reliability of the scaIe,
both forms A and B were cornbined. psychometric data is
provided in Appendix À, and the scale is reproduced in
Àppendix u. It shourd be noted that umrauf and Frank
(1986) assessed a group of 107 inpatient rehabiritation
patients to varidate the independence of the rnternal,
chance, and powerful others scales, and found evidence
that in this population the chance and powerfur others
scares appear to overlap. They found a .44 correlation
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between the c and po scales, whire the r scar.e was not
significantry correlated with either the c or po

scales.

Cooino

Two scales were used to assess coping behavior in
the current study. The coping rnventory for stressful
situations (crss; Endler & parker, lggo) consists of 4g

items using 5 point likert scales. psychometric data
is presented in Appendix À, and the instrument is
reproduced in Appendix W. The Ways of Coping

Questionnaire-Revised (woc-n; Forkman, Lazarus, Dunkel-
schetter, Delongis, & Gruen, 19g6) consists of 67 items
using a 4 point likert scare. psychometric data is
presented in Appendix À, and the instrument is
reproduced in Àppendix cc. The main difference between
the crss and the woc-R invorves their specificity. The

crss focuses on differentiating between probrem-focused
and emotion-focused coping, whire the woc-R is more

descriptive, consisting of g subscares involving more
diverse kinds of coping within these domains.

Outcome

Three scales were used to assess outcome. ÀlL
three have been used in previous studies in TBr

populations. The sickness rmpact profile (sre;
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Bergner' Bobbitt, & polrard, 1g76), is a patient serf-
reported measure of psychological and physical
probrems- rt consists of statements to which the
patient responds using a true/false format. scores
include three gIobal measures of physical,
psychosocial, and overall adjustmentr âs well as

subscare scores measuring adjustment in specific
physical and psychosociat ao*u:.ns.

The prof ir-e of Mood states (pous; McNair, Lorr, &

Droppleman, 1971) is a patient serf-report of emotional_

status- This instrument consists of emotionar
adjectives to which subjects rate the extent to which
they have f elt this r{ay during the past week. scores
consist of a Total Mood Disturbance score as werl as

subscal-e scores assessing Confusion, Ànxiety,
Depression, Ànger, and vigor. rnternal consistency for
the subscales ranges between .g4 to .95 on two rarge
samples of psychiatric outpatients. Test_retest
reliability estimates range between .65 and .74 in a

large sampre of waiting risL psychotherapy patients
with an approximate three week test-retest interval.

The Center For Epidemiological Studies
Depression scare (ces-o; Radroff, 1g77) is a brief zo

item scale focusing specificarly on the experience of
depression, and is designed for use in both crinical
and general populations. corcoran and Fisher (1gg7,)
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report coefficient alphas for the cEs-D ranging between

-85 for the general population to .90 for psychiatric
sampres. Test-retest reliabirity of the cEs-D with
three month to one year test-retest intervals range
between -32 to .54. This relatively Iow reriability
figure is expected as depression ratings vary
considerably over such a long t irne intervaL.

procedure

This study involved data colrection over a one-
year period for each subject with administration of the
entire self-report questionnaire battery during data
collection "windows". The first data coll_ection window
consisted of the time period between six to nine months
post-injury, whire the second data colr.ection window

consisted of the time period between 12 to 15 months
post-injury. For each subject, data collection took
place during two sessions separated by a six-month test
interval.

subjects were recruited by mair and telephone. The

initial participation request was made by mail and
included a consent form describing the project, the
voluntary nature of their participation, data-security
procedures, and the group nature of the data collected.
Telephone folrow up carls were then made to improve
understanding of the objectives of the project and
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prompt return of the consent form. upon receipt of the
consent form, the questionnaire booklet s¡as mailed to
subjects to compleLe at home and mail back to the
investigator using a serf-addressed and stamped

envel0pe. Included with the questionnaire booklet is a

cover letter incruding detaired directions for
completion and a terephone number subjects could use to
contact the researchers to obtain assistance in
completing the questionnaires. when possible and
necessary' arrangements !¡ere made for a significant
other to assist in questionnaire completion. on the
first fo11ow-up, s subjects (g.2%) stated that they
received help in compreting the battery whire on the
second fo1low-up, 6 subjects (9.6%) stated that they
received heIp. pronpting of questionnaire return
involved a minimum of three contacts designed to
maximize compliance while minimizing potential
annoyance. The first, carried out two-weeks forlowing
initial mailing of the questionnaire, consisted of a

reminder retter asking if the subject had received the
questionnaire booklet and reguesting that it be

returned at the subjects earriest convenience. rt arso
stated that terephone contacts would be made over the
next month to offer assistance if questionnaires !¡ere
not returned- The folrowing two telephone contacts
were made at further two-week intervals to prompt
completion and return as well as offer assistance in
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completion. rn the large majority of cases, subjects
stated that they y¡ou1d promptly return the
questionnaires after being contacted.

The second (12-15 month forlow-up) questionnaire
bookret v¡as maired six months forrowing the initial
mailing. rdentical forlow-up procedures to those
described for the first assessment were folrowed. À

final letter describing the purpose and findings of the
study was sent to participants following completion of
the study. copies of the recruitment, consent form,
reminder, and feedback correspondence can be found in
Appendix EE.

Initial Inspection of Data

Às the data from the study came in, the most

striking difficurty subjects appeared to experience was

with the cDS. A substantiar number of subjects wrote
on the guestionnaire that they did not furly understand
either hov¡ the questionnaire worked or how it applied
to them. A larger number stated that they were unabre

to come up yrith explanations accounting for the
positive or negative events that had happened to them

since their injury. rnspection of those cDs protocols
that were completed reveared a great amount of missing
data. Àt Time 1, sixteen Q6.2%) and at Time 2,
twenty-two (36.1%) subjects provided no cDS data points
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due to brank or incompletery filled out questionnaires.
of those completed, inspection of the reasons for
positive and negative events revealed many respondents
who compreted the scales without providing a written
reason that their rating v¡ere based on. This made

evaruating the validity of their responses difficult.
on some protocols, responses reflected potentially poor
understanding of the task or the absence of engaging in
causal search. À representative sample of the stated
reasons for positive and negative events is provided in
Table R3 and R4. Despite the difficulties in
evaruating the data from the cDs, the responses given
provide "snap-shot" glimpses into the rives of peopre
living with head injury. Because of the large amount

of missing data and difficulties in evaruating the
validity and accuracy of questionnaire compretion, the
CDS data was excluded from further analysis.

Insert Table R3 and R4 about here
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Table R3

Representative ResÞonses from cDS positive Events

- more emotional unstable Isic]life is what you make it
- lglhing positive has happened to me relating my headlnJury

strong wi1led
- people relate to me

socializing, outdoor activity
- my persistent positive attitude and self-ta1k andopt imi sm

accident Ì{as a life experience
recovery, my daughter
ner.r baby corning
healing and more energy
recentry moved to southern ontario close to friendsand family

- my wife, friends, church people, family are asupport to me
r varue life more, have more respect for life and
God
I take life a Iittle more serious Isic]good outlook on life, positive attitude

- change in Iifestyle
- more determined to achieve goals

r must be a good person becãuse people care about melove of life
r am more careful and attentive because of theinjury

- worked harder to compensate for negativestaking care of.condo, Iaundry and Éeing alonethe only po?itive thing is tirat r am dãtermined toovercome this
- changed d,octors

I got married
r am much more aware of being arive and am gratefutfor it
the injury has made me
the accident could have
paralyzed

- we are just thankful
everything that comes

more assertive and stronger
killed me and left me

for "Iife" and try to acceptwith it (good and bad).
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Table R4

Representative Responses from cDS Negative Events

outside walking in winter unabre to communicate- politics / world events - relatively poor memoryr speak before thinking - money, ieiatronsnióåtime was lost too carefreer have a more-"positive" attitude since the accidentnothing negative has happened to me since headlnJury
this section does not appry to me as r have not feltthis way
r was told a person died in the same accident r wasin
For 15 months after my accident I facedincarceration. Now Iim in jail f.or- ) years.can't relate sometimes and ñry memory lãpsesdif f icultv expressing serf . (-tinairg-*o;ã;i, f ocusingand concentration, depression
things that happen arè a part of 1ifecan't do as much or as quickly, Divorcethe accident has ref t me ¿i zz'y'anð. ringing in myleft ear which is very hard tð 1ive wittrhelplessness, anger, ánd self-pityI can't work or be with my friãndê at workthey probably would have Ëappened anywayr can't do things like befoiã and r iook a littredi f ferent
going out at night is my main fearloss of sme11, loss of hearing in one earstress from peers, university, personal problems,family troubles
lost my job, my brother diedI get headaches, I feel tired, I have a lowtolerance leveI
r do not beLieve my head injury has anything to dowith.things thar hãve happeñed ro me sin". ít--waiting for I to 12 monthã for eye =,rig"ryloss of ricense, reputation, artirritis] t rñauitityto 'do'
r think about my famiry and myself in the futurethat my dreams have failed
all the things that have been taken away from mebecause of the accident. r have had to learn toadjust to a different way of life.
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Data Preparation

As several of the statistical techniques used

subsequently are not robust to outliers or to non-
normal distributions, data screening and preparation
analyses suggested by Tabachnick and Fiderr (19g9) were

carried out on the 6-9 and 12-1s month MHLC, ATe-p,
ATQ-N, CISS, WOC-R, SIp physical, psychosocial and

Totar scores, poMS Totar Mood Disturbance, and cES-Ð

scores. No outliers were found using spss Regression
procedures. However, a number of scales vrere found to
have non-normar distributions using spss Frequency
procedures. These consisted of examining the ratio of
the skewness and the standard error of skewness and by

determining the ratio of kurtosis and its standard
error' finally finding its' probabirity of occurence
using a z-score table. ÀTe-N 6-9 and 12-15 month

scores, woc-R confrontative coping 12-1s month score,
POMS Total Mood Disturbance 6-9 month score, both 6-9
and 12-15 month CES-D, and both 6-9 and 12-1s month srp
Physical, psychosocial, and TotaI scores vrere

subsequently logarthmically transformed using
procedures outrined by Tabachnick and Fidell (19g9).

subsequent reinspection of the distribution revealed
that skewness and kurtosis ratios feIl within
appropriate ranges.
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all subsequent analyses, calcluations were

by removing subjects with missing data on a
basis for each analysis. UnIess otherwise

, this resulted in an N of 58 for each of the
analyses.



RESI'LTS

Hvpothesis 1: coqnitive Ber.iefs^at rime 1 and cooinq at
Tirne ?

Hypothesis 1 states that external Loc and high levers
of cognitive distortion at rime 1 are rerated to
serection of high revers of overall coping and high
revels of emotion-focused coping strategies at rime 2.

canonical correlation vlas performed between the
set of berief variables measured at 6-9 rnonths and,
individually, the seL of woc-R and crss 12-1s month

variables using spss MANovA for the Macintosh version
4.0 (spss, 1gg0). Belief variables included ÀTQ-p,

logarthmicarry transformed ÀTe-N, and MHLC rnternal,
Powerful others, and chance scores. coping variabres
included the comprete set of subscales for the wocR and

crss. Higher scores refrect greater endorsement of the
belief concept or greater use of a particular coping
strategy.

à Brief Reviev of. Cagonical Correlationrnteroretation. canoni¿ãr correratlõn-ls the rinear
combination of independent (rv) and dependent (ov)

variables that maximize the correlation between the
comprete sets of rv's and DV's. rt is expressed as a

13s
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single correlation coefficient and expresses a summary

measure of the strength of association between both
sets of variabres. canonicar variates are paris of
variables, one rV and one DV extracted from the sets of
rv's and DV's that account for the maximum unique
intercorrelation between the sets of rv's and DV,s.
The number of canonicar correrations is determined by

examining the magnitude of the correlation coefficients
to justify interpretation of its variates. rn the
current study, a cutoff of .30 was used. Next, the
canonical variates are interpreted, in the current
study, by examining standardized canonical. variate
coefficients (canonicar weights) canonicar weights are
values representing the unique contribution of that
variabre to the canonicar function (trre canonical
correlation and its variates). They are bounded by 1.0
and -1.0 and are interpreted much like factor
weightings in factor analysis (i.e., use a rough
guideline of vaÌues

The redundancy index is an approximation of the amount
of variance accounted for by the sets of variabres and

consists of the verge of the squared multiple
correlation coefficient calcurated between al_l rv's and
each DV in the set. conceptually, it is simirar to the
R-squared value in regression analysis.
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I{avs of copinq-Revised. The f irst canonical
correration was .78 (60% of. variance), whire the second
was .62 (23% of. variance). subsequent correr-ations
v¡ere ress than -30. Together, these two canonical
correlations accounted for 93.4% of. cumulative variance
(r¡oterring's T2 = 2.63, Equivalent Murtivariate
F(40,277) = 2.ggr p < .OO1). Data on the first two
canonical variate pairs is presented in Tabre R5.

rncluded in the table are correrations between the
variabres and the canonical variates, standardized
canonical variate coefficients, within-set variance
accounted for by the canonical variates (percent of
variance), redundancies, and canonical correrations.
Totar percent of variance and totar redundancy indicate
that the first and second pair of canonicar variates
are moderately related.

Using a cutoff correlation of .3 for
interpretation, variables in the first berief set
correlated with the first canonical variate were ATQ-P,
log of ÀTQ-N, and MHLC powerfur. others and chance Loc
bel ief s. T^Ioc-R coping var iabres assoc iated wi th the
first canonicar variate were confrontative coping,
distancing, self-contro1, seeking social support,
accepting responsibility, and escape avoidance. The

first pair of canonicar variates indicate that those
having high ATe-p (.gg) and Iow ÀTe_N (_.6g), MHLC
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Powerfur others (-.30) and MHLC chance beliefs (-.77)
also tended to report low use of woc-R confrontative
coping (- -61 ), distancing (-.32), serf-control (-.49),
seeking social support (-.46), accepting responsibirity
( -. 54 ) , and escape avoidance ( -. gs ) coping strategies.

In the second canonical variate correlated
variabres in the belief set include ÀTe-p, MHLC

Internal and Chance LOC beliefs. WOC_R coping
variabres incrude the 1og of confrontative coping,
distancing, sel-f-control, accepting responsibility,
planful probrem-solving, and positive reappraisal. The

second pair of canonical_ variates indicates a

rerationship between low endorsement of ÀTe-p (-.31),
lo¡v MHLC rnternal Loc (-.91) and high MHLC chance Loc
(.31) with low use of woc-R confrontative coping
(-.34), distancing (-.66), self-control (-.34),
accepting responsibirity (-.6s), pranfur probtem-

sorving (-.sg) and positive reappraisar (-.43). on the
who1e, these results support Hypothesis 1.

Insert Table R5 Àbout Here
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Table R5

S+-e+å, Slangardizçd Canonicat Coef f icienrs,
Canon icaf . corretãt-i or¡s, percenFãt Vãîvar lance ,
W4+ÞeÇwee¡-rand The i r correspondi nq canon i c-camTiãË

and
Var iables

r,'1rst canon. Var . Second Canon. Var .

Correl. Coeffic. Correl. Coeffic.
Beliefs

ATQ_P
Log ATQ-N
MHLC_I
MI{LC-PO
MHLC-C

% variance
redundancy

WOC-R Coping Set
Log Confrontative
Coping

Di stanc i ng
SeIf-Control
Seek Social
Support

Àccept ing
Responsibility

Escape
Àvoidance

Plan Problem
SoIvi ng

Positive
Reappra i sal

% variance
redundancy

Canonical Corr

.39
-.68

.09
-.30
-.77

.26

.16

.21
-. 58
-. 34
-.21
-.53

-. 31 - .28
.07 -.43

-.91 -.98
.03 -.12
.31 .18

.20 Total = .46

. oB .24

- .61
-.32
- .49

- .46

-. 54

otr

-. 18

-.'1 1

.16

.08

.78

-.16
-.20
-.11

.11

-.16

-.84
.20

.24

-.34 -.35
-.66 -.49
-.34 .34

- .19 -. 08

-.65 -.76
.11 .70

-.58 -.26
-.43 .15

.27 Total = .43

.21 .29

.62
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cooino rnventorv For stressfur situations. The

f irst canonical correration v¡as .7g (60% of. variance),
while the second rras .3b (12% ot. variance ) . subsequent
correrations on the second canonical variate were ress
than .30- Together, these two canonical correrations
accounted for 72% of cumurative variance (Hoterling's
T2 = 1.79, Eguivalent Multivariate F(15 ,152) = 6.05, p

variate is marginal and was not conducted. Data on the
first canonical variate pair is presented in Table R6.

correrated variables in the belief set incruded
ATQ-P, log of ÀTQ-N, and MHLC powerfur- others and

chance Loc beliefs. Arl crss scales vÍere significantly
associated with the canonical variate. This pair of
canonicar variates indicates a relationship between

high endorsement of ATe-p (.39), and low endorsement of
ÀTQ-N (-.73), MHLC powerfur others Loc (-.gz) and MHLC

chance Loc (-.ls) witrr high use of crss rask oriented
coping (.39), low use of Emotion oriented coping (-.g2)
and low use of Avoidance oriented coping (-.70). These
results are also consistent with Hypothesis 1. Of

particurar note in these results are the significant
amount of variance and redundancy for the sets
(measuring the amount of variance accounted for by the
variate within the beliefs and coping variable set
respectively).
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Insert Table R6 About Here
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Table R6

Çorrelat i o{rs , Standardi zed Canon ical Çpqj!¡!;þ!en.!s,gu'lõñE.ul c.iI4ãffiF ""nffiFV#Tun"", and
Redundanc ies 

""ç*.="1 
*] iffiE ar ttEEl:l-o u"ff"ur..and First Canonical Variate

First Canon. Var.

Correl. Coeffic.
Beliefs Set

ÀTQ-P
Log ATQ-N
M{LC_I
MHLC_PO
MHLC_C

% variance
redundancy

CISS Coping Set
Task Oriented
Emot i on

Or i ented
Avoidance
Oriented

% variance
redundancy

Canonical Corr

.38 . 18
-.73 -.61.22 -.21
-.37 -.28
- .75 -. 56

.29

.17

.39 .39

-.92 -.70

-.70 -.29
.30
.50

.78
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Hvpothesis 2: coonitive Beliefs^at rirne ! and outcomeat Time !

Hypothesis 2 predicts that external Loc and high
revels of cognitive distortion at rime 1 are rerated to
poorer emotional, physicar and psychosocial self-
reports of adjustment at rime 2. canonical correlation
was carried out on 6-9 month belief set, consisting of
ÀTQ-P, log of AT9-N, MHLC Internal, powerful Others,
and chance Loc measures and the outcome set, consisting
of POMS Total Mood Disturbance, srp physical and

Psychosociar summary scores and GES-D depression 1z-15
month scores.

The f i rst canon icar correlat ion coef f ic ient Í¡as

-78 (61% variance) whire the second was .53 (2g%

variance). subsequent correlations were less than .30.
Together, the first two canonical correrations
accounted for 89% variance (Hotelling's T2 = 2.02,
Equivalent Multivariate F(20,190) = 4.g0r p < .001 ).
Data on the first and second canonicar variates are
presented in Table R7.

In the first canonical variate, correlated
variabres in the belief set incruded ÀTe-p, rog of ATe-
N' and MHLC chance Loc beriefs. All outcome variables
had interpretabre correlations with the canonical
variate. Low ATe-p (-.es) and high ÀTe-N (.g1) and

MHLC chance Loc beriefs (.63) were associated with
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increased reports of poMS emotionar disturbance (.99),
srP Physicar (.31) and psychosocial (.65) disturbance
and cES-D depression (.85) scores. percent variance
and redundancy figures demonstrate strong relationships
between variable sets on this variate.

In the second canonical variate, only MHLC

Powerfur others Loc v¡as significantry associated in the
bel-ief set while srp physicar and psychosocial_ scores
were significantly associated in the outcome set.
Higher reports of powerfur others Loc (.g4) v¡as

associated with greater difficulties in srp physicar
( -81 ) and psychosocial Domains (.5s) . Resurts from
both canonical correrates provide support to Hypothesis
2.
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Table R7

correlatloæ, standardized canonicer coef f icients,
of Variance, andnsaynagnc lee ryg u"aThe i r c o r r e s pond i n q cã;on i c-c a 

-vaGF
First Canon. Var. Second Canon. Var.
Correl. Coeffic. Correl . Coef f ic .

Beliefs Set
ATQ_P
Log ÀTQ-N
MHLC_I
MHLC_PO
MHLC_C

% variance
redundancy

Outcome Set
POMS T¡,lD
Log SIP Phy
Log SIP Psy
Log CES-D

% variance
redundancy

Canonical Corr

-.55
.81

-.28
-.10

.63

.31

.19

- .42
.51
.05

-.14
.50

.01 -.06

.10 .30

.04 .14

.94 1.07

.17 -.23

.18 Tota1 = .49

.05 .24

.99

.31

.65

.85

.33

.55

.78

-.25
.67
.75

-. 54

.04

.81

.65

.0s

.04

.81

.65

.05

.07 Total = .40

.27 .92

.53
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Hvpothesis 3: cooing at rine 1 and outcome at rine !

Hypothesis 3 predicts that high overall coping and

use of emotion-focused coping strategies at rime 1 will
be related to poorer emotional, physical and

psychosociar self-reports of adjustment at rime z.

subscales from the 6-9 month woc-R as a group and

crss as a group served as the basis for tv¡o sets of
cruster analysis using ward's method of rninimum

variance crustering with the sguared Euclidean distance
as the metric. These calcurations vrere performed using
the sPss statistical analysis program for the Macintosh
(version 4.0; spss, 1990), following the data-analysis
techniques of Frank et ar (1997) as a moder. cruster
analysis (rather than canonical correration) was used
for consistency with prior analyticar- techniques
reported in the literature (i.e., Frank et â1, 1gg7,
Moore & stambrook, 1992) . The number of clusters was

determined by inspecting inter-cruster coefficients
looking for discontinuity, and then examining the
clusters themselves for clinicar relevance following
suggesLions by Hair, Anderson, and Tatham (1gg7).

Three sets of MÀNovÀs (Þrurtivariate Ànalysis of
variance) were subsequentry performed using cluster
membership as the grouping variabre. The first was

designed to evaruate precise coping style differences
between the crusters by performing a MANovA on the
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cluster sorution itserf. rt should be emphasized that
this procedure was not designed to confirm the presence
of significant inter-cluster differences in coping
styles as the cr-ustering procedure performs this
function- The second MÀNovA v¡as performed Lo determine
whether the coping groups differed on the basis of
medical or demographic variabres. This anarysis
consisted of evaluating inter-group differences on age
at injury, Glasgow coma scale score on admission,
length of coma and post-traumatic amnesia, and rength
of hospital stay. The f inal MANovÀ evar_uated

varidation measures of outcome at the 1z-1s month
follow-up. Measures incruded the poMS Totar Mood

Disturbance score, the 1og of SIp physical and
Psychosocial Dimension subscales and the log of CES_D

depression score.

I{avs of copinq - Revised. Àfter examination of
the cluster results from the woc-R, the two cruster
solution r'Ias ser-ected as best fitting statisticar and
clinical criteria for interpretation.

The MANovÀ on the cruster sorution yierded an
overaLl significant effect (uoterling's T2 = 3.25,
Equivalent Multivariate r(gr49) = 1g.96r p < .001).
univariate F tests on the coping subscales revear-ed
significant inter-cruster differences in coping use on

all subscales apart from Distancing (F(1 r56) = 2.35, p
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subjects using the following coping strategies:
significantly less confrontative, selfcontrol, seeking
social support, accepting responsibility, escape
avoidance, planful problem solving, and positive
reappraisal coping strategies than cluster 2 (High use)
subjects (N = 26).

No significant differences were found between
cluster 1 (Low use) and cluster 2 (High use) subjects
on the medicar or demographic variabres (¡totelring's 12
= 0.09, Equivalent Multivariate F(5,52) = 0.95, p <

.4s6).

However, significant differences were found
between cluster groups on 12-15 month outcome

variables. The overall MÀNOVA vras found to be

significant (uoterling's T2 = o.26 Eguivarent
Multivariate F(4r51) = 3.33, p < .017). For_row-up

univariate F-tests found significant differences
between cruster groups on the log of srp psychosocial
Dimension subscale (F(1r54) = 12.g1, p < .oo1) and the
log of CES-D depression score (F(1,54) = 6.96, p <

.001). Trends were found for the remaining two
varidation measures as wer1. specifically, trends were
identified for poMS Total Mood Disturbance (F(1,s4) =

3-48, p < .068) and the log of srp physicar Dimension
subscale (F(1,54) = 3.47r p<.06g). cruster 1 (low
use) subjects reported fewer difficurties on al_l scares
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compared to cruster 2 (high use) subjects. These
findings are consistent with Hypothesis 3. Resur_ts

from these analyses are summarized in Table Rg.

Insert Tab1e RB Àbout Here
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Table R8

WOC-R Cluster Anal_vsis Results

Cluster 1 Cluster 2

Var iable Mean S.D. Mean s.Ð. (1,54) p.

Dçmoqraph iq/Medical Var iables
Age at r n jury ge .lI -lS.lZ

WOC-R subscale
Confrontative
Ði stanc ing
Sel f-Cont ro1
Social Support
Accept Resp.
Escape Avoid.
Problem SoIv.
Pos. Reapprais.

social
Log CES-D

3.50 2.78
6.88 2.94
6.34 3.26
s.06 3. 13
2.50 2.14
4.53 3.47
5.25 3.84
5.09 3.50

0.45 2.47
1.98 8.81

0.68 0. s7
1.47 0.11

33.'r6 .001
2.35 . 1 31

32.96 . 001
31 .90 .001
19.25 .001
49.72 .001
16.30 .001
41.56 .001

0.12 .731
0.01 .9s9
0.21 .645
2.53 .117

0 .14 .7 09

7.92
8.1s

10.92
10.50
5.34

12 .42
9. 54

11 .77

37 .23
0.43
3.04

12 .62

17.19

87.42
0.66

1.19
1 .55

3.0s
3 .41
2.7 0
4.20
2.80
5.03
4.24
4.39

16.91
1 .41
8.55
3.77

40 .12

Coma Length
PTA Length
Glasgow Coma Sc. 13.91 2.36
Length Hospital
Stay 1 3.34 37 .84

12-15 Month Outcome lariables
POMS Total Mood -Disturbance 67 .41 38.59
Log SIP phys 0.37 0.59
Log SIP psycho-

41 .25
0. s8

0.57
0. 13

3.48 .068
3.47 .068

12.82 .001
6.96 .001
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copino rnventorv For stressfur situaÈions.
examination of the cluster resurts from the crss,
two cluster solution was serected as best fitting
statistical and crinicar criteria for interpreLat

in TBI

1

Àfter

the

Lon.

The MÀNovÀ on the cluster solution yierded an

overall significant effect (goterling's T2 = 1.62,
Equivalent Multivariate r(3,5+) = 29.1g, p < .001).
univariate F tests on the coping subscar-es revealed
significant inter-cluster differences in coping use on

Emotion-oriented (F(1r56) = 79.06, p < .001) and
Avoidance-oriented (F(1,56) = 14.1g, p < .001) coping.
cluster 1 (Low Emotion/evoidance) consisted then of 36

subjects who used reratively 1ow emotion and avoidance
oriented coping styles compared to 22 cluster 2 (High
Emot ion/avoidance ) subjects.

The MANovA on the demographic/medicar variabre set
yíerded no significant murtivariate effects
(uotelling's 12 = 0.0g, Equivalent Multivariate F(5r52)
= 0.88r p < .504) or univariate effects (p's
However, significant findings v¡ere obtained on the
12-15 month outcorne variable set. The MANovA results
$¡ere signif icant (gotelring's T2 = 0.23, Equivalent
Multivariate r(4r51) = 2-93, p < .o2g) and follow-up
univariate F tests reveared significant intercruster
differences on the 1og of sIp psychosociar dimension
subscale (F(1r54) = 6.04r p < .017), and the 1og of
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CES-D Depression subscal_e (F(1r54) = 9.g9r p < .003).
À trend was also noted for poMS Total Mood Disturbance
scores (r(1,S4) = 3.75, p < .058). Cluster 1 (Low

Emotion/Avoidance) subjects reported less depression
and psychosociar disturbance along with a trend for
lower totar mood disturbance at 12-1s months post
injury compared to Cluster 2 (High Emotion/Avoidance)
subjects. These findings are also consistent with
Hypothesis 3. Results from these analyses are
summarized in Table R9.

Insert Table R9 About Here
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Table R9

CISS Cluster Ànalvsis Results

Cluster 1 Cluster 2

Var iable Mean S.D. Mean S.D.
F

(1,54) p

DgmoqrapÞiq/Medicat Var iables
Age at Injury ao:T1-ñt

CISS Subscale
Task
Emot ion
Avoidance

Coma Length
PTÀ Length

48.67 14.94
33.06 9.12
37 .25 8.84

0.60 2.s8
2.73 9.98

0.55 .463
78.07 .00'1
14.19 .001

0.98 .327
0.62.436
0.11 .742
0.28 .601

0.03 .86s

51.46
54.86
46.82

35.82
0. 16
1 .95

13.18

15.91

12 .08
9 .12

10 .23

16 .04
0 .42
6.00
3.25

41.38

Glasgow Coma Sc. 13.61 Z.g7
Length Hospital
Stay 14.11 37.42

13 .J=! W outçome variabtes
POMS Total Mood
Disturbance 67 .19 39.26Log SIP phys 0.44 0.59Log SIP psycho-
sociaÌ 0.73 0.56

Log CES-D 1.46 O.1Z

88.40
0.57

1 .12
1.s6

39.21
0.63

0.55
0.11

3.75 .058
0.62 .433

6. 04 .017
9.89 .003
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Hvpothesis !: r?lgraerig+ gf TíEe and SeveriÈv onCoonitive Beliefs gna O"t"or. -- -
Hypothesis 4 predicts an interaction effect on both
dependent measures of cognitive beriefs and outcome for
the independent variabr-es of time post-injury and
severity of injury. More specifically, measures of
outcome are predicted to improve with increasing time
post-TBr for mird and moderate TBr patients, while
measures of outcome are predicted to decline for
patients with severe TBr. cognitive beliefs are
expected to be characterized by increased external Loc
and greater cognitive distortion for patients with
severe TBr ' while the opposite pattern is hypothesized
for mild and moderate TBI patients.

These analyses rrrere conducted using a 3 x 2 (time
x severity group) repeated measures analysis of
variance (eNove) on each of the dependent measures of
cognitive beriefs and summary measures of outcome.
Follow-up exploratory one-tair-ed !-tests were pranned a
priori to further investigate potential main and
interaction effects.

Automatic Thouqhts - positive. Repeated measures
ÀNovA on ATe-p variables at 6-9 and 12-1s months
revealed a nonsignificant Group and Time effect (p's >

.1), but a significant Group x Time interaction
(r'(2,Se) = 4.13, p > .021). A plot of the data is
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found in Figure R7, showing a significant increase in
ATQ-P responses among mird TBr patients (t(40) = -3.2s,
p < .001) and a trend of decreased ATe-p endorsement
among moderate subjects (t(10) = 1.74, p < .061) over
fo1low-up. These findings are consistent with
Hypothesis 4.

ïnsert Figure R7 Àbout Here

Àutomatic Thouohts - Neoative.
ÀNOVÀ on the log of ÀTe-N variables
ups revealed no significant effects
Group x Time interaction (p's
both ÀTQ-p and ÀTe-N guestionnaires
R10. These findings do not support

Repeated measures

at the two foll_ow-

for Group, Time, or

Data points for
are found in Tabte

Hypothesis 4.

Insert Tab1e R10 About Here



Figure R7:
Automadc Thoughts Questionnaire - positive
6-9 and 12-15 mõnth Follow-Up

-{- M¡Id TBI

-S- Moderate TBI

-#- Severe TBI
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lable R1 0

Àutomatic Thouqhts ouestionnaire - positive and

Neqative scores over 6-9 and 12-1s Month Fol_row-up

Sever i ty
Group N

6 - 9 months 12-15 months

Mean S. D. Mean S.D. t p

ATO-P Scores

Mi ld
Moderate

Severe

41 95.90

1 1 1 04.00

9 90.33

23.24

17.73

18.37

103.6s

97.27

93.33

1.74

1.76

1 .81

21 .24

13.65

13.80

-3.25 .001

1.74 .061

0. 58 .290

Log ÀTO-N Scores

Mi Id

Moderate

Severe

41

10

9

1 .72

1.73

1.77

0.18

0.13

0 .17

0.18 -0.76 .227

0. 1 9 -0 .77 .231

0.21 -1.03 .167
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Multidimensional Health Locus of Control.
Repeated measures ÀNovA on MHLC rnternal Loc scores
reveared a trend for the Time effect (F(1,57) = 3.39, p

Group x Time effects (p's

no significant changes in MHLC rnternal r.Iere found for
any severity group (p's

month fol1ow-up, severe severity group subjects v¡ere

found to have significantly lower rnternar scores
compared to mild severity group subjects (t(4g) = 2.20,
p < .016). At 6-9 months, severe and mild subjects'
scores were not significantry different. À trend was

also noted that severe severity subjects had lower
rnternal scores on 12-1s month folrow-up compared to
their 6-9 nonth score (t(B) = 1.49, p < .0g7). AII
other comparisons vrere non-signif icant (p's

Repeated measures ANovA anaryses using powerful

Others scores revealed no significant main or
interaction effects (p's < .10). The single
significant foll-ow-up t-test was found between severe

severity group subjects and mild severity group

subjects at the 6-9 month assessment (t(4g) = -1.55, p

in Powerful others beriefs between severe and mild
group subjects by the 12-15 month foIlow-up.
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Main and interaction repeated measures ANOVÀ's

were also nonsignificant (p's

scores. A priori t-tests revealed two significant
findings. First, severe and mild severity groups

differed significantly at the 6-9 month assessment
(t(48) = -1.98, p < .026) with subjects recovering from

severe TBr endorsing greater chance Loc beliefs. This
difference disappeared at the 12-1s month forrow-up.
second, the severe TBr group vras arso the only group to
show significant differences in endorsement between

assessments (t(8) = 2.53, p < .018), moving in the
direction of endorsing less chance Loc beriefs. on the
whore, the findings from Lhe MHLC provide rittle or
weak support for Hypothesis 4. Data from the MHLC

scafes at both forlow-ups is presented in Tabre R1 1.

Insert Table R1 1 About Here



Table R1 1

Multidimensional Health Locus of

6-9 and 12-15 Month Fol1ow-Up
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Cont rol Scores over

Sever i ty
Group pN

6 9 months 12-15 months

Mean S.D. Mean S.D. t

MHLC Powerful Others

M{LC I nternal

Mi Id

Moderate

Severe

Mi Id

Moderate

Severe

MHLC Chance

Mi 1d

Moderate

Severe

10.81 11.90

8.00 11.23

7 .22 12.03

1 1 . 10 1 1 .09

6.00 1 1 .5s

1.66 14.00't

-0.23 .409

1 .38 . 101

1 .49 .087

41

10

9

41

10

9

41

10

9

-6. 90

-3 .40

1 .00

-8.39

-5. 50

0.78

'14.35

12 .61

1 0. gg*

12.87

7 .15

1 1 .04*

-7 .59

-4.00

-1 .22

-8.54

-4.10

-4.56

12 .95

8.92

12.00

13.14

10 .21

12.84

0.46 .325

0.36 .36s

0.73 .244

0.1 1 .457

-0.43 .338

2.53 .03s

Note.
seve re

* denotes
and mild

signi f icant
groups (p .

group
.05,

differences between
one-tailed t-test).
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Sickness Impact Profile. On the log of physical

Dimension subscale, repeated measures ANovÀ results
found a significant Group main effect (F ( Z rST) = 3.96,
p < .025), but nonsignificant Time and Group x Time

interaction terms (p's

a significant change between folrow-ups for the mild
group (t(40) = 2.12r p < .020) wittr their reports of
physicar difficulties decreasing over time. The single
group difference was found between the mird and severe
group at the 12-15 month follow up (t(48) = -2.91, p <

.004) with severe group subjects scoring significantly
higher. This data is graphed in Figure R8.

Trends for both main effects were revealed on

repeated measures ÀNovÀ conducted on srp psychosocial

Dimension subscores. The main effect of Group

approached signif icance (F(2,57) = 2.94, p < .061) as

did the main effect of Time (F(1r57) = 3.07, p < .Ogb).

The interaction term was nonsignificant (p t .10). À

priori t-tests reveared a similar pattern of change

over foIIow-up with mild group subjects reporting
significant decreases in psychosocial disturbance
between follow-ups (t(40) = 2.17, p < .019). A trend
was also noted in the severe group with the t-test
approaching significance (t(B) = 1.80r p < .060).
Reports of Psychosociar difficurties decreased over

follow-up for the severe group as wel1. significant
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group differences were found at both follow-ups with
severe group subjects reporting significantry greater
psychosocial difficulties compared to both mird and

moderate subjects (6-9 month folIow-up, Mild vs.
severe: L(25.37) = -3.31, p' < .002, Moderate vs. severe

t(17) -- -2.61 , p < .009 . 12-l5 month f ol1ow-up, Mild
vs. Severe: t(48) = -2.32, p < .013, Moderate vs.
severe: t(17) = -1.95, p < .034). This data is graphed

in Figure R9.

A similar pattern of effects was noted on SIp

Total scores. The main effect of Group was significant
(F(2,57) = 3.68, p < .031) as was the main effect for
Time (F(1,57) = 4.11, p < .047). The interaction term
vras nonsignif icant (p t .10). A priori t-tests
revealed significant decreases in overall SIp

endorsement for mird subjects over folrow-ups (t(40) =

2.66, p > .006). An identical pattern of inter-group
differences to srp physicar resurts was found for srp
Total score with severe group subjects reporting higher
Ieve1s of distress at both follow-ups (6-9 month

follow-up, Mild vs. Severe: t(48) = -2.49, p < .OOg,

Moderate vs. Severe t(17) = -2.32, p < .017. 12-15

month follow-up, Mild vs. Severe: t(49) = -2.72r p <

.005, Moderate vs. Severe: L(17) = -2.16, p < .023).
overall, these resurts partially support Hypothesis 4.

The data from these analyses are presented in Table R12

and are graphed in Figure R1O.
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Insert Table R12 Àbout Here

Insert Figures RB to R10 Àbout Here



Table R1 2

Sickness Impact Profile Summarv Scores

12-15 Month Fol1ow-Up
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over 6-9 and

6 - 9 months 12-15 months
Sever i ty
Group N Mean S.D. Mean S.D. p.t

Loq SIP Phvsical

Mi Id

Moderate

Severe

0.51 0.51

0.67 0.64

0.99 0.67

0.39 0.s4

0.71 0.55

0.99 0.74r,

2.12 .020

-0.42 .343

0.02 .491

41

10

9

Loq SIP Psvchosocial_

Mi ld

Moderate

Severe

Loq SIP Total

Mi ld
Moderate

Severe

41 0.96

10 0.89

9 1.41

0.61

0.52

0.30*'t

0.83

0.82

1 .32

0.60 2.17 .01 I
0.66 0.69 .254

0.41*'k 1.80 .060

41

10

9

0.93 0.47

0.92 0.45

1 .34 0.32*,t

0.83 0.48 2.66

0.83 0.s5 1.07

1 .30 0.36*,k 0.79

.006

.157

.229

Note. * denotes significant group differences between
.05, one-tailed t-test ) .
di f f erences bet-ween severe

severe and mild groups (p <** denotes significant group
and moderate groups (p . .05, one-tailed t-test).



Figure R8:
Log of Sickness Impact Profile - Physical
6-9 and 12-15 month Follow-Up
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Figure R9:
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Figure R10:
Log of Sickness Impact Profile - Total
6-9 and T2-15 month Follow-Up
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CES-D Depression and POMS Total Mood Disturbance.

Repeated measures ÀNOVAs for POMS Total Mood

Disturbance scores were nonsignificant for both main

effects (p's > .10) but the interaction term was

signif icant G(2r57) = 4.24, p < .019). Follow-up t-
tests found trends or significant differences for alI
groups over follow-ups. The severe group showed

significant decreases in mood disturbance over foIlow-
up (t(8) = 1.96, p < .043), while trends vrere realized
for both mild (t(40) = 1.62, p < .057) and moderate

(t(9) = -1.43: p < .093) subjects. Mild subjects

reported less disturbance while moderate subjects

reported increases in emotional disturbance over

follow-up. Group differences vrere found only on the

6-9 month fo1low-up between severe and both mild and

moderate subjects with severe group subjects reporting
greater mood disturbance (MiId vs. Severe: t(48) =

-2.39, p < .020, Moderate vs. Severe: t(17) = -3.26, p

Repeated measures ANOVÀ results for the CES-D

revealed a significant main effect for Group (F(2,54) =

4.35, p < .018) but nonsignificant time and Group x

Time interaction terms (p's

revealed only significant group differences between

severe and both mild and moderate subjects at both

fol1ow-ups with severe subjects reporting higher
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depression (g-g month foIlow-up, MiId vs. Severe: t(46)
= -2.15, p < .019, Moderate vs. Severe t(17) = -3.24, p

= -2.10, p < .021 , Moderate vs. Severe: t(1G) = -2.G2,
p < .009). Overall, these results also lend partial
support to Hypothesis 4. Data from these analyses are
presented in Table R13 and are graphed in Figure Rj2.

Insert Table R13 About Here

Insert Figure R11 to R12 About Here
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Tab1e R1 3

cEs-D Depression and POMS Total Mood Disturbance scores

over 6-9 and 12-15 Month Follow-Up

6 - 9 months 12-15 months
Sever i ty
Group N Mean S.D. Mean S.D. tEp

POMS Total Mood Disturbance

Mild 41 81 .12 51 .92 74.02 43.60 1 .62 .057

Moderate 1 0 67 .10 27 .52 80.90 31 .7 1 - 1 .43 .093

Severe 9 120.44 42.85** 93.33 48.02 1.96 .043

Loq CES-D Scores

Mild 39 1.51 0.14 1.50 0.12 0.71 .241

Moderate 9 1.45 0.09 1.45 0.08 -0.29 .389

Severe 9 1.62 0.11*'t 1.59 0.13** 0.73 .244
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Figure Rl 1:
Profile Of Mood States - Total Mood Disturbance
6-9 and l2-I5 month Follow-Up
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Figure R12:
Log of CES-D Depression Scores
6-9 and L2-L5 month Follow-Up
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Hvoothesis 5: Evaluation of Model

Initial Fittino of Hvoothesized Model

LISREL version 6.0 (Joreskog & Sorbom, 1986) run

through SPSSx version 2.2 as a USERPROCEDURE was

utilized for the subseguently reported path analyses.

Initial analysis consisted of setting tatent and

observed paths in accordance with the hypothesized

conceptual model (See Figure R13). LISREL provides

four indices of goodness of fit of the overall model:

1) The chi-square (wittr it's associated sensitivity to
smal1 sample size) which must be nonsignificant to
indicate a good fitting model (rejecting the null
hypothesis that the model_ does not fit), 2) a Goodness

of Fit Index (Crf; cFI

Joreskog & Sorbomr 1986)r 3) an adjusted GFI for sample

size (aCFr ) , and 4) the root mean sguare residual
(nUSn; conceptually, this index provides model

described variance).

The first fitting of the model yielded goodness-

of-fit indicies reflecting a poorly fitting modeI. À

Chi-square with 31 degrees of freedom was 141.62 (p t
.001), GFI was .69, AGFI was .44, and RMSR was .23.
Examination of the matrix output reveal_ed several
potential problems with the original modeI. primarily,

these consisted of requesting LISREL to utilize
observed variables which measured different concepts
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and combine these to form a latent variable. For

example, the original- model specifies combining alI
MHLC variables to produce a latent omnibus MHLC

variable. LISREL diagnostics suggested separating a1l

variables within the model.

Insert Figure R13 About Here
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Model Buildinq

Subsequent runs of the model_ involved separating

both cognitive moderator and quality of Iife outcome

variables into "pure" rather than omnibus latent
variables and refitting the model. MHLC measures v¡ere

split into two latent variables, an Internal MHLC and a
Powerful others/chance MHLC latent variable (consistent

with findings by Umlauf and Frank (1986)). ATe-p and

lagged ATQ-N variabres were arso split. crss variables
were split into Emotion-Oriented, Task-Oriented and

Àvoidance-oriented coping latent variables. subsequent

fitting of the model found that Avoidance-Oriented

Coping added little to the model as a whole and was

dropped from the model. Finally, lagged SIp Total
scores vrere dropped from the latent quality of Iife
variable as it contributed relatively little to the

model. Rel-ationships between remaining observed and

latent variabres were fitted according to the original
theoretical model and another run was initiated.
Àlthough goodness-of fit indices do not reach strict
leve1s of significance, they do approach them and

refrect significant improvement in model fit (chisquare

with 13 degrees of freedom was 43.25 (p < .OO1), GFI =

.84, AGFI = .56, and RMSR = .17). Readers should be

aware that several- authorities note that relatively
small N attenuates goodness of fit indicators (Ànderson
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& Gerbing, 1984; McDonaId & Walsh, 1990) particularly
when models are complex (Bearden, Sharma, & Tell,
1982). The current mode1, with a moderate degree of

complexity may be affected by both these factors. With

a larger sample size, relationships within the current
data set may have reached signficance. The path

coefficients for the final revised moder are shown in
Figure R14, and refrect agreement of the fitted LTSREL

model with the conceptual model. As previously noted

the model does not meet strictry defined criteria for
goodness-of-fit, although the model does appear to
account for the amount of variance one would initially
predict cognitive moderators would have on quality of
life at this stage in recovery based on previous

studi es .

Insert Figure R14 About Here
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DISCUSSION

Summarv of Results

Before we turn to examining the question of how

the results from the current study fit within the

larger literature, 1et us first review the main

findings of the study and their support of the

hypotheses advanced. In general, the results from the

current study did support most of the hypotheses

proposed, reflecting what appears to be a good

understanding of the relationships between cognitive
moderators and outcome, but a less well developed

understanding of the development of these

relationships.

Hvpothesis 1

Hypothesis 1 investigated the relationship between

cognitive beliefs and coping over time, suggesting that
external Loc and cognitive distortion would be rerated

to high leve1s of coping and emotion-focused coping

specifically. These predictions were confirmed. High

ATQ-P, Iow ATQ-N and low MHLC powerful Others and

Chance LOC were associated with low overall use of WOC-

- 179
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R coping strategies (particularly emotion focused

coping strategies). Results from the CISS al_so

confirmed these findings with relationship of high ÀTe-

P, low ATQ-N and 1ow MHLC Powerful Others and Chance

Loc beliefs associated with row use of emotion-oriented
and avoidance-oriented coping strategies, and high use

of task-oriented coping strategies. problem-solving

coping strategies in the WOC-R were also associated
with more positive cognitive beliefs. High ÀTe-p and

MHLC Internal- along with low MHLC Chance LOC were

associated with relativery high use of probrem-focused

and reframing coping strategies.

Together, these results suggest a relationship,
over time, of positive automatic thoughts and internal
LOC beliefs with later task/problem-focused and

reframing coping strategies. Às weII, a reLationship
between negative automatic thoughts and externar Loc

with emotion-oriented and high levers of generar coping

was also noted over fo11ow-ups. These resurts confirm
Hypothesis 1, and show for the first time in a TBI

population, a temporal relationship of these

constructs.
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Hvpothesis !

Hypothesis 2 predicts a relationship between

cognitive moderators (fOC and automatic thoughts) and

later outcome (Sfp Physical and psychosocial scores,

POMS Total Mood Disturbance, and CES-D Depression

scores). Results confirmed this hypothesis as weII.
Low ÀTQ-P, high ATQ-N, high MHLC Chance, and high MHLC

Powerfur others beliefs at 6-9 months were associaLed

with poorer outcome on 12-15 month measures. Às with
Hypothesis 1, this finding demonstrates a temporal

association between cognitive beliefs and outcome for
the first time in a TBI population.

Hvpothesi s 3

Investigation of the relationship between coping

and later outcome tras the f ocus of Hypothesi s 3. High

overall and emotion-focused coping strategies at 6-9

months post-injury $¡ere predicted to be associated with
poorer outcome at 12-15 month follow-up. These

predictions were also confirmed. On the WOC-R, Cluster
2 subjects, who used all WOC-R measured coping

strategies (apart from Distancing) significantly
greater than their Cluster 1 counterparts reported

significantly greater SIp psychosocial and CES-D

Depression. Tendencies for the remaining outcome

neasures, POMS Total Mood Disturbance and SIp physical
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vrere also noted. On the CISS, Clustet 2, characterized
by high use of emotion and avoidance-oriented coping,

reported significantly higher scores on the entire set

of outcome measures. In neither of these analyses were

their inter-cluster differences on demographic or

injury severity indices. These positive findings
demonstrate an association over time of coping and

outcome following TBI.

Hvpothesis !!

The first three hypotheses investigated
relationships between variables within the conceptual

model, and, for the most part, covered "old" ground in
that some of the relationships had been tested through
previous retrospective and cross-sectional research in
TBI samples. Previous research however, had been

conducted significantly later in the recovery process

and used a single ("snapshot") assessment design. In

constrast, Hypothesis 4 involves exploration of the

developmental change aspects of cognitive moderators

and outcome, and represents a new area of investigation
made possible by the longitudinal design. In general,

the majority of results from these anaryses tended not

to lend support to the current model.

Hypothesis 4 predicted an interaction effect on

between cognitive moderators and outcome based on time

post-injury and severity of injury. Subjects
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recovering from severe TBI were predicted to report
lower quality of life outcomes, higher external LOC

beliefs, and more negative automatic thoughts. Mild
and moderate TBI subjects vrere expected to report
improved guality of life outcomes over time, more

internal LOC beliefs, and positive automatic thoughts

over time.

Some results from analyses investigating change on

cognitive moderator variables did support this
hypothesis. Mild TBI patients v¡ere found to report
significantly more ÀTQ-P endorsement on 12-15 month

follow-up, and a trend was noted that patients with
severe TBI reported less MHLC Internal LOC on 1Z-15

month fol1ow-up. However, the majority of findings did
not support Hypothesis 4. Moderate patients with TBI

reported less ÀTQ-P thoughts over time and severe

patients with tnl reported less MHLC Chance LOC over

time. No group differences were noted between groups

on either the ÀTQ-P or ATQ-N, and those that were seen

on the MHLC at 6-9 months disappeared on follow-up when

Hypothesis 4 would predict they would become greater
(severe group reported significantly more MHLC powerful

others and chance Loc, a trend to report ress rnternal
LOC at 6-9 months).

A similar pattern of results l¡as obtained on

outcome measures. Resurts consistent with Hypothesis 4
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incl-uded findings that mild TBr group subjects reported
less srP Physical, Psychosocial, and Totar disturbance
and a trend to report less poMs Total Mood disturbance.
Although significant differences between groups were

found between the severe and mird and moderate groups

within follow-up on all outcome measures, these did not

change in strength, and in fact, on most analyses, the

degree of difference decreased somewhat. These

findings do not futly validate the expected increasing
divergence between groups predicted. As we11,

disconfirming findings incruded findings that subjects
recovering from severe TBr subjects reported ress srp
Psychosocial and a trend to report less poMS Total Mood

Disturbance difficulties on follow-up. À final
disconfirming trend was arso noted on the poMS Total
Mood Disturbance analysis with moderate TBr subjects
tending to report more disturbance on 12-15 month

follow-up. An issue we wirr return to when evaruating
the limitations of the present research involves sampre

size, and this was particurarly fert in the severe and

moderate severity groups. It should be noted that
while the majority of confirmatory evidence was found

in mild patients with TBr (which had rerativery large
N), disconfirmatory evidence was in the smaller
moderate and severe groups.
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Hvpothesis !
Fitting of the LISREL path analysis represented a

combination of the hypotheses advanced to this point as

well as an opportunity to further investigate and

refine the conceptual rnodel. while the original model

e¡as found not to meet goodness-of-fit criteria,
subsequent revisions to the model did improve fit
considerably. The relationships and concepts in the

final revised model form a subset of the original model

and are somewhat more specific than the more general

original conceptual model. Overa).1, the results
obtained in the path anarysis are consistent with the

amount of variance that cognitive moderators have been

found to contribute to outcome previous research in TBr

(Moore, Stambrook, & Wilson, 1 991 ) .

Other Findings

Three other main points are important to discuss
briefly before moving on. While these points can be

considered "findings" in a broad sense, they are
probably more accurately understood as design and/or
theoreticar imprications of the design and instruments

used in the study.

The first of these "findings" invorves the fairure
of the cDS to provide interpretabre data. Despite the

fact that efforts vrere made in using the CDS to make
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the task more concrete and less abstract than previous

attempts with the Attributional Style euestionnaire,
tasks of this sort appear to be unsuccessful in a mail-
out, unsupervised format with this population. Future

research investigating this important construct might

turn to more proven techniques used in previous

research with persons with head injuries. The Beck

Hopelessness Scale, for example, taps a similar
construct while using a likert format which appears to
be one that is appropriate for a range of TBI severity.
Jay Uomoto (personal- communication) at the University
of Washington uses a very simple scale to tap similar
constructs in clinical assessment. Assessment subjects

are asked, as part of an interview conducted by the

psychometrist to estimate on a 0- 100 scale how much

they expect the aftereffects of TBI to affect their
lives in a global, stable, and internal ways. Either
of these assessment techniques might be a way to more

successfully tap the hoperessness/learned helplessness

construct in future research.

Secondly, this study also adds some support to
findings previousry in the literature that the powerful

Others and Chance subscales in the MHLC may be non-

orthogonal in a rehabilitation population. Our results
in the LISREL path analysis combined MIILC powerful

Others and Chance LOC scales to produce a single latent
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variable. This suggests that for this TBI population,

beliefs in fate, chance, and faith in physicians and

health care professionals, may be a single concept.

Certainly this notion has some conceptual validity when

one considers how we view the hospital environment and

procedures as decreasing control and promoting

helplessness in patients. In addition, when we

consider the black and white nature of thinking and

reasoning which often follows TBI, a blurring of these

external types of LOC is understandable. Further

research investigating the development, precipitants,
and outcomes of this change in LOC beliefs might prove

helpful. If we understand how LOC beliefs devefop,

what prompts change, and how outcomes are associated

with beliefs, new directions for intervention may be

found.

FinaIly, the ef f icacy of mailouts as "homev¡ork"

for persons sustaining head injury appears to be

questionable when considering the compliance rate
achieved for the first follow-up (44.9%). The

potential reasons for this relative failure include
motivational- reasons (1ow interest, feeling that the
questionnaire has Iittle personal relevance), design

components (too many questionnaires, smalI printing for
some), low reward (minimal personal contact apart from

telephone or mai1, no monetary compensation for time,
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no personal feedback), and a potential cognitive/memory

component (forgetting, misplacing questionnaire) .

Examining all these potential components for future
research suggest that greater personaJ. contact and

perhaps the introduction of rewards (monetary,

educational, concomitant service provision) for
participation might increase compliance.

r,initat ions

Before !ùe look at the potential implications of the

results of this study, it is important Lo consider the

potential limitations inherent in this study. The main

limitations of the study involve the sample (size,

composition) which decreases the generalizability of

the results.

An important concern involves the overall size of

the sample, and in turn, the low compliance rate

achieved. We have already discussed briefly some of

the design difficulties that may have contributed to
decreasing compliance. Àdditionally, it is important

to consider the relatively low representation of

moderate and severe TBI subjects in the sample. A part
of the reason for this finding may involve the effects
that recent changes to the Highway Safety Act and

autornobile design have had on the number and severity
of head injuries arising from motor vehicle accidents.
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Certainly a significant number of severe and moderate

TBI subjects in our previous retrospective series came

from this accident type, and the extent of injury from

these kinds of accidents appears to be decreasing. If
this is indeed a major factor in decreasing the pool of

severe and moderate subjects, then this cause is an

desirable one. Of course, given a potentially
shrinking pool of moderate and severe TBI subjects,
those lost to follow-up because of moving, illnessr or

cognitive problems becomes a greater concern and may

have also contributed in the current study.

The sample also differed from epidemiological
norms in that there were significantly more ?Iomen in
the sample and the sample as a whole was older. These

may be additional problems to be addressed in
recruiting and tracking subjects in longitudinal
studies such as this. young, single males are like1y
much more mobile and potentially less motivated to
participate in "altruistic" research such as this that
has no tangible personal benefit apart from the

knowledge that one has contributed to "science".
Perhaps small honoraria or the provision of concomitant

psychologicar services would increase compliance rates
for this segment of the TBI population.

Although the sample provides some limiLations in
the applicability of the results to peopte with head
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injuries in general, it does point nonetheless to
demographic markers that can alert clinicians to
potential follow-up difficulties, and the necessity of
providing additional supports and, perhaps motivators
to participation in clinical and therapeutic efforts.
Àdditionally, the results may al_so give us some

additional insights into the status of somewhat under-
represented cLusters of persons sustaining TBI.

Implications

Having reviewed the main results of the study as

wel-l as the limitations involved in applying the

resurts to the larger population of persons with head

injuries, let us now turn to discussing three main

implications of the results.

Overall, comparing the predictions and actual
results of the study appears to suggest that while
understanding of the rerationships between the concepts

of cognitive moderators, coping, and outcome appear

relatively well understood, understanding of the

developmentar aspects of the conceptual model are much

less well understood. SpecificalIy, the .largely
disconfirming findings evaluating Hypothesis 4

suggesting that cognitive moderators do not appear to
differ greatly either over time or between groups is
puzzJ-ing. There are four potential reasons that may

account f.or this pattern of results.
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Is premorbid personality g more ponerful
variable?. One potential reason that may account for
the present results is that the premorbid personality

contributes a greater influence than an injury does on

the sum of a person's post-injury cognitive beliefs.
Certainly this suggestion finds some support

cIinicaIIy. À "difficult patient" on a rehabilitation
ward can involve working with a person with a premorbid

personality that was antisocial, aggressive, and had

difficulty with authority figures. Other "patient-
types" include those persons presenting with a

substance abuse history or history of depression. In

these instances, it may be somewhat easier to
appreciate the contribution of premorbid ways of

understanding, interacting, and reacting to the intense

stress involved in experiencing and recovering from a

head injury. Understanding the experience of head

injury as a devastating and overwhelming one (i.e.,

looking at the injury as an experience that could have

been fatal), reliance on and in some cases "regression"
to basic and more primitive kinds of understanding the

world and reacting to it might also be a part of the

premorbid personal ity.

Do chaEqes that take olace occur earlier and/or
last lonqer?. This latter explañãtïon also subsumes

another possibility, that is, that changes to cognitive
beliefs take place much closer to the point of injury
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and last longer than the data collection "windows" used

in the current study. This explanation also has some

support clinically when we consider the lengths of

effects of some traumatic life experiences in post-

traumatic stress disorder a condition that can last
year s .

Does anv experience of TBI cause similar chanqes?.

This possibility is one that explored earlier in our

retrospective series by comparing norms of "normal-" and

TBI samples on LOC variables (Moore, Stambrook, &

Wilson, 1991). Findings suggested no difference
between TBI and "normal" populations. A question for
future research certainly involves making these

comparisons at this point in the recovery process.

Are coonitive beliefs more robust than we think?.
Perhaps another related question to this one involves

discussing whether the cognitive effects from head

injury limits the extent to which cognitive beliefs
change. We can find some evidence for this suggestion

in the current results showing that the mild group was

the one that showed the most change of any group over

time (although they were also the largest group and

Ieast likely to have sampling bias of the severity
groups in the study). However, this potential response

also links up with the earlier one suggesting that the

personality of the person with a head injury may be a
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much more powerful determinant of ultimate outcome than

perhaps has been proposed.

The fact that the results from this study provoke

such discussion and supposition demonstrate the

importance of the longitudinal, multidimensional

approach in investigating outcome from chronic illness
states such as head injury. A deeper understanding of

the process of recovery and how cognitive moderators as

well as other predictors and rnoderators fit into it,
may lead to more clinically powerful means of helping

those recovering from TBI.

Finally, the implications of the results lend

additional support to the assertion that cognitive
beliefs play an important, but not all-encompassing

role in predicting outcome following TBI. However,

cognitive beliefs are an aspect of functioning that can

form the basis of intervention and treatment to an

extent larger than repairing of organic damage at the

present time. Findings that cognitive moderators are

related to outcome 6 months later lend important weight

to the importance of psychological intervention for
persons at risk and suggest the potential importance of

early intervention and immunization.
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CIinical Implications

Às this study forms a link in an ongoing research

programme with the goal of leading ultimately to
intervention, it is also important to evaluate the

contribution of the current study to clinical practice.
Perhaps most importantly, the current results lend

important weight to suggestions made in the literature
that vrere based on the results of single assessment

design studies. It appears that cognitive beliefs are

associated with indicies of quality of life outcome

both late and early in the recovery process and are

related over time. The implications of these findings
for clinical practice are also made stronger given the

results of this current study. Specifically,
interventions designed to assist persons with head

injury identify, evaluate, and modify their vrays of

reacting to, attributing causes for and coping with
events and disabilities arising from their head injury
appear to be an important avenue of intervention within
this population. The main theme of this intervention
strategy would be to help promote a sense of control
and self-efficacy within the person (see Moore and

Patterson (1993) for suggestions of putting this
strategy into place in a spinal cord injured
population, one that is similar demographically). The

most successful interventions of this type would
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involve the treatment team, family, and client in a

coordinated and individually tailored approach to
maximize successes in therapy. Additional components

include provide a safe environment in which to work

through issues arising from the injury, and a

consistent and supportive social milieu which genLly

reinforces attitudes, beliefs, and behaviors consistent
with optimal recovery.

Based on the current results, it appears that this
process could begin relatively early in the recovery

process ( i.e. , within the first year post-injury) .

This suggestion has theoretical support when we

consider a) how the model hypothesizes a negative self-
limiting spiral of suboptimal beliefs and behaviors

increasing over time and b) the potential benefits of

immunízíng interventions designed to assist the client
to develop disputing self-statements and thoughts to
combat suboptimal automatic thoughts and beliefs.

À variety of therapy modalities also appear to
have potential benefit when doing work of this kind.
In addition Lo individual therapy sessions, very

powerful experiences can be achieved in group therapy

sessions (for example, while on the rehabilitation ward

or on an outpatient/transitional basis) and during

therapy sessions (i.e., physical therapy, occupational

therapy, speech pathology, nursing, on ward rounds). A
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consistent team approach designed to: 1) modeI,

encourage, and assist patients in modifying beliefs
through actual success experiences, and 2) working

through and understanding failures, and suggesting new

and more positive ways to reframe and understand what

has, is, and witl happen would provide the most

complete and holistic intervention milieu. It is
perhaps these concrete success experiences and skilI
training that provide the some of the most tangible
experiences promoting change of cognitive beliefs.

Specifically, the current study suggests that
specific coping ski11, and patterns of automatic

thoughts and LOC beliefs may be associated with
improved quality of life. promoting a client's focus

on solvabre probrems involves an emphasis on the future
and on providing hope and encouragement. particularly
in the early stages of rehabilitation, serving an

"executive" function and assisting the person through

the process of self-reflection, determining the

effectiveness of past coping strategies and planning

future coping stratgies would be heIpful. On the basis

of the current resuJ-ts, it appears that a primary goal

of this sort of work would be to identify persons who

tend to use a "shotgun" approach to coping. This kind

of strategy, conceptualized as a desperate attempt to
regain control, can create difficulties by both working
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at cross-purposes (i.e., working to eliminate a

stressor while attempting to ignore the stressor) and

difficulties in evaluating coping success. By guiding

the client through a structured and systematic process

of coping strategy selection, implementation,

evaluation, and modification, desired outcomes and

control can be achieved.

Similarly, the current results also provide

programming implications in terms of promoting more

optimal automatic thoughts and LOC beliefs. Perhaps

one of the most obvious v¡ays the treatment team can

assist in this is during therapy or ADL (activities of

daily living) tasks where the person experiences

difficulty and frustration. Àccepting (and in some

cases labeIling and communicating) the client's
frustration is an important first step. Reframing the

situation and reactions provides important modeling

experiences. For example, difficulty does not indicate

"stupidity", but it does show where a person needs to

re-Iearn a ski11. Modeling more appropriate and

motivating self-statements is also an important

intervention. The occurence of frustration and failure
also involves an important and difficult aspect of re-
training: keeping the client working at the upper

Iimits of his or her ability, while maintaining

adequate success experiences to motivate and encourage

the clients sense of self-efficacy.
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Future Research

Two main lines of future research arise from the

resul-ts of this study: further developmental

investigations and investigations examining the

efficacy of intervention. Developmental research with

a more representative sample that can be tracked over

longer periods of time would assist us further in

developing our understanding. Potentially, this
research could identify "critical periods" where

intervention could be more efficacious. Certainly the

use of simpler questionnaires designed to tap

hopelessness/learned helplessness constructs shoutd be

incorporated into such a research design. Future

research may should involve implementing efforLs to

improve compliance among young, single males (improved

tracking, implementing tangible rewards for
participation). A comprehensive research program would

use part of such a sample as an intervention group,

potentially at different points in the recovery process

so that all subjects would obtain service and the

effect of recovery on effectiveness of intervention
could be assessed.

In sum, this study has endeavored to extend our

understanding of how people, faced with a situation
which represents what can be permanent and devastating

changes to one's 1ife, understand, cope, and adjust to
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changed life circumstances. The results represent

another component in ongoing efforts as health care

providers and researchers to comprehend and intervene

effectively to optimize the adjustment of those persons

we work with. Despite the fact that TBI is a

significant medical condition, and one that represents

significant damage to the body and brain, this study

lends support to the argument that the person inside
plays a significant role in ultimate outcome. Our

challenge is to assist those we work with to find and

utilize these resources and strengths they have inside.
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APPENDIX A

Psychometric Properties of Assessment Instruments

Each of the summaries that follow contain:
1 ) the primary reference
2\ scale description - number of items, scaling, purpose
3) scoring/factors - subscale items (* following

item number indicates reverse scoring), factor
loadings (%V = percent variance accounted for)

4) internal consistency and test-retest retiability
(a = coefficient alpha; KR-20 = Kuder-Richardson
Formula 20; SHR = SpIit-half reliability;
TRT = test-retest reliability)

5) normative data
6) availablity

Sections 4 and 5 contain descriptions of the samples used to derive the
reported data. Figures 2 to 5 which follow contain graphs using data from the
primary references on internal consistency and test-retest reliability for
quick cross-instrument comparisons.

Insert Figures 2, 3, 4 and 5 about here
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DEPRESSION REIÀTED MEASURES

Automatic Thouqhts Ouestionniare - positive

Primary Reference: Ingram & Wisníki (1988)

Scale. DescripEion: 30 itens, 5 point Iikert, assesses automatic positive
thoughts based on Beck's model of depression

scorinq: sum likert ratings for subscale and total scores

Fac t or
Label

Subsca le
I tems

KR

%va20 SHR TRT

Positive Daily 6 r7 ,11 ,13,14,15,
Functioning

Positive Self-
Evaluation

Others Evaluation
of Self

Positive Future
Expectations

ToTÀL ÀTo-R

17 ,19,20 ,29
10 ,21 ,22 r23 r25,
¿ö
1 ,2 15 r12

?¿.
"'
all

75.2 NR

6.8 NR

5.7 NR

4.8 NR

.94

NR NR

NR NR

NR NR

NR NR

.95

NR 33.54

NR 21.20
NR 14 .26

NR 7.65

NR 1 03. 3',l

NR

NR

NR

NR

NR

sample=480 male and female undergraau@

Availabilitv: Journal article - scale reproduced in ÀppENDIX B
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Automatic Thouqhts Ouestionnaire _ Neqative

Primarv Reference: Hollon & Kendall (1980)

Scale Description: 30 items, 5 point likert, assesses automatic negative
thoughts based on Beck's model of depression

Scorins: Sum likert ratings for subscale and total scores

Fac tor
tabel

Subscale
I tems

KR

%v a 20 SHR TRT x SD

Personal Malad j / '7 
,1 0 , 14 ,20 ,26 45.9 NR NR NR NR NR NR

Desire Change
Neg Self -Concept 2 13 19 r21 ,23 124,28 5,2 NR NR NR NR NR NR
Neg Expectation

Low Self-Esteem 17 r18
Giving-up / 29,30
He1pl essness

TOTAt ÀTQ-N all

4.4 NR NR NR NR NR NR

3.5 NR NR NR NR NR NR

.96 .97 NR 48.57 ',l0.89

Samp1e=21 nondepressed colJ.ege studentsi NR = not reported

Àvailabilitv: Journal arLicle - SCALE REPRODUCED IN APPENDIX C
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Beck HoÞelessness

Primarv Reference: Beck & Weissman (1974)

Scale

ScaIe Description: 20 items, true/nalse, assesses negative
expectancies/statements of the future

Scorinq: Sum keyed items for subscale and total scores

Avail-abilitv: Journal article - scare reproduced in ÀppENDIX D

Fac tor
Label

Subscale
I tems

KR
%va20 SHR TRT SD

Feelings Àbout
Fut ure

Loss of
Motivation

Future
Expec ta t i on s

BHS Total Score

1,6r13,15r1g

2 13 19,11 ,12 r16,17 ,
20
4r7 r8r14r1g

1=2 ,4 ,7 ,9 ,11 ,12 ,14
16 ,17 ,19 ,20

F=1,3r5r6,8r10,.13,
15,19

41 .7

6.2

5.6

NR NR NR

NR NR NR

NR NR NR

.93 NR

NR NR

NR NR

NR NR

NR NR

NR

NR

NR

NR

Sample=294 male and female suicidaL psychaitr npatients; NR = not
repor ted
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Beck SeIf Concept Test

Primary Reference: Beck & Steer, 1978

S.9þ DescripLion:25 item,5 point likert, measures negative view of self by
asking respondent to make comparisons to people her or ãhe kno"s.

Scorinq: Sum likert ratings to obtain total score

Àvailabilitv: Àuthor Reproduced in ÀppENDIE

Fac tor
Label

Subscal e
I tems /oV

KR
a 20 SHR TRT SD

BSCT-Tota1 Score 1*1213r4*r5*16r7* .80 NR .88 71 7 10.74
8,9*r10*,11r12r,,
13,'14*,'15*, lS* ,17t
18* ,'19 r20* ,21 ,22*
23 r24r, ,25*

* reverse scored
Madden (personal
on a sample of 1

reported

tems Sample=reliability and i¡rmãtlve data f rom
data
not

K. A.
ba sedcommunication 15 September 1990). Normative

30 recurrent major depression patients. NR =
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Coqnitive Bias 0uestionnaire

Primary Reference: Hammen and Krantz (tgle)

Scale Description: 6 situations common to college students, subjects after
readi.ng situation indicate their responses to 4 multiple choice questions of
what they would do in a similar situation. Measures cognitive distortions and
depress i on .

Scorinq: Requires scoring key

Fac tor
Label

Subsca Ie
I tems

KR

%V a 20 SHR TRT x SD

CBQ-TotaI Score requires scoring .62 NR .48 NR NR
key to to

.69 .60

Sample=reliability and normative data from Hammen & Krantz (1985) test-
retest interval=4 to I weeks. NR = not reported

Availabilitv: Author Reproduced in APPENDIX F
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Coqnitive SeIf Manaqement Test

Primarv Reference: Rude ( 1 989)

ScaIe Description: 26 item, 5 point likert assesses extent of derogatory self-
talk in situtations requiring self-control.

Scorinq: Sum likert responses

Fac t or
LabeI

Subsca 1 e
I tems %v

KR
20 SHR TRT SD

CSMT-Total Score sum likert ratings 7q NR NR NR NR

Sample=reliability data from S. Rude (personal communication, 2 October,
1990) on a sample of approximately l40 subjects. NR = not reported

Àvailabilitv: Àuthor Reproduced in ÀPPENDIX G
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Coqnition Checklist

Primary Reference: Beck, Brown, Steer, Eidelson, & Riskind (1987)

Scal-e Description: 26 ítems, 5 point Iikert, assesses and differentiates
between automatic positive thoughts based on Beck's model of depression and
anxiety

Scorinq: Sum likert ratings for subscale scores

Fac tor
Label

Subsca 1e
I tems %v

KR
20 SHR TRT SD

CCL-Depress i on
CCL-Ànxiety

1-14
15-26

80.0 .92
20.0 .62

NR

NR

.76 53.46 8.50

.79 49.14 8.54

Sample=for coefficient a1pha, n=210 psychiatric outpatients; for test-
retest reliability, n=66 psychiatric outpatients, interval = 5 weeks; for
normative data, D=7 1 depressed outpatientsi NR= not reported

Availabilitv: Journal article - Scale reproduced in APPENDIX H
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Dysfunctional Attitudes ScaIe

Primary Reference: Weissman (1980) as cited in Corcoran & Fisher (1987).

Scale Description:40 items, T point likert, identifies and measures cognitive
distortions based on Beck's model of depression

Scorinq: Sum likert ratings for total- score

Fac t or
Label

Subscale
I tems

KR

%v a 20 SHR TRT x SD

DÀS-Total Score all .84- NR .BO- NR NR

.92 NR .84

Sample=citation in Corcoran & Fisher (1987) does not report specific
sample data, reported coefficients are the range of reported scores.
Test-retest interval = B weeks NR = not reported

Availabilitv: Corcoran & Fisher (1987) - Scale reproduced in ÀPPENDIX I
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ÀNXIETY RELATED INSTRI.JMENTS

Social Ànxiety Thouqhts Ouestionnaire

Primary Reference: Hartman ( 1 984 )

Scale Desç¡j-ptio.!.: 21 items, 5 point Iikert, assesses distressing cognitions in
social situations

Scorinq: Sum Iikert ratings for total score

Fac tor
Label

Subsca 1e
I tems

KR

%v a 20 SHR TRT x SD

SATQ-Total Score alI .95 NR NR 42.3 15.2

sampre=102 male and female undergraduate colleg- students; Hn= not
r epor t ed

Availabilitv: Journal article/corcoran & Fischer (1987) - Scale Reproduced in
ÀPPENDIX J
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Anxious Self-Statements Ouestionniare

Primary Reference: Kendall & Hollon (1989)

Scale Description:32 items, 5 point likert, measures globaÌ anxiety self-
statements

Scorinq: Sum likert ratings for subscale and total scores

Fac t or
Label

Subsca I e
I tems SD

KR

%va20 SHR TRT

inability Coping/ 6 ,8 , 1 0 ,20 ,23 ,24 ,25 44.1 NR NR

5.8 NR NR

4.6 NR NR

.94

NR

NR NR NR

NR NR NR

NR 60.43 10.84

NR

NR

NR

.92

NRNR
Neg Future 26127 ,31

Self Doubl 2,5,15,18
Conf usion+I^Iorry 4r11 ,12r13r21 ,30
ÀSSQ Total Score all

Sample=f or coef f icient
f emale undergraduates ;
female undergraduates ;

alpha and split-half
for normative data,
NR = not reported

reliability, n='159 male and
n=14 nonanxious male and

Availabilitv: Journal articre - scale reproduced in AppENDIX K
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RATIONÀL EMOTIVE THERAPY RELATED

Rational Behavior Inventory

Primary Reference: Shorkey & I.lhiteman (1977) - scale reproduced in Corcoran &

Fischer (1987)

Scale Description: 37 items, 5 point likert, identifies irrational beliefs
based on Ellis's Rational Emotive Therapy approach

Scoring: CompJ-ex scoring strategy, requires scoring manual. For each item
rated over 3 or 4 on likert scale, a number of points is added to the total
score.

Àvailabilitv: Journal article - scale in Corcoran & Fischer (1987) - Scale
reproduced in APPENDIX I

Fac tor
Label

Subsca 1e
I tems %v

KR
20 SHR TRT SD

RBi Total Score all NR .73 .71 26.35 4.4

Sample=for coefficient alpha and normative data n=235 maLe
undergraduate college students; for test-retest reliability
undergraduates, interval- = 10 days NR= not reported

and female
, n=90
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Àttributional Stvle Assessment Test (Form !)
Primary Reference: Anderson, Horowitz, and French (1983)

Scale Description:20 items, multiple choice format assesses attributions of
strategy, effort, ability, personality traits, mood, circumstances in common
situations.

Scorinq: Sum of attributions in each category

Fac t or
Label

Subsca 1e
I tems /oV

KR
20 SHR TRT SD

ASAT-Form I
S t ra tegy
Ef fort
Àbitity
Personality tr
Mood
Circumstances

sum all
sum all
sum al]
sum all
sum all
sum all

n_[ t ^d5
?rbil r s
rc il r s
ildr r s
ttett t s
nf il r s

. 5'1

. 5'1

.56

.34
,44
.54

NR NR
NR NR

NR NR
NR NR
NR NR
NR NR

NR NR
NR NR
NR NR
NR NR
NR NR
NR NR

sample=reliability data from 600 undergraduate éuEjects, ltn = not
repor t ed

Availabilitv: Author Reproduced in ÀppENDIX M
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ATTRIBUTIONAL STYTE INSTRUMENTS

Attributional Style Ouestionniare

Primarv Reference: Peterson, Semmel, von Baeyer, Àbrahamson & Seligman (1982).

Scale Description: 12 hypothetical- events, 6 good and 6 bad outcomes, 6
interpersonal/affiliation events, 6 achievement events. Subject asked to write
major cause of outcome and rate cause on its globality, stability and
internality.

Scorinq: twenty possibLe subscales, authors reconmend using 2 composite scores,
for good and bad outcomes. Requires scoring manual.

Fac tor
Label

Subsca le
I tems %v

KR
20 SHR TRT SD

ÀSQ-Comp Good
ASQ-Comp Bad

Requires scoring
manual

.75

.72
NR

NR

.70

.64
5.25 0.62
4.12 0.64

Sample=for coefficient alpha and normative data n=130 male and
male and

female
femalecollege students; for test-retest reliability, n=100

coÌlege students, interval=5 weeks; NR = not reported

Availabilitv: Journal article, authors *** PERMISSi0N REQUIRED T0 USE
INSTRUMENT - COPYRIGHTED *** - Scale reproduced in APPENDIX N
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Causal Dimension Scale

Primarv Reference: Russell ( 1 982 )

Scale Description: 9 items,9 point likert Subjects given a sitation(s) to
imagine vividly and are asked to write down causes for an outcome. Subjects
then make ratings on locus of causality, stability, and controllability. Scale
does not include situations, only rating scaIe.

Scorinq: Sum likert ratings for total score

Fac tor
tabel

Subsca 1e
I tems %v

KR
20 SHR TRT SD

Locus causality
Stabi 1 i ty
Controllabi 1 i ty

1-3
4-6
7-9

.87

.84

.73

NR

NR
NR

NR

NR

NR

NR NR

NR NR

NR NR

Sample=189 male and female
based on eight achievement

undergraduate students. AIpha coefficients
situations. NR = not reported

Availabilitv: Journal article - Scale Reproduced in ÀPPENDIX O
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TOCUS OF CONTROL INSTRUMENTS

James Internal-External Scale

Primary Reference: James (1957)

Scale Description: 60 item,4 point likert single dimension locus of control
sca1e.

Scorinq: Sum even numbered likert scores

Fac tor
Label

Subsca I e
I tems %v

KR

20 SHR TRT SD

JIES-TotaI Score sum even items .74
to

.92

NR .62 37.0 10.0
to

.84

Sample=reliability and normative data from W.H. James
communication, 19 August 1990); overall data based on
research using the scale. Test-retest intervals from
week (.84). NR = not reported

( per sona 1

several- years
1 year (.62) to 1

Availabilitv: Author Reproduced in ÀPPENDIX P
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Internal-External Scale

Primarv Reference: Rotter ( 1 966)

Scale Description: 29 item pairs, subjects asked to choose alternative they
believe in most. Àssesses global locus of control beliefs.

Scorinq: Sum keyed alternatives to obtain total score

Fac tor
Label

Subscale
I tems %v

KR
20 SHR TRT SD

IES-Total Score Keyed Items-score 1

2ar3b,4br5b,6ar7ar9a
.10b, 

1 1b, 12b, 1 3b, 1 5b,
1 6a , 

'l 7a , 
'1 8a ,20a ,21a ,

22b,23a,25a ,26b,28b,
29a Fillers=1 r8,14,
19 r24 r27

70 .73 .72 8.29 3.97

Sample=for KR-20, n=400 male and female undergraduates; for split-ha1f
reliability, n=100 male and fenale undergraduates; for test-retest
reliability, n=60 male and female undergraduates, interval=1 month; for
normative data, D=1180 male and female undergraduates

Availabilitv: Journal article - Scale reproduced in ÀPPENDIX Q
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Revised Internal-External ScaIe

Primary Reference: Levenson ( 1 97a )

Scale Description:24 items,6 point likert, Assessment of global locus of
control beliefs using 3 dimensions.

Scorinq: Sum likert ratings for subscale scores

Fac t or
tabel

Subsca le
I tems

KR

%V a 2A SHR TRT x SD

Internal 1r4r5,9,18,19121 , .64 .62 .64 35.48 NR
23

Powerful Others 3,8,11,13,15,17,20 .77 .66 .74 16.65 NR
22

Chance 2 16 r7,10,12 r14 116, .78 .64 .78 13.94 NR
24

Samp1e=n=96 male and female adults; NR=not reported

Availabilitv: Journal article - SCÀLE REPRODUCED IN ÀPPENDIX R
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Generalized Expectancy For Success Scale

Primary Reference: Fibe1 & Hale (1978)

Scale Description: 30 items,5 point likert, measure of generalized expectancy
of success in the future

Scorinq: Sum likert ratings for Lotal and subscale scores

Fac t or
Label

Subsca le
I tems SD

KR

%va20 SHR TRT

General efficacy 4,8,9,-l0,12,13r15 63.9 NR
16 ,21 ,22

Long-range career 14 ,17 ,24 ,25 ,26 ,29, 1 3 .4 NR
expectancies 30

Personal probl-em 3,5r6,1'l ,19,20,23, 12.7 NR
solving 28

Not interpreted 1 ,2,'7 ,18,27 10.1 NR
GESS Total Score all NR

NRNRNRNR

NR NR

NR NR

NR NR
.91

NR

NR

NR

NR

.83

NR NR

NR NR

NR NR
112.32 13.8

SampIe= for split-half reJ.iability
college students; for test-retest
undergraduates; for normative data
repor t ed

n=207 male and female undergraduate
reliability, n=74 male and female
n=75 male undergraduates; NR = not

AvailabiliLv: Journal article - Scale reproduced in ÀPPENDIX S
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Multdimensional- Multiattributional Causality Scale

Primary Reference: Lefcourt, von Baeyer, Ware, & Cox (1979)

ScaIe Description:48 items, 5 point likert, measuring 9 aspects of locus of
control/attributional styles for achievement and affliation events.

Scorinq: Sum subscale scores to derive subscale scores

Fac tor
Label

Subsca I e
I tems SD

KR

%va20 SHR TRT

Achieve-Àbitity
Achieve-Ef fort
Àchi eve-Context
Ache i ve-Luc k
Àch i eve-Succ ess

Achi eve-Fa i lure

Ache i ve-I nternal

Ach i eve-Ex te rna 1

Àchi eve-Tota1

Affi

3,11r19r27,35r43
1 ,9 r17 ,25 r33 r41 to
6 ,14 ,22 ,30 ,38 ,46
8 ,16 ,24 ,32, 40 , 48
6,8,11r22r24r25r27,
38,40 ,41 ,43
1r3r14,16r17r19r30,
32 r33 r35,46 r48
sum achieve-ability and
achieve-effort
sum achieve-context and
ache i ve-l uc k
sum achieve-internal
and achieve-external
7 ,15 r23 r31 ,39 r47
5 , 1 3 ,21 ,29 ,37 ,45 to
2 r10 ,18 126 r34 r42
4 ,12 ,20 ,29 ,36 ,44
214r13,15,19r20r29,
31 ,34 ,36 ,45 ,47
5 ,7 ,10 ,12,21 ,23 ,26 ,
28 r37 ,39,42 r44
sum affil-ability and
affil-effort
sum affil-context and
affil-Iuck
sum affil-internal and
affil external

.58

.80* to

.58

.81* to

.67 . 51

.76* to.62t

.61 .50

. 65* to. 70*

14 .37 3 .4
18.30 3.0
1 3. 38 4.0
11 .96 4.3
18.17 4.8

22.50 5.7

32. 68 5.0

25.34 6.5

40.67 8.0

13.37 4.4
13.06 4.5
13.89 3.6
8.73 4.1

21 .07 5,0

23.12 6.3

26.43 7.7

22.62 6.4

44. 19 8.9

Aff
Àff
Aff
Àff

t-Abi I i ty
1-Effort
l-Con t ex t
1-Luc k
1-Success

Affil-Failure

Àffil-Internal

Af f i 1-External

Àf f i l-Total

* article reports overaJ.l ranges
Test-retest intervals range from
n=102 male undergraduate college

for all subscales over several samples.
1 week to 4 months. Normative data,
students.

Àvailability: Journal article - Scale reproduced in AppENDIX T
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Multidimensional Health Locus of Control

Primarv Ref erence: WaIlston, l,iallston & DeVelIis ( 1978 )

Sca1e Description: 2 forms of 18 items,6 point likert, measures locus of
control beliefs on three dimensions with regard to health.

Scorinq: Sum likert ratings for total score

Fac tor
Label

Subsca 1 e
I tems

KR

%v a 20 SHR TRT x SD

Internal* 1r4r11r12r14,'15, .86 NR NR 50.41 9.05
22 r23 r25 126,33,36

Powerf ul others* 2,5 19,10,13,18,'19, .83 NR NR 40.97 10.05
24 r27 ,28 r32 r35

Chance* 31617,8,16,17 r20, . .84 NR NR 31.04 10.20
21 ,29,30,31,34

* Sum of forms À and B. Sample=adults recruited at an airport, n=115
male and female subjects; NR = not reported

Availabilitv: Journal article. - Scale reproduced in ÀPPENDIX U
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COPING MEASURES

BilIinqs and Moos Copinq Scale

Primarv Reference: BiIlings and Moos (1981)

Scale Description: 19 items, true/fa1se, assesses how people deal with personal
crises, stressful life events.

Scorinq: percent of items answered yes for each subscale

Fac t or
Label

Subsca I e
I tems

KR

%v a 20 SHR TRT SD

Active-cognitive
Àctive-behavioral
Avo i danc e
Pr oblem- f oc used

1-6
7 -12

.72

.80

.44
NR

NR

NR NR 61.5%
NR NR 58.1%
NR NR 21.0%
NR NR 49.7%

NR

NR

NR

NR

3-17
,2,3,12 r13,14 r15,
6,17 ,1 8,1 9

Emotion-focused 4-10 34.5%

Sample=194 randomly selected married males. NR = not reported

Àvailabilitv: Journal article - Scale Reproduced in APPENDIX V
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Copinq Inventory For Stressful Events

Pr imarv Ref erence : Endl,er & parker ( 1 990 )

ScaJe Description:48 items,5 point likert, measures three types of coping
styles

Scorinq: Sum likert ratings for subscale scores

Fac t or
Label

CSSi -Task
0r i ented

CSSI -Emot i on
0r i en ted

CSSI -Avoidance
0r i ented

Subsca 1e
I tems

1,216,10,15,21 ,24,
26 ,27 , 36 ,39 ,41 ,42 ,
43 r46,47
5 r7 ,8,13 r 1 4 116 r17 ,
19 ,22 ,25 ,29,30 ,33 ,
34 ,38 ,45
3 r4 rg r11 ,12 r19 r20 ,
23 r29 r31 ,32,35,37 ,
40 r44 r49

KR
%v a 20 SHR TRT

.90

.90

.81

NR

NR

55.82

.58 43.18 10.96

.55 42.52 10.81

SampJ-e=f or coef f ic ient
reliability, n=74 male
undergraduates. NR =

alpha, n=249 "normaL adult males;
undergraduates; for

not reported
normative data,

or test-retest
n=471 male

Availabilitv: Journal article/Àuthors - *** THiS INSTRUMENT IS COpyRIGHTED _
REQUiRES PERMISSiON T0 usE *** - scal-e reproduced in ÀppENDIX I^¡
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Primarv Reference: Lefcourt & Martin (1986)

Sca1e Description:7 items,4 point likert, assess the degree to which
individuals use humor to cope with stressful life events

Scorinq: Sum likert ratings to obtain total score

Availability: Book chapter - Sca1e reproduced in APPENDIX X
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Fac tor
tabel

Subsca I e
I tems

KR

%v a 20 SHR TRT x SD

CHS-Tota1 Score 1* ,2 13 14* ,5 16 r7 .60 NR NR 1 9.9 3.87
to .70*

RBI Total Score all NR .73 .71 26.35 4.4 *
coefficient alpha reported over a range of samples. SampLe= normative
data, n=120 male undergraduate studentsi NR = not reported
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Jalowiec Copinq Scale

Primarv Reference: Jalowiec and Powers (1981 )

ScaIe Description:40 items, 5 point likert, measures coping strategies used in
coping with medical procedures and physical disease.

Scorinq: Sum Iikert ratings to obtain total scores

Fac tor
LabeI

Subscal e
I tems %v

KR
20 SHR TRT SD

JCS-Total Score all .86 NR .79 28.88 5.39

Sample=for coefficient a1pha, D=141 male and female general hospital
patients; for test-retest reliablity, n=28 adult volunteers; for
normative data, n=25 hypertensive patients; NR = not reported

Availabilitv: Journal article - Scale reproduced in ÀPPENDIX Y
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Mil1er Behavioral Style Scale

Primarv Reference: Miller (1987)

Scale Description:4 imagined events are presented, and subjects are asked to
indicate which of I possibJ.e responses they would likely engage in. Four of
the responses each are information seeking (monitoring) and information
avoiding (blunting) strategies.

Scorinq: Sum total number of monitoring and blunting responses endorsed to
obtain total monitoring and blunting scores.

Àvailabilitv: Journal Àrticle/Author - ScaIe Reproduced in APPENDIx z

Fac tor
Label

Subsca 1 e
I tems

KR

%v a 20 SHR TRT x SD

MBSS-Mont ior i ng 1a , 
'ld, 

1 f , 1 g

2b rzd r2e ,2h
3a,3br3dr3g
4a,4d ,4f ,49

MBSS-BIunting 1b,1c,1e,.1h
2a rZc r2f ,29
3c ,3e r 3f ,3h
4b,4c ,4e ,4h

.75 NR .72 NR NR

to .79*

.67 NR .7 5 NR NR

to .69*

* coefficient alpha reported ranges over several samples. Sanp1e= test-
retest reliability, n=.110 subjects,4 month interval; NR = not reported
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Self Control Schedule

Primarv Reference: Rosenbaum (1980)

Scale Description: 36 item,6 point likert, measures cognitive behavioral self-
control behaviors used in stressful situations.

Scorinq: Sum likert ratings to obtain total score

Fac tor
Label

Subsca I e
I tems

KR

%v a 20 SHR TRT x SD

SCS-Total Score 1 ,2 13 14* r 5 ,6* ,7 ,8* , .78 NR .86 25.9 20.6
9*,10 111r12r13r14*,
15,'15t ,17 ,18t ,19 r20,
21* ,22 r23 ,24 r25 126,
27 ,28 ,29* ,30 ,31 ,32 ,
33,34,35* ,36

* reverse scored items Sample=for coefficient alpha, D=111 male and
female undergraduate students, for test-retest reliability, n=82
undergraduates, interval = 4 weeks; for normative data, D=35 male
undergraduate students; NR = not reporled

Availabilitv: Journal Article - Scale Reproduced in APPENDIX AA
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SeI f -Control Ouesti onn iare

Primarv Reference: Rehm, Fuchs, Roth, Kornblith, and Romano (1979)

Scale Description:40 item,5 point likert measure of attitudes and beliefs
concerning self-control behavior.

Scorinq: Sum likert ratings.

Availabilitv: Author Reproduced in ÀPPENDIX BB

Fac tor
Label

Subscal-e
I tems %v

KR
20 SHR TRT SD

SCQ-Total Score sum likert ratings .82
to

.88

NR .86 NR NR

Sample=reliability
research reports.

and normative data from Rush (1987)
Test retest interval = 5 weeks. NR

based on several
= not reported
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Ways of Copinq Ouestionnaire - Revised

Primarv Reference: Folkman, Lazarus, Dunkel-Schetter, DeLongis, & Gruen ( 1 986) .

Scale Description:67 items,4 point likert, measures a broad range of
cognitive and behavioral strategies used to manage internal and/or external
demands in specific stressful encounters.

Scorinq: Sum likert ratings to obtain subscale scores (there are a variety of
factor analytic studies with different subscales, the set presented here is
from the primary reference).

Fac t or
tabel

Subsca I e
I tems SD

KR

%va20 SHR TRT

Conf rontat i ve
coping

Di stanc i ng
Sel f -c on t roI

Seeking social
support

Àccept i ng
Responsibility

Escape-a vo i da nc e

Planful problem
solving

Positive
reappra i saI

6 r-J ,17 ,28 r34 r46

12 r13 ,15,21 ,41 ,44.10,14,35,43 
r54162,

63
8 , 

'18 
, 22 ,31 ,42 ,45

9 r25 r29 r51

11,16,33,40,47,50,
58 ,59
1126139,48 r49r52

20 ,23,30 ,36 ,3g ,56 ,
60

.70

.61

.70

.76

.66

.72

.68

.79

NR

NR

NR

NR

NR

NR

NR

NR

NR

NR

NR

NR

NR

NR

NR

NR

3.94 2.09

3.05 1.78
5 .77 2.87

5.40 2.40

1 .87 1 .44

3.18 2.48

7.25 2.35

3.48 2.96

Sample=for coefficient alpha, n=85 randomly
(total n=.170) i same subjects used to obtain
is from Fo1kman, tazarus, Gruen & DeLongis

sampled married
normative data,

(1986). NR = not

couples
however , thi s
reported.

Availabilitv: Journal Article - Scale Reproduced in ÀPPENDIX CC
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APPENDIX B
Àutomatic Thouqhts Ouestionnaire - Positive

Directions: Read each item below and indicate to what
extent each thought, or a similar thought, occurred to
you during the past week in the following manner:

I = never
J = sometimes

$ = all the time

Never
All the

t ime

1. I am respected by my peers
2. I have a good sense of humour
3. My future looks bright
4. I will be successful
5. I'm fun to be with
6. I am in a great mood
7. There are many people who

care about me
8. I'm proud of my achievements
9. I will finish what I start
10. I have many good qualities
11. r am comfortable with life
12. I have a good way with others
13. I am a lucky person
14. I have friends who support me
15. Life is exciting
l6.Ienjoyachallenge
17. My social life is terrific
18. There's nothing to ï¡orry

about
I 'm so relaxed
My life is running srnoothly
I'm happy with the v¡ay I look
I take good care of myself
I deserve the best in life
Bad days are rare
I have many useful qualities
There is no problem that is
hope le s s

27. I won't give up
28. r state my opinions with

con f idence
29. My life keeps getting better
30. Today I've accomplished a lot

1

1

1

1

1

1

2345
2345
2345
2345
2345
2345
2345
2345
2345
2345
2345
2345
2345
2345
2345
2345
2345
2345
2345
2345
2345
2345
2345
2345
2345
2345
2345
2345
2345
2345

19.
20.
21 .
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
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APPENDIX C
Automatic Thouqhts Ouestionnaire - Neqative

Directions: Listed below are a variety of thoughts that
pop into people's heads. Please read each thought and
inidcate how frequently, if at all, the thought
occurred to you over the last week. P1ease read each
item carefully and circle the appropriate number on the
questionnaire in the following fashion (t = "not at
a11", 2 = "sometimes", J = "moderately often" 4 =
"often" and 5 - "a11 the time").

ÀI1 the
t imeNever

I feel like I'm up against
the world 1

I'm no good 1

Why can't I ever succeed
No one understands me
I've let people down
I don't think I can go on
I wish I were a better person
I'm so weak
My lif e's not going the vray
I want it to
r'm so dissapointed in nyself
Nothing feels good anymore
f can't stand this anymore
I can't get started
What's wrong with me?
I wish I were somewhere else
I can't get things together
I hate myself
I'm worthless
Wish I could just disappear
what's the matter with me?
I 'm a loser
My life is a mess
I'm a failure
I'11 never make it
I feel so helpless
Something has to change
There must be something v¡rong

2345
2345
2345
2345
2345
2345
2345
2345

0.
1.
¿.
)
4.
5.
6.
7.

18.
19.
20.
21 .
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.

2345
2345
2345
2345
2345
2345
2345
2345
2345
2345
2345
2345
2345
2345
2345
2345
2345
2345
2345
2345
2345
2345

with me
28. My future is bleak
29. It's just not worth it
30. I can't finish anything
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APPENDIX D
Beck Hopelessness Sca1e

Directions. Read each of the following statements
carefully. CircIe T (for True) if the statement
applies to you, or F (for False) if you feel- the
statement does noL apply to you.

1. I look forward to the future with hope and
enthus i a sm

2. I might as well give up because I can't make
things better for myself

3. I,lhen things are going badIy, I am helped by
knowing that they can't stay that way forever

4. I can't imagine what my life would be like
in 1 0 years

5. I have enough time to accomplish the things
I most want to do

6. In the future, I expect to succeed in what
concerns me most

7. My future seems dark to me
8. I expect to get more of the good things in

life than the average person
9. I just don't get the breaks, and there's no

reason to believe I will in the future
10. My past expe,riences have prepared me well-

for my future
1 1. All I can see ahead of me is unpleasantness

rather than pleasantness
12. I don't expect to get what I really want
13. When I look ahead to the future, I expect

I will be happier than I am now
14. Things just won't work out the way I want

them to
15. I have great faith in the future
16. I never get what I want so it's foolish to

want anything
17. It is very unlikely that I will get any

real satisfaction in the future
18. The future seems vague and uncertain to me
19. I can look forward to more good times than

bad times
20. There's no use in reaIly trying to get T

something I want because I probably won't
get it

F

F

F

T

T

T

T

T

T

T
T

F
F

T
T

F
F

T
T

F
F

T
T

F
F

F

T

T

T

FT

T

F
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ÀPPENDIX E
Beck Self-Concept Test

Directions. On this page and the next are statments
about various traints such as looks, honesty, and
personaJ-ity. For each trait, please rate yourself in
relation to other people you know, by circling the most
accurate phrase.

Looks
a) better than nearly anyone I know
b) better than most people I know
c ) about the same as most people
d) worse than most people I know
e) worse than nearly anyone I know
Knowledge
a) less than nearly anyone I know
b) less than most people I know
c ) about the same as most people
d) more than most people I know
e) more than nearly anyone I know
Greed
a) more than nearly anyone I know
b) more than most people I know
c ) about the same as most people
d) less than most people I know
e) less than nearly anyone I know
TeIIing Jokes
a) better than nearly anyone I know
b) better than most people I know
c ) about the same as most people
d) $¡orse than most people I know
e) v¡orse than nearly anyone I know

5. Intellingence
a) more than nearly anyone I know
b) more than most people I know
c ) about the same as most people
d) less than most people I know
e) less than nearly anyone I know
Popular
a ) less than
b) less than
c ) about the
d) more than
e ) more than
Tidy
a) more than nearly anyone I know
b) more than most people I know
c ) about the same as most people
d) less than most people I know
e) less than nearly anyone I know

8. Successful
a) less than nearly anyone I know

1.

2.

3.

A"

6.

7.

nearly anyone I know
most people I know
same as most people
most people I know
nearly anyone I know
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b) less than most people I know
c ) about the same as most people
d) more than most people I know
e ) more than nearly anyone I know

9. Memory
a) better than nearly anyone I know
b) better than most people I know
c ) about the same as most people
d) v¡orse than most people I know
e) vrorse than nearly anyone I know

1 0. Sex Àppea1
a) more than nearly anyone I know
b) more than most people I know
c ) about the same as most people
d) less than most people I know
e) Less than nearly anyone I know

11. Kind
a) less than nearly anyone I know
b) less than most people I know
c ) about the same as most people
d) more than most people I know
e) more than nearly anyone I know

12. Personality
a) more than nearly anyone I know
b) more than most people I know
c ) about the same as most people
d) l-ess than most people I know
e) less than nearly anyone I know

1 3. Lazy
a ) more than
b) more than

nearly anyone I know
most people I know
same as most people
most people I know
nearly anyone I know

c ) about the
d) less than
e) less than

14. Àthletic
a) better Lhan nearly anyone I know
b) better than most people I know
c ) about the same as most people
d) vrorse than most people I know
e) worse than nearly anyone I know

15. Selfish
a) Iess than nearly anyone I know
b) Iess than most people I know
c ) about the same as most people
d) more than most people I know
e) more than nearly anyone I know

16. Reading Ability
a) better than nearly anyone I know
b) better than most people I know
c ) about the same as most people
d) r.¡orse than most people I know
e) worse than nearly anyone I know

17. Appearance
a) better than nearly anyone I know
b) better than most people I know
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c ) about the same as most people
d) vlorse than most people I know
e) Ì{orse than nearly anyone I know

1 8. Good-Natured
a) more than nearly anyone I know
b) more than most people I know
c ) about the same as most people
d) Less than most people I know
e) less than nearly anyone I know

19. Independent
a) less than nearly anyone I know
b) Iess than most people I know
c ) about the same as most people
d) more than most people I know
e) more than nearly anyone I know

20. Finishing Things
a) better than nearly anyone I know
b) better than most people T know
c ) about the same as most people
d) worse than most people I know
e) worse than nearly anyone I know

21. SeIf-Conscious
a) more than nearly anyone I know
b) more than most people I know
c ) about the same as most people
d) less than most people I know
e) less than nearly anyone I know

22. Learning Things
a) better than nearly anyone I know
b) better than most people I know
c ) about the same as most people
d) worse than most people I know
e) vrorse than nearly anyone I know

23. Jealous
a) more than nearly anyone I know
b) more than most people I know
c ) about the same as most people
d) less than most people I know
e) less than nearly anyone I know

24. Working Hard
a) more than nearly anyone I know
b) more than most people I know
c ) about the same as most people
d) less than most people I know
e) less than nearly anyone I know

25. Cruel
a) Iess than nearly anyone I know
b) Iess than most people I know
c ) about the same as most people
d) more than most people I know
e) more than nearly anyone I know
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ÀPPENDIX F

Coqnitive Bias Ouestionniare

Directions. Read the following 6 situations and
complete the multiple choice questions that follow
each.

SITUÀTION 1

Peggy had joined a particular organization a copule of
years ago because she v¡as very committed to its goals
and practices. She knew most of the members by nov¡,
and a few had even become fairly close friends. Peggy
had never considered herself the "leader" type.
Earlier in school she had been fairly active byt had
never really stood out. Several friends in her current
group thought that her ideas were sound and they began
to urger her to run for resident of the organization in
the upcoming election. Peggy was very reluctant at
first, bfeeling she was unqualified, but finally she
decided to run because she thought she did have energy
a ideas to contribute. No womañ had ever held the
position before, but her friends thought she had a good
chance to win. When elections were held, Peggy ran for
presidency but she lost.
Put yourself in Peggy's place, trying as vividly as you
can to imaging what she probably thought and felt.
1) When you first heard you'd lostr you immediately:

a) feel bad and imagine I've lost by a landslide
b) shrug it off as unimportant
c) feel sad and wonder what the total counts were
d) shrug it off, feeling f've tried as hard as I

could

2') Àf ter the election r you conclude
a) I feel realIy depressed about losing, but I'It

continue to work for my goals once I get my enthusiasm
bac k

b) rt's okay that I lost, since it's a useful
illustration of the inevitable prejudice against female
leadership

c) I'm not a winner at anything. I never shoutd
have let myself be talked into running

d) The campaign was a good experience even though I
didn't win

3) When you compare the winner's platform to yours, you
think
a) Mine was good for a first attempt, and was vastly

better than my opponents
b) Despite what my friends said, mine wasn't good at

all
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c) I feel badly that I didn't do a better job on it,
but I'11 know next time

d) Mine showed some inexperience but was pretty good
for a first attempt
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SITUATION 2

Fred had started working in the main office last week.
It felt like it had taken forever to find this job
after he moved to L.À. He had grown up in a small town
some distance away, and since he moved had met few
people. The others who worked in the same office
seemed f r iendJ-y , although most of then were
considerably older than he. One woman, Carolyn, v¡as
about his ê9êr sort of pretty, but she worked down the
hall and he saw her only occasionally. Taking his
coffee break in the snack bar one afternoon, she came
ovr and sat with him. They talked for awhile. He
found her fun and pleasant, and they seemed to enjoy
each other. The break ended and he had to get back to
his office. He found himself thinking about her that
afternoon - fantasizing about going out with her,
wondering what she's like. He looked forward to
her then next day. At lunch the next after noon,
sat alone in the snack bar and saw her come in.
savr him, smiled and waved, but she took her lunch
another empty table on the far side of the room.

Put yourself in Fred's place and try to imagine as
vividly as you can what he might think and feel.
1 ) Your f irst reaction vras to think:

a) I might consider being a 1ittle assertive and
pursue her

b) I'm unhappy htat she prefers to eat alone this
a f ternoon

c) She dislikes me and wants me to get the message
d) She's playing hard to get

2) Seeing her makes you think of your romantic
prospects in L.À. You imagine:

a) I get really discouraged about how hard it is to
meet good people, but almost everyone has problems r+ith
it too.

b) I feel like I'1I never meet anyone who is
interested in me

c) I can't expect the first woman to come alone to
be the Big Romance

d) Women in L.A. are awfully conceited

see r- ng
he

She
to

3) Thinking back on your conversation with
your judgement is:

a) I know she really was excited by me
mystified about why she's avoiding me

b) I'm afraid it wasn't as interesting

Carolyn,

and I 'm

as I first
thought

c) The conversation v¡as pleasant, that probably had
nothing to do with whether she's interested in me or
not.

d) I must have failed at making a good impression
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4) Ref lecting on your Iife here in L.À. r you think:
a) I'1I just have to wait and see what the future

will bring; it's too soon to tell
b) I have just about everything I want and I know

I'I1 be a big hit in this town
c) Loneliness is a big problem for ffi€, but then r

suppose it's also a problem for all newcomers
d) No one in L.A. will every realIy care about ffiêr

but at least I have a job
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STTUATION 3
Lisa and Jason have been dating for the past few
months. Lisa is neither pretty nor ugly and has a
pleasant personality. Jason is unusually fun to be
with and oten takes her to nice restaurants and
theaters. Tonight she seemed to be somewhat unhappy
despite his attempts to start light hearted
conversations. He asked her if anything was wrong.
She replied that she was having some problems at work
that she didn't want to talk about, but vras gratef uI
for his concern. She seemed a little more cheerful
after that.
Put yourself in Jason's place, trying to imagine as
vividly as you can what he probably thought and felt.
1 ) You think about the future of this relationship and
you imagine:

a) It's a pretty good relationship, and we're
getting to know each other better as time goes on

b) It's a pretty good relationship and f'n generally
satisfied although I think the relationship ha- a few
problems

c) I would probably have a hard time finding someone
else who would care about flê, so I want to make this
relationship work out

d) It is not what I really want it to be, and that
makes me sad, so I will l-eave myself open to contacts
with other vromen

2) You wonder why Lisa hasn't called for several days
a) I decide I don't really know why and figure I

should ask her
b) 11 I can think of is that she must not care about

me
c ) I imagine that she thinks so highly of me that

she sometimes is afraid of risking rejection or pushing
me too hard

d) I feel unhappy about it but figure that things
sometimes do not happen exactly the $¡ay one would tiXe
3) Why do you Lhink her mood changed after you asked
her if there vras a problem?

a) I feel pleased and imagine I can be very
therapeutic for her and most others

b) I don;t know why since it rnay have been due to
any number of things, but I am happy that her mood
changed

c) I just don't understand her moods, which worries
and upsets me even though I know it's very hard toreally understand another person

d) I wish I could believe that I had something to dowith it, but I rarely have the ability to cheer ãnyone
up
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4) You wonder why she got in the bad mood, and imagine
that

a) I feel badly that r don't understand her, but
it's rea1ly difficult to understand everything about
somebody else.

b) Like most people, she has a few problems that
bother her

c) It's because she's extremely immature and moody,
but I, on the other hand, âffi calm and happy

d) It's because she's dating the most bleak, plain
man in the city
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SITUATION 4
Janice is a senior at a large university. She dislikes
the lack of faculty-student contact so she usually
makes an effort to talk to her teachers outside the
classroom. So after she received an average score on a
midterm, she went to the professor, DF. Smith, to talk
over the test. Dr. Smith pointed out the correct
answers and the reasons for them on the questions she
missed. He also gave her some helpful tips on
studying. After about 45 minutes, DÍ. Smith said he
was quite busy and hoped she would excuse him. He then
walked her to the door and said it was nice taking to
her.

Put yourself in Janice's place, trying to imagine as
vividly as you can what she probably thought and felt.
1) Àre you satisfied with your meeting with or. Smith?

a ) Yes , because he v¡as qui te pleased w i th my vi s i t
and will probably give me a good grade in the course

b) Àlthough it's upsetting f or me to real-ize it, I
probably needed tips on studying

c) Yes, he answered all my questions and I made a
good contact

d) No, he probably thinks I'm dumb, which is why he
gave me tips on study habits

2) Looking over the questions you missedr you decide:
a ) I t's not my fault , the teacher should make a

better test
b) Unfortunatelyr my performance on this test is

indicative of my true ability. I'm a mediocre student
c) I feel bad that I missed these questions
d) Now that you've talked with or. Smithr you hope

you'11 do better on the final exam

3) You thought Dr. Smith was rather nice in walking you
to the door. Your react ion to hi s gesture q'as.

a) Embarrassment. He was trying to hurry me out
b) Àppreciation that he real-ized it h'as worth his

time to help me
c) Appreciation. He seemed interested and concerned
d) Sort of sad and let down that the meeting had to

end.

4) How did your meeting with the professor change your
view of the large, impersonalr uoiversity?

a) Dr. Smith helped to make the university less
impe r sona I

b) You realize that the f acul-ty is always happy to
talk with students

c) Although Dr. Smith was
still feel lost and a 1ittle
impersonal university

willing to talk to me, I
lonely at the Iarge,
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d ) Even though the prof essor vras pol i te , I st i 11
felt that he resented my taking up so much of his time,
and that made me feel bad
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SITUÀTION 5

Ellen yras a graduate student, and she aspired to be a
good teacher. IL was very important to her to
communicate wiII with others, and she liked the idea of
turning students on to particular viewpoints that they
may never have considered before. Her father had been
a professor in a small college and although their
relationship was strained at times, she had always
respected her father and thought that being a professor
lras a good life. Ellen v¡as a sensitive person
perceptive and insightful and she was avrare that part
of her motivation stemmed for the role of being an
"expert" and having people be impressed by her
knowledge. Àn opportunity to test her teaching ski11s
arrived in the form of a class presentation that all
the students in one of her seminars vrere required to
make. Ellen probably put in a bit more than average
preparation on her topic. When the day came for her
presentation, she seemed calm and poised (although
rather nervous on the inside) . During her tal-k,
students commented and asked questions, no one yawned
or dosed. One question had been rather hard to answer.
No one said anything to her afterwards since it was
Iate in the day, everyone left immediately afterward.
Put yourself in EIIen's place and Lry to imagine as
vividly as you can what whe probably thought and felt.
1) You try to judge how well your talk went. You
decide:

a) I clearly did the best job of anyone.
b) According to my own standards, I think it went OK
c) I'm disappointed no one complimented me
d) I hope someone would tetl me it went welI, but

since no one said anything, I'm afraid it wasn't very
good

2) When you thought about it afterwards, the thing that
mostly comes to mind is:

a ) I f eel good; rel ieved that the whole t.hing i s
over

b) I feel disappointed that I didn't get feedback
about how I 'd done

c) I feel bad about that one guestion I couldn't
answer. I think it made me look ridiculous

d) I f ee1 good because nor+' the teacher will see my
gen i us

3) You're wondering what grade you might be given for
the presentation by the instructor

a) I feel that because of that one question that
stumped me, he'11 conclude that I didn't really prepare
well enough to earn an A
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b) I saw him nod once or twicer so he r.ras
impressed and T'11 get an A

c) I'm quite $¡orried about the grade but

265

real Iy

I don't

a college

I know the

been lucky
t go well,

good

know how he'1I grade
d) I think I'IL get an A because it's a graduate

seminar and because I clearly did as much as anyone
else and an A is usual under these circumstances

4) with respect to your future career as
teacher, you conclude:

a) I'm afraid r won't make it because
competition for jobs is sLiff

b) I'm optimistic because I've always
c) Since my seminar presentation didn'

feel pretty pessimistic about my chances
d) I'm optimisLic since my grades are
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SITUATION 6
Lou is a sophomore, Iiving in one of the dorms. He's
moderately good looking, friendly, a bit on the quiet
side, êD À student. He frequently admires men of his
age who appear to be outgoing, although he's aware of
the disadvantage of that personality as wel1. One of
his concerns is making friends. In his freshman year
he kept busy with school work and maintained
relationships he'd had in high school-. But this year
he has become more aware that he wants to meet people
and make friends on campus. He's uncertain quite how
to go about it. Tonight is Friday night, and Lou can't
deny himself that he feels lonely. Most of the men on
his floor are out for the evening or gone for the
weekend. At the far end of the hall the men in two or
three rooms are in tonight as r¡ell. While he's in the
shower, he hears one of them mention plans for going
out later for pizza to a place where they know some
women are going to be.

Put yourself in Lou's place and try to imagine as
vividly as you can how he might think and feel

1) Your first reaction when you hear that they are
going out is:

a) Unhappiness. They probably would have asked me
to come if they liked me more

b) Unappiness and increased lonliness. Sounds Iike
I'11 be practically alone on the floor

c) To wonder if they'd mind if I'd come along
d) ReIief. they seem unfriendly for not asking me,

so I'm happy since I don't have to be with them

2) Being alone on Friday night
a) doesn't bother me because I figure I'11 have a

date next weekend for sure
b) upsets me and makes me feel lone1y
c ) upsets me and makes me start to imagine endless

nights and days by myself
d) T can handle it because one Friday night alone

isn't that important, probably everybody has spent one
night alone

3) You sit at your desk trying to get some reading
done. Your mind keeps flashing on.

a) pleasant memories of a recent date I've had
b) Àn upcoming blind date which I expect will go

very well
c) I'm lonely and down but everybody is lone1y once

in a while
d) The feeling that not having a date tonight is one

of the most painful things I can imagine
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4) Peop1e have always told you that you have a nice
smile. You're thinking about your looks now and feel

a) rt's unimportant what people think about my looks
or anyone else's looks.

b) Fairly satisfied about my looks
c) Really ugty and undesireable. when someone

compliments my looks I think they're just being polite
d) Unhappy because even though I feel fairly good

looking it didn't seem to be an asset in getting a date
ton i ght
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APPENDIX G

Coqnitive Self-Manaqement Test

Directions. In answering the questions below, think
about how you typically react to the sorts of
situations described. Try to disregard thoughts of how
you feel you should or would like to react and mark the
point along the scale which best describes your actual
reactions using the following scale:

1 ) extremely uncharacteristic of me
5) extremely characteristic of me

1.

52.

4.

6.

7.

8.

E

I am more attentive to evidence 1

that I have been rejected or
criticized than to positive or
flattering information
i f something bad happens and 1

there's nothing to be done
about it I put it out of my
thought s
When I approach a challenging 1

task I'm fairly good at thinking
positively enough to boost my
conf idence
I tend to blame myself for 1

things that go $¡rong
I am pleased and encouraged for 1

even small or partial successes
I can't help dwelling on things 1

that have gone wrong
I can usually overcome any 1

initial difficulties I experience
in learning something ne$¡
Insecurities or other negative 1

feelings often make it diff icult
for me to perceive a situation
clearly
I spend time contemplating and 1

enjoying my successes
If something good happens I 1

spend more time thinking about
it than if something bad happens
I avoid starting tasks because 1

I doubt I'Il finish them
Once I set my mind to do 1

something I'm confident that I'I1
do it
I generally deal with major 1

setbacks, failures, or rejections
by gradually looking on the
bright side and finding a new
st rategy

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.
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14. Iusuallygivemyselfa"paton 1 2 3 4 5
the back" for even small
accompl i shment s

l5.Ihavedifficultymaintaininga 1 2 3 4 5
constructive attitude

16. I often react to failure or 1 2 3 4 5
setback by feeling extremely Iow

17. I generally feel fairly acceptingl 2 3 4 5
of my work and my behavior

18. My expectations for myself are 1 2 3 4 5
often too high for me to reach

19. Iflhavetroubleachievinga 1 2 3 4 5
goal I tend to figure out where
the problem lies and then correct
it

20. When I approach a challenging 1 2 3 4 5
task I tend to think alot about
what might go $¡rong

21. I give myself emotional support 1 2 3 4 5
much as one friend would give
another support

22. Ifeellittleconfidencewhen 1 2 3 4 5
approaching a nevl task

23. I set up step by step plans for 1 2 3 4 5
what I want to accomplish

24. I'm reluctant to scale my goals 1 2 3 4 5
down even when I can't seem to
attain them

25. If a task seems too big I break 1 2 3 4 5
it down into smaller parts and
take it one step at a time

26. Ifldosomethingwrongltend 1 2 3 4 5
to make myself suffer for it
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APPENDTX H
Coqnition Checklist

Directions: Read each item below and indicate to what
extent each thought, or a similar thought, occurred to
you during the past week in the following manner:

0 - never
4 - always

1. There's no
2. r'm worse
3. I '11 never

people are
4. Life isn't worth living
5. I don't deserve to be loved
6. Nothing ever works out for

me anymore
7. People don't respect me anymore
8. I'm not worthy of other

people's attention or affection
9. I will never overcome my

problems
10. I have become physically

unattractive
11. I'm worthLess
12. r'm a social failure
13. I've lost the only friends

I've had
14. No one cares whether I live

Never
one left to help me 0

off than they are 0
be as good as other

0
0

2
2

012
012
012

1

1

À1ways
34
34
3
3
3

3
3

4

4
4

or die 0
15. I'm losing my mind 0
16. Someting might happen that

will ruin my appearence 0
17 . There's something very wrong

4
4

2
2

01234
01234
01234

234
234

4
4

4
4

4
4
4

1

1

with me
18. I'm going to have
19. Something awful is

happen

0
an accident 0
going to

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

2
2

3
3

3
3

3
3
3

20. I am going to be injured
21. Something will happen to

someone I care about
22. I might be trapped
23. I am not a healthy person
24. What if no one reaches me

in time to help?
25. What if I get sick and

become an invalid?
26. I am going to have a heart

attack

0
0

0
0
0

2
2

2
2
2

4
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ÀPPENDIX I
Dvsfunctional Àttitudes Scale

Directions. This questionniare lists different
attitudes or beliefs which people sometimes hold. Read
each statement carefully and decide how much you agree
or disagree with the statement.

For each of the attitudes, indicate to the left of the
itern the number that best describes how vou think. Be
sure to choose only one answer for each attitude.
Because people are different, there is no right answer
or wrong ansvJer to these statements. Your answers are
confidential, so please do not put your name on this
sheet.

To decide whether a given attitude is typical of your
way of looking at things, simply keep in mind what you
are like most of the time.'l = total Iy agree

2 - agree very much
J' = agree slightly
Q = neutral
5 - disagree slightly
$ = disagree very much
J = totally disagree

1. It is difficult to be happy unfess one is
good looking, intelligent, rich, and creative

2. Happiness is more a matter of my attitude
towards myself than the vray other people feel
about me

3. People will probably think less of me if I
make a mistake

4. If I do not do weII all the time, people will
not respecL me

5. Taking even a small risk is foolish because
the loss is likely to be a disaster

6. It is possible to gain another person's
respect without being especially talented at
anythi ng

7. I cannot be happy unless most people I know
admire me

8. If a person asks for heIp, it is a sign of
weakness

9. If I do not do as well as other people, it
means I am a weak person

10. If I fail at my work, then I am a failure as
a person

11. If you cannot do something weII, there is
1iLtle point in doing it at aIl

12. Making mistakes is fine because I can learn
from them

13. rf someone disagrees with me, it probably
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indicates he does not like me
14. If I fail partly, it is as bad as being a

complete failure
15. If other people know what you are really

Iike, they will think less of you
16. I am nothing if a person I love doesn't

love me
17. One can get pleasure from an activity

regardless of the end result
1 8. People should have a chance to succeed

before doing anything
19. My value as a person depends greatly on what

others think of me
20. If I don't set the highest standards for

myself, I am like1y to end up a second-rate
pe r son

21. If I am to be a worthwhile person, I must be
the best in at least one vray

22. People who have good ideas are better than
those who do not

23. I should be upset if I make a mistake
24. My own opinions of myself are more important

than other's opinions of me
25. To be a good, moral, worthwhile person I

must help everyone who needs it
26. If I ask a question, it makes me look stupid
27. It is awful to be put down by people

important to you
28. I f you don't have other people to lean oD r

you are going to be sad
29. I can reach important goals without pushing

myse I f
30. It is possible for a person to be scolded

and not get upset
3'1 . I cannot trust other people because they

might be cruel to me
32. If others dislike you, you cannot be happy
33. It is best to give up your own interests in

order to please other people
34. My happiness depends more on other people

than it does on me
35. I do not need the approval of other people

in order to be happy
_ 36. If a person avoids problems, the problems

tend to go away
37. I can be happy even when I miss out on many

of the good things in life
38. t^ihat other people think about me is very

important
39. Being alone leads to unhappiness
40. I can find happiness without being loved by

another person
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APPENDIX J
Anxious Self Statements guestionnaire

Directions. Listed below are a variety of thoughts that
pop into people's heads. Please read each thought and
indicate how frequently, if at all, the thought
occurred to you over the last week. P1ease read each
item carefully and fill in the appropriate circl-e on
the answer sheet.

1- neverk
5 = always :r

a lway s
1. What am I going to do with my

life?
2. I'm not going to make it
3. What will people think of me?
4. What am I going to do?
5. Can I make it?
6. I can't make it
7. Who can I turn to?
8. I wish I could die
9. I shouldn't feel this way

10. I need help
1 1. Can f overcome the

uncertainties?
12. How will I handle myself?
13. I think I want to cry
14. I can't get through this
15. will I make it?
16. I want to fight back but I'm

afraid to do so
17. It's my own fault
18. Àm I going to make it?
19. No one likes me or cares about

me
20. I can't do anything right
21. I feel totally confused
22. What will happen to me?
23. I can't stand it
24. I wish I could escape
25. I can't escape
26. I can't stand it anymore
27 . Don't let me be crazy
28. I wonder if I look as stupid

as I feel?
29. I don't want to feel this vray
30. What's going to happen next?
31. I can't take it anymore
32. I'I1 never finish

45
45
45
45
45
45
45
45
45
45

never

12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12

45
45
45
45
45
45
45
45
45
45
45
45
45
45
45
45
45
45
45
45
45
45

12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12

3
3

3

3

3
3

3

3
3
3

3
3
3
3
3

3

3
3

3

3
3

3

3
3

3
3
3

3
3
3
3

3

* scale stems
are my best

not provided in primary reference these
guess.
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APPENDIX K
Social Anxiety Thouqhts Ouestionniare

Directions. We are interested in the thoughts people
trave fficiar situations. Listed below are a variety
of thoughts that pop into people's heads in situations
that involve being with other people or talking to
them. Please read each thought and indicate how
frequently, if at all, the thought occurred to you over
the last week. Please read each item carefully and,
f ol-Iowing the scale, circle the number that best
applies to you. Please answer every question very
carefully. In social or interpersonal situations
durinq the past week, how often did you have the
followinq thouqhts?

1 - never
2 - rarely
3 - sometimes
Q = ofteng = always

1. I feel tense and uncertain
2. I don't know what to say
3. Maybe I sound stupid
4. I am perspiring
5. gthat will I say first?
6. Can they tetl I am nervous?
7. I feel afraid
8. I wish I could just be myself
9. What are they thinking of me?

1 0. I feel shaky
11. I'm not pronouncing well
12. will others notice my anxiety?
13. I feel defenseless
14. I wiII freeze up
1 5. Now they know I am nervous
16. I don't Iike being in this

situation
17. I am inadequate
18. Does my anxiety show?
19. I feel tense in my stomach
20. Others will not understand me
21. What do they think of me?

never
'1

1

1

1

1

1

1
'1

1

1

1

always
2345
2345
2345
2345
2345
2345
2345
2345
2345
2345
2345
2345
2345
2345
2345
2345
2345
2345
2345
2345
2345

1
'1

1

1

1

1
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APPENDIX L
Rational Behavior Inventory

Directions. For each of the following questions, please
follow the scale and indicate the numbered response
that most clearly reflects your opinion. Work quickly
and answer each question.

1 - strongly disagree
2 - disagree
J = neutral
4 = agree
5 = strongly agree

1. Helping others is the very basis of Iife.
2. It is necessary to be especially friendly to

neb' collegues and neighbors
3. People should observe moral laws more

strictly than they do
4. r find it difficult to take criticism without

being hurt
5. I often find more time trying to think of ways

of getting out of things than it would take me
to do them

6. I tend to become terribly upset and miserable
when things are not the way I would like them
to be

7, It is impossible at any given time to change
one's emótions

8. It is sinful to doubt the Bible
9. Sympathy is the most beautiful human emotion

_ 10. I shrink from facing a crisis or diff iculty
_ 1 1 . I often get excited or upset when things go

vJrong
12. One should rebel against doing unpleasant

things, however neõessêry, if-doiñg them is
unpleasant

_ 13. I get upset when neighbors are very harsh with
their 1itt1e children

14. It is realistic to expect that there should be
no incompatiblity in marriage

15. I frequently feel unhappy with my appearance

- 
16. A peráon shõuld be thoióughry compelànt,

adequate, talented, and intelligent in all
possible respects

_ 17. What others think of you is most important
_ 18. Other people should make things easier for usr

and help with life's difficulties
_ 19. I tend to look to others for the kind of

behavior they approve as right or wrong
_20. I find that my occupation and social life tend

to make me unhappy
_ 21. I usually try to avoid doing chores which I

dislike doing
_22. Some of ny family and/or friends have habits
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that bother and annoy me very much
23. I tend to worry about possible accidents and

disasters
24. I like to bear responsibility alone
25. I get terribly upset and miserable when things

are not the way I like them to be
26. I worry quite a bit over possible misfortunes
27. Punishing oneself for aIl errors will prevent

future mistakes
28. One can best help others by criticizing them

and sharply pointing out the error of their
$¡ays

29. llorrying about a possible danger wilI hei-p
ward it off or decrease its effects

30. I worry about little things
31. Certain people are bad, wicked, or villainous

and should be severely blamed and punished
for their sins

32. À large number of people are guilty of bad
sexuaf misconduct

33. One should blame oneself severely for all
mistakes and wrongdoings

34. It makes me very uncomfortable to be
35. I worry over possible misfortunes
36. I prefer to be independent of others

di f ferent

in making
decisions

37. Because a certain thing once strongly af f ected
one's 1ife, it should indefinitely affect it
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ÀPPENDIX M

Attributional Style Àssessment Test - Form I

Di¡eclip¡_s. This questionniare presents some common
;Ltuaffi;ã with altterent possibre explanations f or the
outcome (success and failure) of each situation.
Imagine yourself in each situation and consider each
possible reason for the situation turning out as it
did. Then circle the letter that corresponds to the
one reason or explanation that would most likety
account for the outcome if it happened to you. There
is no right or wrong answer, of course, so do not spend
a lot of time making your judgements. Simply choose
the reason that would best explain the outcome if it
actua1l1y happened to you.

1 ) You have just attended a party for new students
and made some nev¡ friends

a) I used the right strategy to meet new people
b) I am good at meeting people at parties
c) I tried very hard to meet new people
d) I have the personality traits necessary for

meeting ne$r people
e) I was in the right mood for meeting new people
f) other circumstances (people, situations, etc)

produced this outcome
2) You have just succeeded at coordinating an outing

for a group of people you like very much
a) I used the right strategy in coordinating the

out i ng
b) I am good at coordinating outings
c) I tried very hard to coordinate the outing
d) I have the personality traits necessary for

coordinating outings
e) I was in the right mood for coordinating the

out i ng
f) Other circumstances (people, situations, etc)

produced this outcome
3) You have just failed the midterm examiniation in a

c Iass
a) I did not use the right strategy for the test
b) I am not good in that particular subject area
c ) I did not try very hard to do well on the test
d) I do not have the personality traits necessary

to do well on tests
e) I was not in the right mood to do well on tests
f) Other circumstances (peopIe, situations, etc)

produced this outcome 4) You have just won a
competitive match in a sporting

event
a) I used the right strategy to win the match

am good at this sport
tried very hard to win the match
have the personality traits necessary for

b) r
c) I
d) r
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this sport
e) I was in the right mood for the match
f) Other circumstances (people, situations, etc)

produced this outcome
5) You find yourself alone on afmost every Saturday

night and regret that you had not arranged to do
something vrith a friend

a) I did not use the right sLrategy in arranging
social activities

b) I am not good at arranging social activities
c) I did not try very hard to arrange social

activities
d) I do not have the personality traits necessary

to arrange sociaL activities
e) I was not in the right mood to arrange social-

activities
f) Other circumstances (peop1e, situations, etc)

produced this outcome
6) While working as a volunteer for the American Red

Cross, you failed to persuade very many people to
donate blood

a) I did not use the right strategy to persuade
people

b) I am not good at persuading people
c) I did not try very hard to persuade people
d) I do not have the personality traits necessary

to persuade people
e) I was not in the right mood to persuade people
f) other circumstances (people, situations, etc)

produced this outcome
7) You have just succeeded at completing the crossword

puzzt-e in the daily paper
a) I used the right strategy to complete the puzzJ-e
b) I am good at crossword puzzles
c) I tried very hard to complete the puzzl-e
d) I have the personality traits necessary for

complet i ng c rossvrord puzzles
e) I was in the right mood for a crossword puzzl-e
f) Other circumstances (peop1e, situations, etc)

produced this outcome
8) You were recently unsuccessful at trying to

up your roommate who Ì.¡as having a personal
a) I did not use the right strategy to cheer
b) I am not good at cheering up other people

chee r
problem
him up

c) I did not try very hard to cheer him up
d

e
f

I do not have the personality traits necessary
for cheering people up
I was not in the right mood to cheer him up
Other circumstances (people, situations, etc)
produced this outcome

9) You have succeeded in selling your best
photographs to a national magazine

a) I used the right strategy in taking the photos
b) I am good at photography
c) I tried very hard to take good photos



e)
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d) I have the personality traits necessary for
taking good photographs
I was in the right rnood f or taking good photos
Other circumstances (people, situations, etc)
produced this outcome

Yóu have just lost a game of Scrabble (ttre word
game )
I did not use the right strategy in playing the
9ame
I am not good at playing games like Scrabble
I did not try very hard to play the game well
I do not have the personality traits necessary
for playing word games
I was not in the right mood for playing the game
Other circumstances (people, situations, etc)
produced this outcome

You discover that in the recent past you have
enjoyed some social activity almost every Saturday
night
I used the right strategy in arranging social
activities

10)

a

e
t

11)

a

12)

a)

b
c
d

b) r am good at arranging social activities
c) r tried very hard to arrange social activities
d) I have the personality traits necessary for

arranging social activities
e) I was in the right mood for arranging social

activities
f) Other circumstances (people, situations, etc)

produced this outcome
You have just attended a party for new students
and failed to make any nevl friends
I did not use the right strategy to meet new
people
I am not good at meeting new PeoPIe
I did not try very hard to meet nev¡ people
I do not have the personaliLy traits necessary
for meeting new people
I was not in the right rnood f or meeting nevle)
people

f) other circumstances (people,
produced this outcome

b)
c)
d)

b
c
d

situations, etc )

13) You have lost a competitive match in a sporting
event

a) r did not use the right strategy for winning
the match

e
f.

14)

) r am not good at this sport
) r did not try very hard to win the match
) r do not have the personality traits necessary

for this sport
) r was not in the right mood for the match
) other circumstances (peop1e, situations, etc)

produced this outcome
You have just recieved a high score on the midterm
test in a class

a) I used the right strategy for the test



)

)
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I am good at that particular subject area
I tried very hard to do weII on the test
I have the personality traits necessary for
doing well on tests
I was in the right mood for taking the test
Other circumstances (people, situations, etc)
produced this outcome

You have just failed at coordinating an outing
for a group of people you like very much
I did not use the right strategy to coordinate
the outing
I am not good at coordinating outings
I did not try very hard to coordinate the outing
I do not have the personality traits necessary
for coordinating outings

e ) I vras not in the right mood f or coordinating the
out i ng

f) Other circumstances (people, situations,
produced this outcome

16) While working as a volunteer for the Àmerican Red
Cross you succeeded at persuading a lot of people
to donate blood

a) I used the right strategy to persuade people
b) I am good at persuading people
c) I tried very hard to persuade people
d) I have the personality traits necessary for

persuading people
e) I was in the right mood for persuading people
f) Other circumstances (people, situations, etc)

produced this outcome
17) You have just h'on a game of Scrabble

a) I used the right strategy in playing the game
b) I am good at playing games like Scrabble
c) I tried very hard to play Lhe game well
d) I have the personality traits necessary for

playing word games
I was in the right mood for playing the game
Other circumstances (people, situations, etc)
produced this outcome

You failed to complete the crossword puzzle in the
daily paper
I did not use the right strategy to complete the
puzz:.e
I am not good at crossword puzzles
I did not try very hard to complete the puzzle
I do not have the personality traits necessary
for completing crossword puzzles

e) I was not in the right mood to complete the
puzzle

f) Other circumstances (people, situations, etc)
produced this outcome

19) You were recently successful in cheering up your
roommate who was having a personal problem

a) I used the right strategy to cheer her up
b) I am good at cheering people up

b)
c)
d)

e
f

15)

a

b
c
d

etc )

e
f

18)

a

b)
c)
d)



20)

c)
d)

e)
f)

b)
c)
d)
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I tried very hard to cheer her up
I have the personality traits necessary for
cheering people up
I was in the right mood for cheering her up
Other circumstances (people, situations, etc)
produced this outcome

You have failed to sell your best photographs to a
national magazine

a) r did not use the right strategy in taking the
photographs
I am not good at photograPhy
I did not try very hard to take good photos
I do not have the personality traits necessary
for taking good photographs
I was not in the right mood for taking good
photographs
Other circumstances (people, situations, etc)
produced this outcome

e)

f)
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Directions.
JJ neaa eactr situation below and
happening to you.
2) Decide what you believe would

situation if it happened to you.
3) Write this cause in the blank

three questions about the gê89,
per question.
5) Go on to the next question.
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vividly imagine it

be the cause of the

provided. 4) Answer
circling one response

a friend who compliments you

cause.

on

Attributional StyIe Ouestionnaire - Revised

Situation #1. You meet
your appearance.
a) write down one major

b) Is the cause
something about
circumstances ?
Totally due

to other people
or circumstances

c) In the future
this cause again
will never
again be 1

present

d) rs the cause
with friends or
your llte !
Influences just
this particular

situation

friend's compliment due to
something about other people or

of your
you or

Totally due
4 5 6 7 tome

when you are with your friend, will
be presentt 

*rll always
2 3 4 5 6 7 bepresent

something that just affects interacting
does it also influence other areas of

I n f luences
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 allsituations

in my life
GO ON TO THE NEXT PÀGE
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Situation #2. You have been looking for a job
unsuccessf u1J-y f or some t irne .

a) write down one major cause.

b) Is the cause of your unsuccessful job search due to
something about you or something about other people or
circumstances ?
Totally due Totally due

tootherpeople 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 tome
or circumstances

c) In the future when looking for a job, will this
cause again be present?
will never will always
againbe 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 bepresent
present

d) Is the cause something that just affects looking for
a job or does it also influence other areas of your
life ?
Influences just Influences
Lhisparticular 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 allsituations

situation in my life
GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE
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Situation #3 You become very rich.

a) write down one major cause.

b) Is the cause of your becoming rich due to something
about you or something about other people or
c i rcumstances ?
Totally due Totally due

tootherpeople 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 tome
or circumstances

c) In your financial future, will this cause again be
present ?
Will never WiII always
againbe 1 2 3 4 5 5 7 be present
present

d) Is the cause something that just affects obtaining
money or does it also influence other areas of your
life ?
Influences just Influences
thisparticular 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 allsiLuations

situation in my life

GO ON TO THE NEXT PÀGE
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Situation #4 À friend comes to you t¡ith a problem and
you don't try to help them.

a) write down one major cause.

b) Is the cause of your not helping your friend due to
something about you or something about other people or
circumstances ?

Totally due TotallY due
tootherpeople 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 tome
or circumstances

c) rn the future when a friend comes to you with a
problem, will this cause again be present?
Will never will alwaYs
againbe 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 bePresent
present

d) Is the cause something that just affects what
happens when a friend comes to you with a problem or
doeã it also influence other areas of your life ?

Influences just Influences
thisparticular 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 al-lsituations

situation in mY life

GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE
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Situation #5. You give an important talk in front of a
group and the audience reacts negatively.
a) write down one major cause.

b) Is the cause of the audience reacting negatively due
to something about you or something about other people
or circumstances ?

Totally due Totally due
tootherpeople 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 to me
or circumstances

c) In the future when giving talks, wiIl this cause
again be present?
will never will always
againbe 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 be present
present

d) Is the cause something that just influences giving
talks or does it also influence other areas of your
life ?
Influences just Influences
thisparticular 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 allsituations

situation in my life
GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE
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Situation #6. You do a project which is highly
pra i sed .

a ) wr i te down one rna j or cause .

b) Is the cause of being praised due to something about
you or something about other people or circumstances ?

Totally due Totally due
tootherpeople 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 tome
or circumstances

c) In the future when doing a project, will this cause
again be present?
will never WiIl always
againbe 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 bepresent
present

d) Is the cause something that just affects doing
projects or does it afso influence other areas of your
life ?
Influences just Influences
thisparticular 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 allsituations

situation in my life
GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE
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Situation #7. You meet a friend who acts hostilely
towards you.

a) write down one major cause.

b) Is the cause of your friend acting hostile due to
sornething about you or something about other people or
circumstances ?
Totally due Totally due

tootherpeople 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 tome
or circumstances

c) In the future when interacting with friends, will
this cause again be present?
Will never Will always
againbe 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 bepresent
present

d) Is the cause something that just influences
interacting with friends or does it also influence
other areas of your life ?

Influences just Influences
thisparticular 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 allsituations

situation in my life
GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE
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others expect of you.

a) write down one major
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get all the work done that

cause.

b) Is the cause of your not getting the work done due
to something about you or something about other people
or circumstances ?

Totally due TotallY due
tootherpeople 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 tome
or circumstances

c) In the future when doing the work that others
expect, wilI this cause again be present?
Will never WiII alwaYs
againbe 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 bePresent
present

d) Is the cause something
that others expect or does
areas of your life ?

Influences just
this particular 1 2 3

situation

that just affects doing work
it also influence other

I nfluences
4 5 6 7 al-lsituations

in my Iife

GO ON TO THE NEXT PÀGE
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been treating
a) write down
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Your spouse (boyfriend/girlfriend) has
you more lovingly.

one major cause.

b) rs the cause of
treating you more
or something about
Totally due

to other people
or c ircumstances

your spouse
Iovingly due
other people

GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE

( boyf r iend/g i rI f r iend)
to something about you
or circumstances ?

TotaIly due
5 6 7 tome

wilI always
be present

c) In the future interactions with your spouse
(boyfriend/girlfriend), wiIl this cause again be
present ?
will never
againbe 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

present

I nfluences just
this particular 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

situation

d) Is the cause something that just affects how your
spouse (boyfriend/girlfriend) treats you or does it
also influence other areas of your life ?

I n f luences
a1I situations

in my life
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Situat:Lqn #10. You apply f or a position that you want

"JtEd-ryG.g. an imþoitant ¡ou, graduate scñoo1
admission, etc.) and you get it.

a) write down one major cause.

b) Is the cause of your getting the position due to
something about you or something about other people or
circumstances ?

Totally due Totally due
tootherpeople 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 tome
or circumstances

c) rn the future when applying for a position, will
this cause again be present?
will never will always
againbe 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 bepresent
present

d) Is the cause something that just affects applying
for a position or does it also influence other areas of
your Ilte !
Influences just Influences
thisparticular 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 allsituations

situation in my life
GO ON TO THE NEXT PÀGE
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Situation #11. You go out on a date and it goes badly.

a) write down one major cause.

b) Is Lhe cause of the date going badly due to
something about you or something about other people or
circumstances ?
Totally due TotaIIy due

tootherpeople 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 tome
or circumstances

c) In the future when dating, will this cause again be
present ?

Will never Ï^ii1l always
againbe 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 bePresent
present

d) Is the cause something that just affects dating or
does it also influence other areas of your life ?

Influences just Influences
thisparticular 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 aLlsituations

situation in my life

GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE
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Situation #12. You get a raise.

a) write down one major cause.

b) Is the cause of your getting a raise due to
something about you or something about other people or
c ircumstances ?

Totally due TotallY due
tootherpeople 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 tome
or circumstances

c) rn the future on your job, will this cause again be
presenL ?

will never will alwaYs
againbe 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 bePresent
present

d) Is the cause something that just affects getting a
raise or does it also influence other areas of your
life ?

Influences just Influences
thisparticular 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 allsituations

situation in mY life
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À
Causa 1

PPENDIX O
Dimension Sca]e

* Have the subject imagine a relevant situation
vividly, and Iist causal explanations/perceptions for
the situation. Directions. Think about the reason or
reasons you have written above. The items below
concern your impressions or opinions of this cause or
causes of your outcome. Circ1e one number for each of
the following scales.

1. Is the cause(s)
reflects an
aspect of 9 I
your seI f

2. Is the cause(s):
cont roI lable
byyouor 9 I
other people

3. Is the cause(s)
permanent 9 I

4. Is the cause(s)
intended by
youor 9 B

other people

5. Is the cause(s)
outside of

you98
6. Is the cause(s)
variable
over time 9 B

7. Is the cause(s)
something
about you 9 I

8. Is the cause(s)
changeabl-e 9 I

g. Is the cause(s)
no one is'
responsible 9 I

someth i ng

7654
reflects an

1 aspect of
the situation

uncont ro1 lable
1 by you or

other people

temporary

un i ntended
by you or
other people

inside of
you

stable over
t ime

someth i ng
about others

unchangi ng

someone is
responsible

that :

32

somethi ng
765
someth i ng

765

that i s
432
that :

432

some th i ng

7654
someth i ng

that i s

32
that is

which:

46

4

something that
76543

something for

15
2
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APPENDIX P

James Internal-ExternaI ScaIe

Directions. Below are a number of statements about
uãffitopics. They have been collected from
differenL groups of people and represent a variety of
opinions. There are no riqht or wrong answers to this
guestionniare. For every statement there are large
numbers of people who agree and disagree. P1ease
indicate whether you agree or disagree with each
statment as follows:

Circle 1 if you strongly agree
Circle 2 it you agree
Circle 3 if you disagree
CircIe 4 if you strongly disagree

Please read each item carefullly and be sure that you
indicate the response which most closely corresponds to
the way which you personally feel.

I 1i ke to read nevrspaper edi tor ial s
whether I agree with them or not
Wars between countries seem inevitable
despite efforts to prevent them
I believe the government should
encourage more young people to make
science a career
It usually true of successful people
that their good breaks far outweighed
their bad breaks
I believe that moderation in all things
is the key to happiness
Many times I feel that we might just as
well make many of our decisions by
flipping a coin
I disapprove of girls who smoke
cigarettes in public places
The actions of other people toward me
many times have me baffled
I believe it is more important for a
person to like his work than to make
money at it

10. Getting a good job seems to be largely
a matter of being lucky enough to be
in the right place at the right time

1 1 . I t's not what you know but who you
know that really counts in getting
ahead

12. A great deal that happens to me is
probably just a matter of chance

1 3. I think that people spend too much
time watching television these days

14. I feel- that I have 1ittle influence

2

2¿.

1.

¿-

3.

5.

6.

7.

8.

o

2

2
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over the way people behave
15. It is difficult for me to keep 1 2 3 4

weII-informed about foreign affairs
16. Much of the time the future seems 1 2 3 4

uncertain to me
17. I think the world is much more 1 2 3 4

unsettled now than it was in our
grandfather' s t ime

18. Some people are born to fail while 1 2 3 4
others seem born for success no
matter what they do

19. I believe there should be less 1 2 3 4
emphasis on spectator sports and
more on athletic participation

20. It is difficult for ordinary 1 2 3 4
people to have much control over
what politicians do in office

21. I tend to daydream more than I 1 2 3 4
should

22. I feel that many people coul-d be 1 2 3 4
described as victims of
circumstances beyond their control

23. Movies do not seem as good as they 1 2 3 4
used to be

24. It seems many this that the grades 1 2 3 4
one gets in school are more
dependent on the teacher's whims
than on what the student can really
do

25. Money shouldn't be a person's main 1 2 3 4
consideration in choosing a job

26. It isn't wise to plan too far 1 2 3 4
ahead because most things turn out
to be a matter of good or bad
fortune anyhow

27. At one Lime I vranted to be a 1 2 3 4
newspaper reporter

28. I can't understand how it is 1 2 3 4
possible to predict other people's
behav i o r

29. I enjoy smoking cigarettes and will 1 2 3 4
continue to be a smoker

30. When things are going well for me I 1 2 3 4
consider it due to a run of good
luck.

31. I believe the federal government 1 2 3 4
has been taking over too many of
the affairs of private management

32. There's not much use in trying to 1 2 3 4
predict which questions a teacher
is going to ask on an exam

33. I get more ideas from talking about 1 2 3 4
things than reading about them

34. Most people don't real-íze the 1 2 3 4
extent to which their lives are



controlled by accidental happenings
35. Àt one time I wanted to be an actor

(or actress)
36. I have usually found that what is

going to happen wilI haPPen
regardless of my actions

37. Life in a smalI town offers more
real satisfactions than life in a
large city

38. Most of the disappointing things
in my life have contained a large
element of chance

39. I would rather be a successful
teacher than a successful
businessman

40. I don't believe that a person can
really be a master of his fate

41. I find mathematics easier to study
than literature

42. Success is mostly a matter of
getting good breaks

43. I think it. is more important to be
respected by people than to be
Iiked by them

44. Events in the world seem to be
beyond the control of most PeoPIe

45. I think our country should take a
more active role in world affairs

46. I feel that most people can't
realIy be held responsible for
themselves since no one has much
choice about where he was born
or raised

47. I like to figure out problems and
puzzles that other people have
trouble with

48. Many times the reactions of people
seem haphazard to me

49. I rarely lose when playing card
games

50. There's not much use in worrying
about things-what will be will be

51. I think that everyone should
belong to some kind of church

52. Success in dealing with people
seems to be more a matter of the
other person's moods and feelings
at the time rather than one's ot¡n
actions

53. One should not place too much faith
in newspaper reports

54. I think that life is mostly a gamble
55. I am very stubborn when my mind is

made up about something
56. Many times I feel that I have little
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2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

I

1

1234
1234
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influence over the things that
happen to me

57. I like popular music better than 1 2 3 4

classical music
58. Sometimes r feel that r don't have 1 2 3 4

enough control over the direction
my life is taking

59. I sometimes work at difficult things 1 2 3 4

too long even when I know they are
hope 1e s s

60. Life is too full of uncertainties 1 2 3 4
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APPENDIX Q
Internal-External Scale

Directions. This is a questionnaire to find out the way
lr¡ wttictt certain eventJ in our society affect different
people. Each item consists of a pair of alternatives
lettered a or b. Please select the one statement of
each pair (and onlv one) which you more strongly
believe to be the case as far as you're concerned. Be
sure to select the one you actually believe to be more
true rather than the one you think you should choose or
the one you would like to be true. This is a measure
of personal belief: obviously there are no right or
vrrong answers.

Please answer these items carefully but do not spend
too much time on any one item. Be sure to find an
answer for everv choice. Simply circle a or b on the
questionnaire to indicate your choice as the statement
more true.
In some instances you may discover that you believe
both statements or neither one. In such cases, be sure
to select the one you more strongly believe to be the
case as far as you're concerned. Also, try to respond
to each item independentlv when making your choice; do
not be influenced by your previous choices.

1. a. Children get into trouble because their parents
punish them too much

b. The trouble with most children nowadays is that
their parents are too easy with them

2. a. Many of the unhappy things in people's lives are
partly due to bad luck

b. People's misfortunes result from the mistakes
they make

3. a.

b.

4. a.

b.

5. a.

b.

One of the ma jor reasons why we have vrars is
because peopl-e don't take enough interest in
politics
There will always be wars, Do matter how hard
people try to prevent them

In the long run people get the respect they
deserve in this world
Unfortunatelyr âh individual's worth often
passes unrecognized no matter how hard he tries
The idea that teachers are unfair to students
is nonsense
Most students don't recognize the extent to
which their grades are influenced by accidental
happen i ngs
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Without the right breaks one cannot be an
effective Ieader
Capabte people who fail to become leaders have
not taken advantage of their opportunities

No matter how hard you try some people just
don't like you
People who can't get others to like them don't
understand how to get along with others
Heredity plays the major role in determining
one's personality
It is one's experiences
one's personality
I have often found that
will happen

b. Trusting Lo fate has never turned out as weII
for me as making a decision to take a definite
course of action

10. a. In the case of the well prepared student there
is rarely if ever such a thing as an unfair
test

b. Many times exam questions tend to be so
unrelated to course work that studying is
really useless

11. a. Becoming a success is a matter of hard work,
luck has little or nothing to do with it

b. Getting a good job depends mainly on being
in the right place at the right time

12. a. The average citizen can have an influence in
government decisions

b. This world is run by the f ew people in povler 
'and there is not much the little guy can do

about it
13. a. When I make pIans, I am almost cerLain that I

can make them work
b. It is not always wise to plan too far ahead

because many things turn out to be a matter
of good or bad fortune anyhow
There are certain people who are just no good
There is some good in everybody
In my case getting what I want has little or
nothing to do with luck
Many times we might just as well decide what
to do by flipping a coin
Who gets to be the boss often depends on who
vras lucky enough to be in the right place
first
Getting people to do the right thing depends
upon ability, Iuck has Iittle or nothing
to do with it
As far as world af fairs are concerned, most
of us are the victims of forces we can
neither understand, nor control
By taking an active part in political and
and social affairs the people can control

6. a.

b.

7. a.

b.

8. a.

b.

9. a.

14.

15.

b.

16. a.

b.

17. a.

in life which determine

what is going to happen

a.
b.
cr.

b.
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world events
18. a. Most people don't realize the extent to

which their lives are controlled by
accidental happenings

b. There really is no such thing as "Iuck"
19. a. One should always be willing to adrnit

mi stakes
b. It is usually best to cover up one's

mi stakes
20. a. It is hard to know whether or not a person

reaIly likes you
b. How many friends you have depends upon hovr

nice a person you are
21. a. In the long run the bad things that happen

to us are balanced by the good ones
b. Most misfortunes are the result of lack

of ability, ignorance, laziness, or all
three

22. a. Wit.h enough effort we can wipe out political
corruption

b. It is difficult for people to have much
controL over the things politicians do in
of f ice

23. a. Sometimes I can't understand how teachers
arrive at the grades they give

b. There is a direct connection between how
hard I study and the grades I get

24. a. A good leader expects people to decide for
themselves what they should do

b. A good leader makes it clear to everybody
what they should do

25. a. Many times I feel that I have little
influence over the things that happen to me

b. It is impossible for me to believe that
chance or luck plays an important role
in my life

26. a. People are lonely because they don't try
to be friendly

b. There's not much use in trying too hard to
please people, if they like your they like
you

27. a. There is too much emphasis on athletics in
high school.

b. Team sports are an excellent way to build
cha rac ter

28. a. What happens to me is my own doing
b. Sometimes I feel that I don't have enough

control over the direction my Iife is
taking

29. a. Most of the time I can't understand why
pol i t ic ians behave the vray they do

b. In the long run the people are responsible
for bad government on a national as well
as on a local level
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APPENDIX R

Revised Internal-ExternaI Scale

Directions. This questionnaire is designed to assess
f,ow you feel who or what is responsible for things that
happãn to you in your life in general. P1ease circle
the reponse that describes the extent to which you feel
each statement describes your feelings.

-3 ) Strongly disagree
-2) - Disagree somewhat
-1 ) Slightly disagree
+1 ) SIightly agree
+2) Agree somewhat
+3) Strongly agree

1 ) Whether or not I get to be a leader
depends mostly on my ability -3 -2 -'1 +1 +2 +3

2) To a great extent mY life is
controlled by accidental
happen i ngs -3 -2 -1 +1 +2 +3

3)

4)

s)

I feel like what happens in my life
is mostly determined by Powerful
people

Whether or not I get into a car
accident depends mostly on how
goodadriverlam

When I make plans, I am almost
certain to make them work

-3 -2 -1 +1 +2 +3

-3 -2 -1 +1 +2 +3

-3 -2 -1 +1 +2 +3

-3 -2 -'1 +1 +2 +3

-3 -2 -1 +1 +2 +3

6) Often there is no chance of
protecting my personal interest from
bad luck happenings -3 -2 -1 +1 +2 +3

7)

8)

When I get what I want, it's usually
because I'm lucky -3 -2 -1 +1 +2 +3

Àtthough I might have good ability,
I wiIl not be given leadershiP
responsibility without appealing to
those in positions of power -3 -2 -1 +1 +2 +3

9) How many friends I have depends on
how nice a person I am -3 -2 -1 +1 +2 +3

10) r have often found that what is
going to happen wiII happen

11) My life is chiefly controlled by
powerful others



12) whether or
accident is
Iuc k
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not I get into a car
mostly a matter of

-3 -2 -1 +'1 +2 +3

13) People like myself have very little
chance of Protecting our Personal
interests when theY conflict with
those of strong pressure groups -3 -2 -1 +1 +2 +3

14) It's not a1waYs wise for me to
plan too far ahead because many
ttrings turn out to be a matter of
good or bad fortune -3 -2 -1 +1 +2 +3

15) Getting what I want requires
pleasing those people above me -3 -2 -1 +1 +2 +3

16) Whether or not I get to be a
leader depends on whether I'm lucky
enough to be in the right Place at
the iigtt time -3 -2 -1 +1 +2 +3

17) If important people vrere to decide
they didn't tike ñ€r I ProbablY
*ou-Idn't make many f riends -3 -2 -1 +1 +2 +3

18) I can pretty much determine what
will haþpen in my life -3 -2 -'1 +1 +2 +3

19) I am usually able to Protect mY

personal intèrests -3 -2 -1 +1 +2 +3

20) Whether or not I get into a car
accident depends mostIY on the
other driver -3 -2 -1 +1 +2 +3

21) When I get what I want, it's
usualty because I worked hard for
it 3-2 -1+1+2 +3

22) In order to have mY Plans
make sure that theY fit in
desires of peoPle who have
over me

23) My life is determined bY
actions

work, I
with the
power

my own

-3 -2 -1 +1 +2 +3

-3 -2 -1 +1 +2 +3

24) It's chiefly a matter of fate
whether or not I have a few friends
or many friends -3 -2 -1 +1 +2 +3
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ÀPPENDIX S

Generalized ExÞectancv For

Directioqe. THis is a questionnaire to find out how
peõple--EãIieve they wilt do in certain situations.
Each item consists of a S-point scale and a belief
statement regarding one's expectations about events.
Please indicate the degree to which you believe the
statement would apply to you personally by circling the
appropriate number [1=highly improbable, 5=highly
probablel. Give the answer that you truly believe best
applies to you and not what you would like to be true
or think others would like to hear. Ânswer the items
carefully but do not spend too much tirne on any one
item. Be sure to find an ansvler for everv item even if
the statement describes a situation you presently do
not expect to encounter. Ànswer as if you were going
to be in each situation. ÀIso try to respond to each
item independently when making a choice; do not be
influenced by your previous choices.

IN THE FUTURE I EXPECT THAT I WILL

Success ScaIe

1. find that people don't seem to
understand whaL I am trying to say
be discouraged about my ability to
gain the respect of others
be a good parent
be unable to accomplish my goals
have a successful marital
relat ionship
deal poorly with emergency
situations
find my efforts to change
situations I don't Iike are
ineffective
not be very good at learning nevr
ski lIs
carry through my responsibilities
successfully
discover that the good in life
outweighs the bad
handle unexpected problems
successfully
get the promotions I deserve
succeed in the projects I
unde r ta ke
not make any significant
contributions to society
discover that my life is not
getting much better
be listened to when I speak
discover that my plans don't work

2.

3.
¿.

Ê

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.
13.

14.

15.

16.
17.

12345
12345
12345

5
5

'1

1

2
2

3
3

4
4

4
4

3
3

2
2

5
5
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out too well 1

18. find that no matter how hard I try
things just don't turn out the
way I would like 1

19. handle myself well in whatever
situation I'm in 1

20 . be able to solve my ovtn problems 1

21. succeed at most things I trY 1

22. be successful in my endeavors in
the long run 1

23. be very successful working out my
personal Ii fe 1

24. experience many failures in my
life 1

25. make a good impression on people
I meet for the first time 1

26. attain the career goals I have
set for myself 1

27. have difficulty dealing with
superiors 1

28. have problems working with others 1

29. be a good judge of what it takes
to get ahead

30. acheive recognition in my
profession

30s

A
=

4

2345
234s
2345

2345
2345
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ScaIe
APPENDTX T

Multidimensional Multiattributional Causalitv

Directions. This questionniare is designed to assess
ho\,r people account for the causes responsible in social
and ãchievement situations. Following the scale below,
please read each item carefully and indicate by
óircling the appropriate number, indicate your opinion
on the following statements people make when explaining
the cause behind an event. *

Q = completely disagree
2 - neuLral
Q - completely agree

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

glhen I rece ive a poor grade , I usually
feel that the main reason is that I
haven't studied enough for that
course 0

My enjoyment of a social occasion is
almost entirely dePendent on the
personalities of the other PeoPIe
who are there 0
If I were to receive low marks it
would cause me to question mY

academic ability
Making friends is a funny
sometimes I have to chalk
successes to luck

0
bus i ness ;
up my

0

6.

7.

If I did not get along well with
others, it would tell me that I
hadn't put much effort into the
pursuit of social goals 0

Some of the times that I have
gotten a good grade in a course'
it v¡as due to the teacher's easy
grading scheme 0

It seems to me that failure to
have people like me would show mY

ignorance in interpersonal
relationships

8. Sometimes my success on exams
depends on some luck
In my case, the good grades I
recieve are always the direct
result of my efforts 0

No matter what I do, some PeoPlejust don't like me 0

The most important ingredient in
getting good grades is my
academic ability 0

Often chance events can PlaY a
large part in causing rifts between

9.

10.

11.

12.
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friends
13. Maintaining friendships requires

reaf effort to make them work
14. In my experiencer once a professor

gets the idea you're a Poor student
your work is much more likej-Y to
recieve poor grades than if
someone else handed it in

15. It seems to me that getting along
with people is a skill

1 6. Some of my lower grades have seemed
to be partially due to bad breaks

17. When I fail to do as well as
expected in school, it is often due
to a lack of effort on mY Part

1 8. Some people can make me have a good
time even when I don't feel sociable

19. If I were to fail a course ot would
probably be because I lacked skill-
in that area

20. In my experience, making friends
is largely a matter of having the
right breaks

21 . When I hear of a divorce, I suspect
that the couple probablY did not
try enough to make their marriage
wor k

22. Some of my good grades may simply
reflect that these were easier
courses than most

23. I feel that people who are ofLen
lonely are lacking in social
competence

24. I feel that some of my good grades
depend to a certain extent on
chance factors, such as having the
right questions show uP on an exam

25. Whenever I receive good grades, it
is because I have studied hard for
that course

26. Some people seem predisposed to
dislike me

27. I feel that my good grades reflect
directly on my academic abilitY

28. I find that the absence of
friendships is often a mat'ter of not
being lucky enough to meet the right
people

29. In my case, success at making
friends depends on how hard I work
at it

30. Often my poorer grades are obtained
in courses that the Professor has
failed to make interesting

31. Having good friends is simply a

307

2

2
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matter of one's social skill 0

32. My academic low points sometimes
máke me think I was just unluckY 0

33. Poor grades inform me that I
haven't worked hard enough 0

34. To enjoy myself at a PartY I have
to be surrounded bY others who
know how to have a good time 0

35. If I were to get Poor grades I
would assume that I lacked abilitY
to succeed in those courses 0

36. If my marriage were a long, haPPY
one, I'd say that I must have been
very lucky 0

37. In my experience, Ioneliness comes
from not trying to be friendlY 0

38. Sometimes I get good grades only
because the course material ï¡as
easy to learn 0

39. In my experience, there is a direct
connection between the absence of
friendship and being socially inept 0

40. Sometimes I feel that I have to
consider myself luckY for the good
grades I get

41. I can overcome all obstacles in the
path of academic success if I work
hard enough

42. It is impossible to figure out how
I have displeased some PeoPle

43. When I get good grades, it is
because of my academic comPetence

44. Difficulties with my friends often
start with chance remarks

45. If my marriage were to succeed, it
would have to be because I had
worked at it

46. Some low grades I've recieved seem
to me to reflect the fact that some
teachers are just stingy with marks

47. It is impossible for me to maintain
close rel-ations with people without
my tact and Patience

48. Some of my bad grades may have been
a function of bad luck, being in the
wrong course at the s¡rong time
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2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

4

* No instructions are given
these are my besÈ guess.

in the primary reference
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APPENDIX U
Multidimensional HeaIth Locus of Control (Forms À + B)

Directions. This questionnaire is designed to assess
hõw youTeel who or what is responsible for illness and
heallh in your life. Please circle the reponse that
describes the extent to which you feel each statement
describes your feelings.

-3) Strongly disagree
-2) - Disagree somewhat
-1 ) SIightly disagree
+1 ) Stightly agree
+2) - Agree somewhat
+3) Strongly agree

j-I-rf r get sick, it is my own behavior
which determines how soon I get well
again

-3 -2 -1 +1 +2 +3
2) Following doctoris orders to the letter

is the best vray f or me to stay healthy
-3 -Z -1 +1 +2 +3

3 ) No matter what I do,
get sick, I wilI get

am going to

-3 -2 -1 +1 +2 +3

if r
sick

4) I can pretty much staY healthY
good care of myself

by taking

-3 -2 -1 +1 +2 +3

5) Having regular contact with my physician
is the best way for me to avoid illness

-3 -2 -1 +1 +2 +3

6) When I become ill, it's a matter of fate
-3 -Z -1 +1 +2 +3

7) Most things that affect my health
happen to me bY accident

-3 -2 -1 +1 +2 +3

8) Even when I take care of mYself,
it's easy to get sick

-3 -2 -1 +1 +2 +3

9) Whenever I don't feel wel1, I should
consult a medically trained professional

-3 -2 -1 +1 +2 +3

10) The type of care I recieve from other
people is what is responsible for how
well I recover from an illness
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1 1 ) I am in control of my health

-3 -Z -1 +'1 +2 +3

-3 -2 -1 +1 +2 +3

12) when I feel itI, I know it is because
I have not been taking care of myself
properly

-3 -2 -'1 +1 +2 +3

13) My family has a lot to do with mY
becoming sick or staying healthY

-3 -2 -1 +1 +2 +3

14) My physical well-being depends on
how well I take care of mYself

-3 -2 -1 +1 +2 +3

15) When I get sick I am to blame
-3 -2 -1 +1 +2 +3

15) llhen I stay healthy, I'rIì just plain
luc ky

-3 -2 -1 +.1 +2 +3

17) Luck plays a big part in determining
how soon I will recover from an
i 1lness

-3 -2 -1 +1 +2 +3
18) Health professionals keep me healthy

-3 -2 -1 +1 +2 +3

19) HeaIth professionals control my health
-3 -2 -1 +1 +2 +3

20) When I am sick, I just have to let
nature run its course

-3 -2 -1 +1 +2 +3

21) My good health is largely a matter of
good fortune 

-3 -2 -1 +1 +2 +3

22) Whatever goes wrong with my health
is my ovrn f ault

-3 -2 -1 +1 +2 +3

23) The main thing which affects my
heal-th is what I myself do

-3 -2 -1 +1 +2 +3

24) other people play a big part in
whether I stay healthy or become
sick

-3 -2 -1 +1 +2 +3



25) I f I take care of mYself, r can
avoid illness

26) I am directly responsible for my
health

27) When I recover from an illness,
it's because other PeoPle (for
example, doctors ' nurses ' familY,
friends) have been taking good
care of me

28) r can only maintain mY health bY
health professionals
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-3 -2 -1 +1 +2 +3

-3 -2 -1 +1 +2 +3

-3 -2 -1 +1 +2 +3

consulting

-3 -2 -1 +1 +2 +3

29) No matter what I do, r'm likelY to
get sick 

-3 -z -1 +1 +z +3

30) It seems that
influenced by

31) If it's meant
healthy

my health is greatly
accidental happenings

-3

to be, I will stay

-2 -1 +1 +2 +3

32) rf r
Iam

33) rf r
stay

34 ) Often I feel that no matter what
do, if I am going to get sick, I
wiIl get sick

-3 -2 -1 +1 +2 +3

see an excellent doctor regularlY,
less likely to have health problems

-3 -2 -1 +1 +2 +3

take the right actions I can
healthy

-3 -2 -1 +1 +2 +3

35) Regarding my health,
what my doctor tells

36) If I become sick, I
to make myself well

I can only do
me to do

have the power
again

-3 -2 -1 +1 +2 +3

-3 -2 -1 +1 +2 +3

-3 -Z -1 +1 +2 +3
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Sca Ie

TBT

Directions. Below are a number of vrays people deal
witn stressful events in life and personal crises.
PIease indicate which strategies in the foIJ-owing list
you used in your most recent personal crisis.

1. Tried to see the positive side
2. Tried to step back from the situation and be

more objective
3. Prayed for guidance and strength
4. Took things one step at a time
5. Considered several alternatives for handling

the problem
6. Drew on my past experiences; I was in a

similar situation before
7. Tried to find out more about the situation
8. Talked with a professional person (..9.,

doctor, clergy¡ lawyer) about the situation
9. Took some positive action
10. Talked with my spouse or other relative

1

1

1

1

about the problem
. Ta1ked with a friend about the situation
. I exercised more
. I prepared for the worst
. Sometimes I took it out on other people

when I felt angry or depressed
. Tried to reduce the tension by eating more
. Tried to reduce the tension by smoking more

Kept my feelings to myself
Got busy with other things in order to keep
my mind off the problem
Didn't worry about it; figured everything
would probably work out fine

FT

T

F
F
F

T
T
T

1

2
3
4

5
6
7
I

F
F

T
T

F
F

T
T

F

F

T

T

F
F
F
F

T
T
T
T

F
F
F
F

T
T
T
T

19.

* Directions
is an amplif
section.

provided in primary re fe rence
iption in

not
icat i on of sketchy descr

this
methods
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APPENDIX W

Copinq Inventory for Stressful Situations

Directions. The follwing are r'rays of reacting to
"arãr-us dTff icult, stressful , or upsetting situations.
Please circle a nurnber from 1 to 5 on this sheet for
each of the following items. Indicate how much you
engage in these types of activities when you encounter
a difficult, stressful, or upsetting situation.

not at
all
12

how I

very
much

451. Schedule my time better
2. Focus on the problem and see

can solve it 1

1

1

1

1

1

3. Think about the good-times I've had
4. Try to be with other people
5. BIame myself for procrastinating
6. Do what I think is best
7. Preoccupied with aches and pains
8. Blame myself for having gotten into

this situaLion
9. Window shop

10. Outline rny priorities
1 1 . Try to go to sleep
12. Treat myself Lo a favorite food

1

1

1

1

or snack 1

13. Feel anxious about not being able
to cope 1

14. Become very tense 1

15. Think about how I have solved other
problems 1

16. TeII myself that it is really not
happening to me 1

17. Blame myself f.or being too emotional
about the situatio 1

18. Go out for a snack or meal 1

1 9. Become very upset 1

20. Buy myself something 1

21. Determine a course of action and
folIow it 1

22. Blame myself for not knowing what
todo 1

23. Go to a party 1

24. Work to understand the situation 1

25. "Freeze" and don't know what to do 1

26. Take corrective action immediately 1

27. Think about the event and learn
from my mistakes

28. Wish that I could change what had
happened or how I felt

29. Visit a friend
30. Worry about what I am going to do
31. Spend time with a special person

2345
2345
2345
2345
2345
2345
2345
2345
2345
2345

2345
2345

2345
2345
2345
2345

2345
2345
2345
2345
2345

1234s
12345
12345
12345
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332. Go for a walk
33. Tell myself that it will never

happen again
34. Focus on my general inadequacies
35. Talk to someone whose advice I

value
36. Analyze the problem before reacting
37. Phone a friend
38. Get angry
39. Àdjust my priorities
40. See a movie
41. Get control of the situation
42. Make an extra effort to get things

done
43. Come up with several different

solutions to the Problem
44. Take time off and get away from

the situation
45. Take it out on other PeoPIe
46.. Use the situation to prove that I

can do it
47. Try and be organized so I can be on

top of the situation
48. Watch T.V.

2345
2345
2345
2345
2345
2345
2345
2345
2345

12345
12345

12345
12345
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APPENDIX X
Copinq Humour ScaIe

Directions. This questionniare is concerned with the
vray you express and experience humour. Obviously,
thãre is wide variation among individuals and therefore
no right or vrrong ansvters to these questions. Below,
you witt find a Iist of seven statements. Please
indicate the degree to which you agree or disagree with
each statement Uy .ircling a I (strongly disagree), 2

(miId1y disagree), 3 (mildly agree) , or 4 (strongly
agree ) .

¿.

1. I often lose my sense of humour when
I'm having problems
I have found that my problems have been
greatly reduced when I tried to find
something funny in them
I usually look for something comical to
say when I am in tense situations
I must admit my life would probably be
easier if r had more of a sense of
humour
I have often felt that if I am in a
situation where I ave to either cty or
Iaugh, it's better to laugh
I can usually find something to laugh
or joke about even in trying situations
It has been my experience that humour
is often a very effective way of coping
with problems

a

4.

4
q

6.

7.
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ÀPPENDIX Y
Jalowiec Copinq Scale

Directions. People cope with stress in many different
wãys. we are interested in learning how much people
,rsã the coping methods listed below when faced with
stress. You may find that you do not use some of the
coping methods Iisted below at all. P1ease rate how
muËtt you use the following coping methods to deal wih
stresã by circling the appropriate numbers according to
the scare bel-ow 

r = never
5 - almost always

never
Hope that things will get better 1 2

Try to maintain some control
over the situation 1 2

Find out more about the situation
so you can handle it better 1

Think through di f f erent v¡ays to
handle the problem 1

Look at the problem objectivelY 1

Eat, smoke, chew gum 1

Try out di f f erent vrays of solving
the problem to see which works
out the best 1

Draw on past experience to heIP
you handle the situation 1

Try to find meaning in the

almost
always

451.
2.

5.
6.
7.

3.

4.

8.

o

2345
2345
234s

situation
10. Pray, trust in God
11. Get nervous
12. Worry
1 3. Break the problem down into

"smal1er pieces"
14. Seek comfort or help from family

or friends
15. Set specific goals to help solve

the problem
16. Accept the situation as it is
17. Want to be alone
18. Laugh it off, figuring that

things could be v¡orse
19. Try to put the Problem out of

your mind
20. Daydream, fantasize
21. Get prepared to expect the worst
22. TaIk the problem over with

someone who has been in the same
type of situation

23. Actively try to change the
situation

24. Get mad, curser swear

2345
2345
2345
2345

12345
12345
12345

1234s
12345
1234s

45
45

1

1

3
3

2
2
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25. Cry, get dePressed
26. Go to sleeP, figuring things

will look better in the morning
27. Don't worry about it, everything

will probably work out fine
28. withdraw from the situation
29. work off tension with PhYsica1

activity
Settle for the next best thing
Take out your tensions on
someone or something else
Drink alcoholic beverages
Resign yourself to the situation
because things Iook hoPeless
Do nothing in the hoPe that the
problem will take care of itself
Èesign yourself to the situation
because it's your fate

36. Do anything just to do something
37. Blame someone else for Your

problems
38. Meditation, yoga, biofeedback
39. Let someone else solve the

problem
40. Take drugs

317

4

4

1

1

2345
2345
2345
2345
2345
2345

30.
31.

32.
33.

34.

35.
1

1

1

1

2345
2345
2345
2345
2345
2345
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ÀPPENDIX Z

MilIer Behavioral StvIe ScaIe

Directions. Please read each of the 4 items and follot+
tEããIrections contained in the question.

1 ) vividly imagine that you are afraid of the dentist
and have to get some dental work done. Which of the
following would you do? Check all of the statements
that miqht applv to vou.

I would ask the dentist exactly what he $Ias going
to do

I would take a tranquilizer or have a dring
before going

I would try to think about pleasant memories

I would want the dentist to tell me when I would
feel pain

I would try to sleeP

I would watch a1I the dentist's movements and
listen for the sound of his drill

I would watch the flow of water from my mouth to
see if it contained blood

I would do mental puzzles in mY mind

GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE
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2) Vividly imagine that you are being held hostage by a
group of ãrmed terrorists in e public building. which
óf the following would you do? Check all of the
statements that might apply to you.

I would sit by myself and have as many daydreams
and fantasies as I could

I would stay alert and try to keep myself from
falling asleep

r would exchange life stories with the other
hostages

If there vras a radio present, I would stay near
it and listen to the bulletins about what the
poI ice v¡ere do i ng

I would watch every movement of rny captors and
keep an eye on their weapons

I would try to sleep as much as possible

I would think about how nice it's going to be
when I get home

I would make sure I knew where every possible
exit was

GO ON TO THE NEXT PÀGE
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3) Vividly imagine that, due to a large drop in sales,
iL is rumored that several people in your department at
work will be laid off. Your supervisor has turned in
an evaluation of your work for the past year. The
decision about lay-offs has been made and will be
announced in Several days. Check all of the statements
that might aPPIY to You.

I would talk to my fellow workers to see if they
knew anything about what the supervisorrs
evaluation of me said

I would review the list of duties for my present
job and try to figure out if I had fulfilled
them alI
I would go to the movies to take my mind off
things

I would try to remember any arguements or
disagreeements I might have had with the
supervisor that would have lowered his
opinion of me

I would push all thoughts of being laid off out
of my mind

I would telf my spouse that I'd rather not
discuss my chances of being laid off

I would try to think which employees in my
department the supervisor might have thought
had done the worst job

I would continue my work as if nothing special
was happening

GO ON TO THE LÀST PAGE
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4) Vividly imaging that you are on an airplane, 30
minutes from your destination, when the plane
unexpectedly goes into a deep dive and then suddenly
levels off. After a short time, the pilot announces
that nothing is l,rrong, although the rest of the ride
may be ro,rgh. You, ño*ever , are not convinced all i s
well. Check all of the statements that might apply to
you.

I would carefully read the information provided
about safety features in the plane and make sure
I knew where the emergency exits were

I would make small tatk with the passenger beside
me

I would watch the end of the movie, even if I had
seen it before

I would call for the stewardess and ask her
exactJ-y what the Problem was

I would order a drink or tranquilizer from the
stewardess

I would listen carefully to the engines for
unusual noises and would watch the crew to see
their behavior was out of the ordinary

I would talk to the passenger beside me about
what might be wrong

I would settle down and read a book or magazine
or write a letter
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ÀA
Schedule

DirecLions. Indicate how characteristic each of the
fõTiowTng statements is of you by using the code below.

+3 = very much characteristic of ßêr
extremelY descriPtive

+2 = rather characteristic of frêr
quite descriPtive

+1 = somewhat characteristic of ßêr
slightly descriPtive

-1 = somewhat uncharacteristic of ñê,
slightly undescriPtive

-2 = rather uncharacteristic of hê,
quiLe undescriPtive

-3 = very uncharacteristic of ffier
extremely undescr iPt ive

When I do a boring job, I think about the
less boring parts of the job and the
reward that I will receive when I am
finished +3 +2 +1 -1 -2 -3
When I have to do something that is
anxiety arousing for R€r I try to visualize
how I will overcome my anxieties while
doing it +3 +2 +1 -1 -2 -3

3. Often by changing my way of thinking I
am able to change my feelings about
almost everything +3 +2 +1 -1 -2 -3
I often find it difficult to overcome
my feelings of nervousness and tension
without any outside help +3 +2 +1 -1 -2 -3
When I am feeling depressed I trY to
think about pleasant events +3 +2 +1 -1 -2 -3
I cannot avoid thinking about mistakes
I have made in the past +3 +2 +1 -1 -2 -3
when r am faced with a difficult
problem, I try to approach its solution
in a systematic way +3 +2 +1 -1 -2 -3
I usually do my duties quicker when
someone is pressuring me +3 +2 +1 -1 -Z -3
When I am faced with a difficult
decision, I prefer to postpone making
a decision even if all the facts are
at my disposal +3 +2 +1 -1 -2 -3
When I find that I have difficulties
in concentrating on my reading, I
look for ways to increase my
concentration +3 +2 +1 -1 -2 -3
When I plan to work, I remove all
the things that are not relevant
to my vrork +3 +2 +1 -1 -2 -3
When I try to get rid of a bad
habit, I first try to f ind out all

1.

a

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

o

10.

11.

12.
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the factors that maintain this
habit +3 +2 +1 -1 -2 -3

13. When an unpleasant thought is
bothering ñê, I trY to think
about something pleasant +3 +2 +1 -1

14. If I would smoke two Packages of
+3 +2 +1 -1

to

-2 -3
-2 -3

+1 -1 -2 -3

+1 -1 -2 -3

+1 -1 -2 -3

+1 -1 -2 -3

+1 -1 -2 -3

+1 -1 -2 -3

+1 -1 -2 -3

+1 -1 -2 -3

+1 -1 -2 -3

+1 -1 -2 -3

+1 -1 -2 -3

+1 -1 -2 -3

+1 -1 -2 -3

+1 -1 -Z -3

+1 -1 -2 -3

cigarettes a day
15. When I am in a low mood, I try

act cheerful so my mood will
change +3 +2

16. If I had the piIls with me, I
would take a tranquilizer whenever
I felt tense and nervous +3 +2

17. When I am depressed, I try to keeP
myself busy with things that r like

+3 +2
18. I tend to postpone unpleasant duties

even if I could Perform them
immediately +3 +2

19. I need outside helP to get rid of
some of my bad habits +3 +2

20. When I find it difficult to settle
down and do a certain job' I look
f or vrays to help me settle down +3 +2

21. ÀIthough it makes me feel bad, I
cannot avoid thinking about all
kinds of possible catastroPhes in
the future +3 +2

22. First of all I prefer to finish a
job that I have to do and then start
doing the things I reallY like +3 +2

23. When I feel pain in a certain part
of my body, I try not to think
about it +3 +2

24. My self-esteem increases once I
am able to overcome a bad habit +3 +2

25. In order to overcome bad feelings
that accompany failure, I often
teII myself that it is not so
catastrophic and that I can do
something about it +3 +2

26. When I feel that I am too
impulsive, I teIl myself "stoP
and think before you do
anything" +3 +2

27. Even when I am terriblY angry
at somebody, I consider mY
actions very carefullY +3 +2

28. Facing the need to make a
decision, I usually find out all
the possibl-e alternatives +3 +2

29. Usuatly I do first the things
I really like to do even if there
are more urgent things to do +3 +2

30. When I realize that I cannot help
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but be late for an imPortant
meeting, I teII myself to keeP
calm +3 +2 +'1 -1 -2 -3

31. When I feel Pain in mY bodY' I try
to divert my thoughts from it +3 +2 +1 -1 -2 -3

32. I usually plan my $¡ork when faced
with a numter of things to do +3 +2 +'1 -1 -2 -3

33. When I am short of money' I decide
to record all my expense in order
to plan more carefullY for the
future +3 +2 +1 -1 -2 -3

34. If I find it difficult to
concentrate on a certain job' I
divide the job into smaller
segments +3 +2 +1 -1 -2 -3

35. Quite often I cannot overcome
unpleasant thoughts that
bolher me +3 +2 +1 -1 -2 -3

36. When I am hungry and unable to eat,
I try to divert mY thoughts away
from my stomach or try to imagine
that I am satisfied +3 +2 +1 -1 -2 -3
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APPENDIX BB

Self -Contro1 Ouest ionnai re

Directions. Please read each of the following
statements and indicate just how characteristic or
descriptive of you the siatement is by filling in one
of the numbers from the code below. 1 = VerY
characteristic of Rê: extremely descriptive
/ = Rather characteristic of ffiêr quite descriptive
3 - Somewhat characteristic, slightty undescriptive
4 - Rather uncharacteristic of hêr quite undescriptive
5 = Very uncharacteristic of merextremely undescriptive

1. Rewarding myself for
a goal is unnecessary
spoil me

progress towards 1

and may actually
a Concentrating on the final goals as

well as the immediate results of mY

efforts can help me feel better about
my work
When things are going welI, I often
feel that something bad is just
around the corner and there's nothing
I can do about it
I am aware of my accomplishments each
day
Thinking about how well I'm doing so
far is what keeps me trying
When I do something right, I take
time to enjoy the feeling
It usually works best for me to save
my special treats until after I carry
out what I intended to accomPlish
What is important is how I feel about
my actions, not what others think
There is noting I can do to change

J.

4.

tr

6.

7.

8.

9.
things that are upsetting me

10. The vray to achieve my goals is to
reward myself along the wêY, in
order to keeP uP mY own efforts

1 1 . Punishing myself for only making
partial gains towards a goal is the
smart way to keeP Pressure on and
get Èhe job done

12. I get myself through hard things
largely by planning on enjoYing
myself afterwards

13. I depend heavily on other people's
opinions to eval-uate objectively
what I do

14. When I don't feel like doing
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anything, sometimes it helPs
take time out to do something
really enjoy

15. I always seem to remember the little
things that encourages me to go on
trying

16. rt's success at the little things
encourages me to go on trYing

17. To get good results, I have to
observe what I'm actuallY doing in
order to decide what I need to do
next

18. The things in life that are most
important depend on chance more than
anything I can do

19. Planning each step of what I have to
do helps me to get things done well

20. It's no use trying to change most of
the things that make me miserable

21. My mood is unrelated to my behavior
22. There isn't anyhting to do when I

want something important other than
be patient and hope for good luck

23. Àctivities which fail to lead to
something immediately should be
dropped in favor of those that do so

24. My goals seem distant and
unreachable

25. I think talking about what you've
done right or well is just boastful
and tooting your own horn

26. Unless I set and reach very high
goaIs, my efforts are Iikely to be
wasted

27 . When I feel b1ue, the best thing to
do is focus on all the negative
things happening to me

28. Judging what I've done reaListically
is necessary for me to feel good
about myself

29. How I feel about myself has a lot to
do with what r'm accomplishing

30. I shouldn't dwelI on things I've
done in hopes of feeling good about
mysel f

31. When there is some goal I'd like to 1 2

reach, I find it best to list
specifically what I have to do to
get there

32. My mood changes in relation to what
I'm doing

33. It's just as important to think
about what will happen later as a
result of my actions, as it is to
watch for immediate effects

326
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34. I'd just be fooling myself if I
tried to judge my reactions mYself

35. Keeping watch on what I do v¡rong is
more helpful than watching what I
do correctly

36. Criticizing myself is often the best
way to help me get through a
difficult task

37 . Not only what goes on around us, but
af so the things lve say and do to
ourselves determine how we feel from
day to day

38. I encourage myself to improve by
treating myself to something special
whenever I make progress

39. It's more helpful to recieve
critiscm than praise for my actions

40. I'd be unlikety to change for the
better if t didn't silentIY Praise
myself or feel good for every steP
in the right direction
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3

3

3

3

2
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APPENDIX CC

wavs of Copinq Ouestionnaire - Revised

Directions. Please read each item bel0w and indicate,
Eft|¡-g the appropriate number, to what extent you
uéed it in coping with the aftermath of your
difficulties.

0 - not used
1 - used somewhat
2 - used quite a bit
3 - used a great deal

1. Just concentrated on what I had to
do next the next steP.

2. I tried to analYze the Problem in
order to undersland it better- 0 1 2 3

3. Turned to work or substitute activity
to take my mind off things. 0 1 2 3

4. I felt that time would make a
difference the onlY thing to do
was to wait. 0 '1 2 3

5. Bargained or comPromised to get
something positive from the
situatioñ.- 0 1 2 3

6. i did something which I did'nt think
would work, but at Ieast I was doing
something. 0 1 2 3

7. Tried to get the person responsible
to change his or her mind. 0 1 2 3

8. Talked to someone to find out more
aboutthesituation. 0 1 2 3

g. Criticized or lectured myself . 0 1 2 3

10. Tried not to burn my bridges, but
leave things open somewhat. 0 1 2 3

11. Hoped a miiaclè would happen. 0 1 2 3

12. Went along with fate; sometimes I
just have bad luck. 0 1 2 3

13. went on as if nothing had happened. 0 1 2 3

14. I tried to keep my feelings to myself. 0 1 2 3

15. Looked for the silver lining, so to
speak; tried to look on the bright
sid. ot things. 0 1 2 3

16. Slept more tñan usual. 0 1 2 3

17. t expressed anger to the person(s)
who caused the Prob1em. 0 1 2 3

1 8. Accepted sympathy and understanding
fromsomeone. 0 1 2 3

19. I told myself things that helped me
to feel better. 0 1 2 3

20. I was inspired to do something
creative. 0 1 2 3

21. Tried to forget the whole thing. 0 1 2 3

22. I got profesãional heIP 0 1 2 3

23. Changed or grew as a Person 1n a
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good way.
24. I waited to see what would happen

before doing anything.
25. I apologized or did something to

make up.
26. I made a plan of action and

followed it.
27. I accepted the next best thing to

what I wanted.
28. I let my feelings out somehow.
29. Realized I brought the problem on

myself.
30. f came out of the experience

better than when I went in.
31. Talked to someone who could do

something concrete about the problem.
32. Got avray from it for a while; tried

to rest or take a vacation.
33. Tried to make myself feel better by

eating, drinking, smoking, using
drugs or medication, etc.

34. rook a big chance or did something
very risky.

35. I tried not to act too hastilY or
follow my first hunch.

36. Found new faith.
37. Maintained my pride and kept a stiff

upper 1ip.
38. Rédiscovered what is important in life.
39. Changed something so things would

turn out all right.
40. Avoided being with people in general.
41. Didn't let it get to me; refused to

think too much about it.
42, I asked a relative or friend I

respected for advice.
43. Kept others from knowing how bad

things v¡ere.
44. Made Iight of the situation; refused

to get too serious about it.
45. Talked to someone about how I was

feeling.
46. Stood my ground and fought for what

I wanted.
47. Took it out on other PeoPIe.
48. Drew on my past experiences; I was in

a similar situation before.
49. I knew what had to be done so I doubled

my efforts to make things work.
50. Refused to believe that it had

happened.
51. I made a promise to myself that things

would be different next time.
52. Came up with a couple of different

sol-utions to the Prob1em.

1
,1
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1

1

1

'1

0'1 23
0123

,l

1

0
0

0
0

0
0

23
23
23
23
23
23

0123
0123
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it, since nothing could be

to keep my feelings from
ing with others things too

55. Wished that I could change what had
happened or how I felt.

56. I changed something about myself.
57. I daydieamed or imagined a better time

or place that the one I was in.
58. Wished that the situation would go

away or somehow be over with.
59. Had fantasies or wishes about how

things might turn out.
60. I prayed.
61. I prepared myself for the worst.
62. I went over in my mind what I would

say or do.
63. r lhought about how a person I admire

would handte this situation and used
that as a model.

64. I tried to see things from the other
person's point of view.

65. I reminded myself how much worse
things coul-d be.

66. I jogged or exercised.

330

1

53. Accepted
done.

54. I Èr1eO
interfer
much.

0

0
0

3
3

2
2

0'1
01

123
123
123

0123
0123
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The Glasqow Coma Scale

Eve Openinq
Spontaneous Iy
To verbal command
To pain
No response

Best Motor
(to verbal
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Score

ScoreResoonse
ãornrnanã-/'pa i n f ui st imuius )

4
3
2
1

6
5
4
3
2
1

Obeys
Local-izes pain
Flexion withdrawal
Flexion abnormal (decorticate ridgidity)
Extension (decerebrate ridgidity)
No response

Best VerbaI ResPonse
Oriented and converses
Disoriented and converses
Inappropriate words
Incomprehensible sounds
No response

Total Score

Score
5
4
3
2
1

3 - 1s
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APPENDIX EE

Recrutinq Letter, Consent Form, Reminder Letters and
Feedback Letter



llr LJNlVlìllSl'l Y Olì MÂNI'l'OlìÂ

Dear Sir or Madam:

NUTJROI)SYCI IOI-()GY lìlìSI:AI{(;l I t JNl l'

Heelth Scicr-rccs Clinical Iìcscercll (lcntrc

Heolth
Sciences
Centre

l\4S 779 - 820 Shcrbrr>ok Strcct

Virrnipcg, lr4arritoba

Cerrtcla Il3A 1lì9

(204) 787-3121

r.'r lt _ l(-i-i

i..'-.\ '.. . t'
i .,..-,',...ì

The Heatth Sciences Centre/IJniversity of Manitoba are conducting a ioint.fo-llow-
ip study to inveitliale tie eflects of head iniury. The-g-oal-of this.re.search is to

determine what stíaÞgies you are using to get over ffirs sfressful time -

éþecificany, now yoirlnoúgnty and îee\ingl are related to your recovery' It is our

tiope thatiesearéh such altn¡s witt allow-us to prograln Yor-e effective
rehabititation and counseling seruices for people who in the future sustain head

injuries.

If you agree to participate in this research proiect,.we will be asking you to

òórpl"í" wo ¡Aenilcäiquestionnaire battèrieê. When you ryt:rrLthe enclosed

consent form to us, indicating your wiltingness to participate ry th9 study, w9 will ..

sena a questionnãire pactcagTio you to ãomplete_'at home and return to us by-mail.

îi" ,""'ona pacXãge øtt be-sentio you siy mo.1!!ts from now' Ag?i!'y9!r.w¡!l .

comptete the ques-tlonnaires at home, and maitthem back to us' We will include

instiuctions a'nd a stamped, self'addressed return eryvelopg' Thesg
qiestionnaires shoutd itot iake more than 1 and 1/2 hours to complete'

you are assured that this research and atl research materials will be kept strictly
confidentiat and witt not be released under any circumstances. we are not
concerned with the answers of any one indiviilual, but with the answers of all
people who participate in this research as a group'

It you are witting fo assisf us with this importan-t-study, ple1se.i7dlcate "yes" on

the attached consent form and return it to us. If you do not wish to participate,

iþ;;;ã;;*"r "no'i and return it to us. You are completely fr99to decline
'piãrtliipàtlon withôui any fear of penat.ty or without effecting future medical care-
-p"il"ípafion is entirely votuntary, and you are tr99 to withdraw at any time, as well

as to refuse 
"ny 

of tná questionl'posed to you. However, because -y9y 
are one of

à-reia¡¡vety sm'att numbêr of individuals who have sustained a head iniury Ylur .

pài¡"ip"tíon ¡n this research is vetry important and would be greatly.appreci?te.d'

Tt-ii o,iti nrough the continued intéresi and participatio-n.of people lil19 yotl.th.at we

can continue to eifana and increase our knowtedge of the elfects. of head iniury'

This information is vital if we are to continue to imþrove treatment planning and

delivery. tf you nãne àni questions about the study, ptease.feel free to call 787-

gt2t aûrinçj øusÍness nou'rs and ask for either Andy Lubusko or Allan Moore.

Yours sincerelY,

-,/Allan Moore, MA
CPsych(Cand.)

Research Investigator

- ffino
CPsYch

Assistant Professor

Daryl Gill, PhD, CPsYch
Associate Professor



CONSENT FORII

NAHE:

I consent to parbicipate in a. follow-up research project
conducted jointly by the Health Sciences Centre and the
University of Manitoba inwestigating tl-e effects of head injury.
I understand that my participation wiII involve completion of two
questio.niare packages that I will fitl out at home and return by
mail. I understand that the research materials and responses I
provide ryill be kept strictly confidential and wiII not be
released under any circumstances- Hy participation is entirely
voh¡-ntary. I understand I am completely free to decline
parbicipation without fear of penalty or without effective future
medical care. I am also free to wittrdraw from the study at any
timer ãnd can refuse to a.rrsyrer ¡ny of the questions posed to me.

YES, I agree to participate

NO, I decl-ine parbicipation
(If you answered no, please prowide a strort description
of why you have decided not to parbicipate)

SIGNATURE:

A-DDRESS:

PHONE NUHBER:

DATE:
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Ilcalth Scicnccs Clirricel lìcscarch Ccntrc

ffiffi Heolth
KÞffi Sciences
ir'""""Ç'i;J Cenfre

MS 719 - 820 Slierlrrook Strcct

\X/innipeg, lvlanitoba
Canadzt lì34 1R9

(204)+l+;a7* '7ij i t(Z.r

la tJNIVIIRSlll' OF N'l^Nl'IOIJ^

Allan Moore, MA, C.Psych.(Cand.)
Research lnvestigator

Dear Sir or Madam:

Recently, t maited you information on a study being carried out by the University of
Manitofiá and the ileatth Sciences Centre. From time to time, Ietters get lost in the
mai¡ and because you are one of a small number of people who meets the
reqúirements for pârticipation in this study, I wanted to make sure you had
reóeived my recént letier. tf you haven't yet received this important information,
ptease catt me at 787 {tZt ana I will mail you a package right away.:
'tf you have received this information,l would appreciate it greatly if you woul.d

tiXe a tew moments to complete and return the consent torm poftion of m.y letter.
Our procedure for conducting this study requires me to qpt in conta.ct with each
potántíat participant by mait õr by phone. Your response Qll ry?¡t will save.you.the
'inconven'ience-ot 

a ptíone catt during the next week. Finally, if you.have alrgady
returned your condent form, please-accept my appreciation, and disregard this
tetter. Ttiank you in advance for your help and interest in this study.

Yours sincerely,
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REHABILITATIf]N/RESPIRATO RY H(]SPITAL

800 Sherbrook Street

Winnipeg, Manitoba R3A 1M4

Dial Direct (204) -

Dear¡,fanicobaHeadlrrjuryStuciyParticipant:

Pleasefindenclosedthequestionniarebookletyouagreedto
compiete f or us. As well, *" h".,. incìud'ed a self -addressed and

stampedenvelopeforyoutousewhenmaili-ngthebooklettous.
This Ietter irrciucies ir,structions for fiIì'inq out the
questionnaires and intormat'i on on hoçl to contact us should you

rregdheip.lrrtotal.thequestionniaresshouldtakeaboutan
hour to an rrour and a half to comprete. tte ç¡ill be calling you

in ¡wo seeks should we not receivã your booklet in the mail to
see if you n"""-q"å=tions, and to prompt you to complete the
booklec and return it to us'

As you know' this project ínvolves examining how thoughts
an<i f eelings are invol.rãa i' adjustment to head injury. As such,
r-i,efirst6questionniaresinthebookletrefertothoughtsyou
i.ûayormaynothavehad,theexplanationsyouhavecomeupwith
tr: account ror: why positive and negative things happen- to you,

oeirefs you have å¡ãut what is repónsible for your health' and

thì-ngs you cio .ã n.lp you deal wi'ift your head in jury ' The f inal
rhree guesrronnaires-dåal ç¡ith finding out hovr things are going
tor I'ou now. These guestionnaires ask questions about your

iliryui".r heal th, yorri mood, and others in your I if e ' Each

::r.¡€:,,-, 1onnal ì e nas cietai I ed instruc*'ions printed at the beginning
i .: hel p you comf:l ete the questions that f oI I oç" Pi ease read the
¡ii¡,:ctlorrs c;reiulL:-- Alihouçrh we have made every effort'"o
.i.¡iciude riie intormation you will need to complete the
Çr.r€:s-uion'iares. please dã f eel f ree to cal I us at '787 -31'21 should

),.1ì Í\.r.rr irìto any- (1if f icul ties. f{e ç¡ouId be more than happy to
fte),t,.

Thalì}iyouagainforyourinterestandparticipatíoninthis
:;r.ud_v - your 

"trírtance 
wi i I make a Iarge contribution to our

irri,-1crst-rìqr.rrq ãi how peopl e deal. v¡i tfr the af termattr of heacì

ìnlury. ano wrii help ¡.,eàpÌe ir, the futur.e whro sustain head

rnjury-

Y(ìiri'a 5itìcc-rr:I )',

v,ict,". i st"m-¡rook, PhD ' CPtY.Ì,
Assistant Professor

r'---,,1!.¿r\ f t

i,,:soci
r-.:tIl. inll . Cl's'¡,:h
eLe f'rctessol:

TEACHING AND RESEARCH HOSPITAL AFFILIATED WITH THE UNIVERSITY OF MANITOBA

jÃ¡

-a

rr8gnffi¡r



Thank you for participating in this important study. Before you take the t¡me to answer the following
questionniares, please tell us something about yourself. The following ínformation will not be linked
to any individual as we will examine patterns among the entire group of participants.

1. What is your mar¡tat status ?
Before Your lnjury Right Now
_ married _ married
_ common-law _ common-law
_ single _ single
_ divorced _ divorced
_ widowed _ widowed

2. How many years of education
do you have ?

Before Your lnJury
I completed grade _
I have _ years of

education after high
school

Right Now
I completed grade _
I have _ years of

education after high
school

3. lam employed At the time of your injury Right Now
_ full-time _ full-time
_ part-time _ part-time
_ not working _ not working
_ homemaker _ homemaker
_ retired _ retired

student student

4. I work as a At the tlme of your lnjury Right now

5. My annual family lncome level ls

6. Your comments

At the t¡me of your injury R¡ght now
_ $o - 5ooo _ $o - $sooo

$5000- $10000 _$5000- $10000
_ $10000 - $15000 _ $10000 - $15000
_ $15000 - $20000 _ $1s000 - $20000
_ $20000 - $25000 _ $20000 - $25000
_ $25000 - $30000 _ $25000 - $30000
_ $3oooo - $35ooo _ $3oooo - $35ooo
_ $35000 - $40000 _ $35000 - $40000
_ $40000 - $45000 _ $40000 - $4s000
_ $45000 - $50000 _ $4s000 - $50000
_ over $50000 I year _ over $50000 I year

PLEASE GO ON TO THE NEXT PAG E



Questionnaire 1

Directions: Read each item below and indicale to v¡hat

extãnt eacn thought, or a simiLar thought' occurred to
you durins the pást """T 1..:l:.foIlowing 

manner:

3 = sometimes
5 = all the time

.l . I am respected bY mY Peers 1 2

2. I have a good sense of humour 1 2

3. My future looks bright 1 ?
4. I will be successful 1 2

5. Î'm fun to be llith 1 2

6, I am in a greab mood 1 2

7. There âre nranY PeoPle who
care about me 1 2

B, I 'm proud of mY achievements 1 2

9. I wili finish Hhat I start 1 2

10. t have many good qualities 1 2

11. I am comfortable with Iife 1 2

12. I have a good waY wihh others 1 2

13. I am a luckY Person 1 2

14 . I have f r i ends who suppor t me .l 2

15. Life is exciting 1 2

16.lenjoyachallenge 1 2:

1?. My sòcial life is terrific 1 2

18. There's nothing to worrY
about 1 2

19. I'm so relaxed 1 2

20. My life is running smoothlY 1 
?

21. Ii m happy Hith the waY I look 1 2

22. I take good care of mYself 1 2

23. I deserve the best in life 1 2

24, Bad days are rare 1 2

25. I have manY useful qualities 1 2

26. There is no Problem that is
hopeless 1 2

27. t ion't give uP 1 2

28. I staLe my oPinions r'rith
confidence 1 2

29, My life keePs gettinq belter 1 
?

30. rôday I've accomplished a lot 1 2

345
345
345
345
345
34s
345
3+5
345
345
345
345
345
345
345
345
34s

Quest i onna i re 2

Directions: Listed below are a variety of thoughts Lhat
põ:lnto people's heads. Please read each thouqht and

inìdcate irow- frequently, if at all, the thought
occurred to you over tñe last week. Please read each

iben carefutiy an¿ circie the appropriate number on lhe
åues¿ionnaire in the following tashion ( 1 = "not at
át1", Z = "sometimes", 3 = "moderately often" 4 =

"often" and 5 = "al1 the time").

34s
345
34s
34s
3453+s
34s
345
345
345
3+5
34s
345

'I . I f eeL like I'rn uP against
bhe wor Id 1

2. I'm no good 1

3. }thy can't I ever succeed 1

4. No one undershands me 1

5. l've let PeoPle down 1

6. I don't think I can 90 on 1

?. I wish I i.tere a betber Person I

B. I'm so weak 1

9. My life's not goinq the waY

I lrant it to 1

10. I'm so dissaPointed in mYself 1

.11. Nothing feels good anYmore 1

12. I can't sband this anYmore 1

l3, I can't get started '1

I 4. llhat'5 wiong wi th me? 1

15. I wish I were somewhere else f

1 6, I can' t get things together 1

17. I hate mYself 1

lB. I'm worthless 1

19. l.lish I could just disaPPear 1

20. Ì^that's the matter Hith me? 1

21, I' m a loser 1

22, My life is a mess 1

23. 11 m a failure 1

24, l'll never make i ¡ I

25. I feel so helPless 1

26. Something has to change 1

27. There must be somethinq wrong
with me 1

28. My future is bleak 1

29. Il's just not worth it 1

30. I can¡t finish anYthing 1

2345
2345
2345
234s
2345
2345
2345
2345
234s
2345
234s
2345
2345
2345
2345
2345
2345
2345
2345
2345
2345
2345
2345
2345
2345
234s
r1Áq
2345
2345
234s
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Questionnaire3-PartA

Directions. Think for a momenL about t,he causes
ÏnuoTîeOJn the distressinq or negative thinqs that
have happened to you since your head injury. i^trite
down the-cause(s) you think explain why distressinq or
negative things have happened to you since your head
injury.

Think about lhe reason or reasons you have wrrtten
above. The items below concern your impressions or
opinions of this cause or causes of your outcome.
Circle one number for each of Lhe following scales.

1. ls the cause(s)
reflects an
aspecl of 9 B

yoursel f

2. Is the cause(s):
specific to
this aspect 9 B

of your life
3. Is the cause(s)
permanent 9 I

4. Is the cause(s)
descr i bes a

lot about 9 B

you

5. ls the cause(s)
outs ide of

you98

6. Ìs the cause(s)
variable
over time 9 B

7, Is the cause(s)
somethinq
about you 9 I

8. Is bhe cause(s)
changeable 9 B

9, Is the cause(s)
expLains a lot
about what 9 B

is happening

something that:

7 6 5 4 3

reflects an
2 1 aspect of

the situation

âppl icable to
2 1 many aspecLs

of your life

something that
7 6 5 4 3

something that:

7 6 s 4 3

somehhing hhat

7 6 s 4 3

somethinq that

16543

7 6 5 4 3

something that
7 6 5 4 3

something that:

7 6 s 4 3

-3-

Questionnaire3-ParhB

Directions. Think for a moment about bhe causes
IñvõIue¿-în the pleasant or positive things thab have
happened to you !ince your head injury. write down the
cairèe(s) you- think expiain why pleasant or positive
things have happened lo you since your head injury'

ls:
., 1 tempora ry

describes very
2 1 little

about you

is:
inside of

21you

is:
stable over

2 1 time

something
2 1 about othe rs

is:
2 1 unchanging

exPIa i ns verY
2 1 little ãbout
what is happening

T
above. The items below concern your impressions or
opinions of this cause or causes of your outcome.
Circle one number for each of the following scales.

l. ts the cause(s) something that:
reflects an
aspect of 9 B

yourse I f

2. Is the cause(s):
speci f ic to
this aspect 9 I
of your life

3. Is the cause(s)
permanent 9 B

4. Is the cause(s)
describes a

lot about 9 B

you

5. Is the cause(s)
outside of

you98

6. Is the cause(s)
variable
over time 9 B

7. Is the cause(s)
something
about you 9 B

B. Is the cause(s)
changeable 9 I

f. is the cause(s)
explains a lot
about r,rhat 9 B

is happening

aPPl' icable to
7 6 5 4 3 2 1 manYaspects

of Your life

something
7 6 5 4

something

7 6 5 4

something

7 6 5 4

something

7654

reflects an
1 aspect of

the situation

that is:
3 2 'l temporary

that:
describes very

3 2 1 iittle
abouL you

that is:
inside of

321you
bhat is:

stabl.e over
3 2 1 time

sontething
3 2 | aboutothers7 6 5

something
16 5

something

7 6 5

that is:
4 3 2 1 unchanging

Lhat:
exPLa i ns verY

4 3 2 1 littleabout
what is haPPening

-4-



Questionnai re 4

Directions. This questionnaire is designed to assess
fro* vou f""1 who or rhat is responsible for illness and
heaILh in your life. Pl.ease circle the reponse that
describes the extent to which you feel each statement
describes your fee).ings.
(-3) - StrongLy disagree
(-2) - Disagree someHhat
(-1) - Sliqhtly disagree
(+1) - Slightly agree
(+21 - Àgree someHhat
(+3) - strongly agree

which determines how soon I get well
again 

-3 -z -1 +1 +2 +3

2) Following doctor's orders to the letter
is the best way for me to stay n""t!lt_, _1 +t +2 +3

3) No matte¡ what I do, if I am goinq io
get sick' I will get sick 

-3 -z -r +1 +2 +3

4) I can pretty much stay healthy Uy tàiinq
qood care of mYsel 

3 -2 -1 +1 +2 +3

5) Having regular contact with my physlcian
is the best way tor me to avoid tttl;.:, _1 +1 +2 +3

6) l,,lhen ï become iLi, it's a matter of'fate
-3 -2 -1 +1 +2 +3

?) Most things that affect nry health
happen to me by accident _3 _z _1 +1 +z +3

8) Even when t take care of mYself,
it's easY to get sick 

-3 -2 -1 +r +2 +3

9) i.lhenever I don't feel weIl, I should
consul.t a medical).y trained professional. _, *, *, *,

10) The type of care I recieve from other
people is what is responsible for how
welI I recover from an illness 

_3 _2 _1 +.1 +2 +3

11) I am in control of my healtn _, _2 _1 +j +2 +3

l2) when I feel iIl ' I know it is because
I have not been taking care of myseli

l3) Hy family has a 1ot to do with mY

becoming sick or staYing healthY

14) My physical well-being depends on
how weII I take care of mYself

15) !¡hen I get sick

properly

l6) Î^lhen I stay healLhY'
Iucky

l7) Luck plays a big part
how soon t will recover
illness

1B) Health professionals keep me healthy
-3 -2 -1 +1 +2 +3

19) Heaith professionals control my healLh
-3-2-1+1+2+3

-3
I ant to blarne

20) }¡hen I am sick, I just have to Let
nature run its course 

-3 -2 -1 +1

21) My good healLh is iarge).y a matter of
good fortune

-3 -2 -1 +1

22) Hhatever goes wrong with my heâIth
is my own fault

-3 -2 -1 +1

23) The main thing which affects mY

health is r+hat I ntyself do
-3 -2 -1 +1

24) Other peopie play a big part in
whebher I stay heaithY or beconte
sick

-3 -2 -1 +1

25) lf I take care of rnYself , I can
avoid i I lness

-3 -2 -1 +1

26) I am directiy responsible for my

heal th 
-3 '2 -1 +1

27) I,then I recover from an illness,
i t's because other PeoPLe ( for
example, doctors t nurses, lanri IY,
friends) have been taking good
care o[ r¡e 

-3 -z -1 +1

2B) I can only maintain rny heaith by consulting
health professionals

-3 -2 -1 +1

29) No matter what I do, I'm likelY bo
get sick

-3 -2 -1 +1

-3 -2 -'1 +1 +2 t3
I'm just plain

-3-2-1+1+2+3

-3 -2 -1 +1 +2 +3

in determining
f rom an

-3 -2 -1 +1 +2 +3

-5-

-2 -1 +1 +2 +3

-3 -2 -1 +1 +2 +3

+2 +3

+2 +3

+2 +3

+2 +3

+2 +3

+2 +3

+2 +3

-6-
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+2 +3
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30) It seems that mY health
inf luenced by accidenbaL

31) If it's meant to be, I will staY
heaLLhY 

-3 -2 -1 +1 +2 +3

32) If I see an excel.lenL doclor reqularly'
I am less 1ikely t.o have health problems

-3 -2 -1 +1 +2 +3

33) I f I Iake the right actions I can
staY health' 

-3 -2 -1 +1 +2 +3

34) Otten I feel bhat no maLter what I
do, if I am going to geb sick, I
wiil qet sick 

-3 -2 -1 +1 +2 +3

35) Regarding my health, I can only do
what my doctor tells me to do

-3 -2 -1 +l +2 +3

36) If I become sick, I have the Power
to make myself weIl again

-3-2-l+1+2+3

i. sr"utìy
happenings

-3 -2 -1 +1 +2 +3

Questionnai re 5

Directions. PIease read each item bel'ov and indicate,
Ulãlinns Lhe appropriate number ' to what extent you

uèed it in coping with the afhermath of your
difficulties.

0 - not used
1 - used someHhat
2 - used quite a bit
3 - used a great deal

do next - the next step. 0 1 2 3

2. I tried to analyze the probLem in
order to undersband it better. 0

3. Turned Lo work or substitute activity
to take mY mind off thinqs. 0

4. I felt that time would make a

difference - bhe onlY thing to do
was to wait. 0

5. Bargained or comPromised to get
something posi bive from the
situation. 0

6. I did something llhich I did'nt think
would uork, but at least I rlas doing
something. 0

7. Tried to get the person responsible
to change his or her mind. 0

B. Talked to someone to find out more
about bhe sibuation. 0

9. Criticized or lectured nryself' 0
.10. Tried not to burn my bridges, but

leave things open somewhat. 0

11. tloped a miracle would happen. 0

12. Went along with fate; sometimes I
just have bad luck. 0

13. went on as if nothing had happened. 0

14. I tried to keep my feelinqs lo myself. 0

15. Looked for the silver 1inin9, so !o
speak; bried to look on the bright
sìde of things. 0

16. Slept more than usual. 0

1 7 , I eipressed anger to the pe rson ( s )

who ãaused the Problem. 0

18. Àccepted sympathy and understanding
f rom someone . 0

19. I Lold myself things that helped me

to feeL tetter. 0

20. I vas insPired to do something
creative. 0

21. Tried to forget the whole hhing. 0

22. 1 qot profesåionaL heLp. 0

-B^-'1 -

t11

123

123
12 3

123
ra)

123
12 3

t¿J



23. Changed or gret/r as a person 1n a

good way. 0

24, I uaited to see what would happen
before doing anYthing. 0

25. I apologized or did something to
makè up. o

26. I made a plan of action and
foilowed it. 0

27, I accepted the next best thing to
wha t I wan ted. 0

28. I tet my feelings out somehow. 0

29. Realized I brouqht the problem on
mysel f , 0

30. I came out of the exPerience
better than when I went in. 0

31. TaLked to someone who could do
something concrete about the problem. 0

32, Got away frorn it ¡6¡ ¿ while; tried
Lo rest or take a vacaLion.

33. Tried to make myself feel better by
eating, drinking, smoking, using
drugs or med icat ion , etc '

34, 'looi a big chance or did something
very risky.

35. I tried not to act too hastilY or
f oi lo'¿ my f i rst hunch.

36. Found new faith.
37. Maintained my pride and kept a stiff

upper 1iP.
38. Rediscovered what is imporbanE in life.
39. Changed something so things would

turn out all right.
40. Avoided being riith people in general.
41. Didn'E let it get to me; refused to

think too much about it.
42. I asked a relative or friend I

respected for advice.
43. Kept others from knowing how bad

things were.
44. Hade 1i9ht of the situation; refused

to geb too serious about il.
45. Talked to sorneone about how I was

feel ing.
46. Stood my ground and fought for what

I wanted.
4?. Took it oub on other PeoPle.
48. Drew on my past experiences; I was in

a similar situation before.
49. t kneç what had to be done so I doubled

my ef forts to make thinqs r'rork'
50. Refused to believe thal it had

happened.
Sl. t mãde a promise to myself that things

would be dif ferenl next tinte.

-9-

12 3
12 3

0

52,

E1

54.

55.

s6.
57.

58.

59.

60.
61.
62.

63.

64.

65.

66.

Cåme up vrith a couPle oE different
soluLions to the Problem.
Àccepted it, since nothing could be
done.

I tried to keeP mY feelings from
interfering with others things too
much.
I.¡ished that I could change what had
happened or how I felt.
I changed something about mYself.
t daydieamed or imagined a bebter time
or place that the one I r¡as in,
wished bhat the situation would go
âlray or somehow be over with.
Had fantasies or wishes about how
things might turn out.

0
0

0

0

0
0

23
23
23
23
23
23

I prayed.
I prepared myself
I went over in my
say or do.
I thought about how a Person I
would handl.e this situation and
thab as a model.

01
01

I tried to see things Êrom the other
person's point of view.
I reminded myself how much worse
things could be'
I jogged or exercised.

for the worst.
mind what I would

0123
0123

0123
0123
0r23

admi re
used

0123
0123

l0



Questionnaire 6

Di reclions. The followinq are r.lays of reacting to
rarioul-ãTtficuIt ' stresslul, or upsetting situations'
Please circle a number from 1 to 5 on this sheet for
each of the tollowing items. Indicate how much you

enqâge in these types of acbivities when you encounter

" ái ificult, stressful ' or upsetLing siluation.

1. Schedule my time better
2. Focus on the Problem and see

can solve it
3. Think about the good-times I've had
4. Try to be with other PeoPle
5. Btãme myself for procrastinating
5, P6 what I think is best
7. Preoccupied with aches and pains
B. Blame myself for having gotlen into

this situation
9 . r^li ndow shop

10. outline my priorities
1'l . Try to go to sleep
12. Treat myself to a favorite food

or snack
1 3. Feel anxious about not being abLe

to cope
14. Become verY tense
15. rhink about how I have solved other

problems
16. TeIl myself that iÈ is really not

happening to me

17. s1åme myÀeif for being too emotional
about the situatio

18. Go out for a snack or meal
19, Become very upset
20. Buy myself somebhinq
21. netermine a course of action and

tollow tt.
22. Blame myself for not knowing what

to do
23. Go to a partY
24. f^rork to understand the situation
25. "Freeze" and don' t know what to do
26. Take corrective action immediately
27. Think about the event and learn

from my mistakes
28. l,Jish that I could chanqe what had

happened or how I iel't
29. visiL a friend
30, t^lorry about whaL I am going to do
31, Spencì tinre with a special person

not at
all
12

how I

very
muc h

45

23 4 5

2345
23 4 5
23 4 5

23 4 5

23 4 5

23 4 5

23 4 5

23 4 5

23 4 s

32.
î1

34.
2t

36.
11

38.
39.
40.
41.
42,

43.

44,

45.
46.

^1

48.

Go for a walk
TelI myseli that it wilL never
happen again
roðus on my general inadequacies
Talk to someone whose advice I
value
Ànalyze the prob).em before reactinq
Phone a friend
Get angry
Adjust my Priorities
See a movie
Get control of the s i tuat ion
Make an extra effort to 9et things
done
Come up with several different
sol.utions to the Problem
Take time off and get awaY from
the si tuaLion
Take it out on oLher PeoPIe
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J am very cìumsI in.body Íovenents'

I get ìn ¿nd out of bed or chairs by graspìn9 sornethinq 1'or

srópo.¿ 6r u5inq à càne or *alker'

t stay ìying down nÐst of the time'

I change oosìtion frequenlìY.

I ho'l d on to something to crove myseì f around in beC'

I do not 5¿lhe myself completely' for ex¿mpìe' require

assistance Hi th b¿ihin9.

spend rncst of the tir¡e partìy undressed or in oajanas'

do not have control of mY boweìs'

I dress myseì 1', but do so very sìowìy'

I get dressed only with somone's heìo'
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.ì5. I do not 5¿the myseìf at òll, but an b¿thed by someone eìse'

.ì6. I use bedg¿n with ðssjstance'

'I 7. I h¿ve trouble !etting shoes. socks, or stockìn9s on'

ì8. I do not hðve control of my bl¿dder'
.l9. I do not i¿sten my cìothin9, for example' require assistðnce

with butlons, zjPPers, shoelaces
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T. THIS 6ROUP OF STATTMTNTS HAS TO DO I'IfTH ANY I¡ORK YOU USUI\LLY OO IN CARING

FOR YOUR HOHE OR YARO. COI{SIOTRII{6 JUST THOSE THII{GS.fHAT YOU OO' PLEASE

RESPOIID TO OIILY ÍHOSE STAIEHTNTS THAT iOU ÀNÈ-SUNT OTSCRIST YOU TOOAY A¡IO

ARI RELATED-Tö-VOUN STATE OF HIALTH.
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3. I ¿m not doing ¿nv of the reguìar daììy work around the ^ouse thðt
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4. I ¿m no" doing ¿nv of che n'¿inten¿nce or repðjr "ork tn¿c I would

usu¿lly do ín nv honre or yard.
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l. I am ç' ^g around onìy within one buiìdin9'

2. I staY vrithin one room'

3. I am staying in bcd rore'

4. I am stâyìnq in bed nost of the tirne'

5. I am not noH using public transportòtion'

6. I staY home Íþst of the tiræ '

7. I am onìy 9oin9 ¡9 pìaces with resLrooms nearby'

8. I am not 90in9 into tovrn'

9. I stav ¿wav from hone onlv for brief periods 
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io. *. telì rr'em hovt to do thìn?s'

I stðy ìone "vch of the time'

I ¿ct d saqreeabìe to f¿mììy Íìembe15' for ex¿mpìe' I ¿c''

spitefr.t. I ¿m Stubborn'

I hàve freQuen! outbursts of anger èt f¿mi ì y members ' for

år..oi,', ii.ii. òt them' scream' throw things òt them'

l isoì¿.te rnyself as much ¿s Ican fron'uhe rest of the f¿mily'

I am payìng ì ess ðttentjon to the chiìdren'

I refuse con!Àct *i¡¡ f¿miìy members' Íor ex¿mple' turn

away from them.

f am not doing the tnings t usualìy do to t¿ke care of ny

children or familY'

20. I am not jokinq vrith famiìy nembers as I usuaììy do'
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handraiì, cane' crutches'
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I r¡aìk up or down st¿írs onìy with assjstance from someonc clse'

t get around in a wheelchair'
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l walk by myse.l f but w,i th some difficuìty, for eramoìe, ìimp'

wobbìe, itrtote, hðve stiff le9'

I walk onìY xith heìP fron someone'

I qo up or down stairs rnre sìowly' for exampìe' one step

åt a time. stop often'

I do not use slairs at aìl'
I get åround only by using a walker' 6¡glÇh€s' cane'! waììs'
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or furni ture.

ì2. I walk rore sìowìY.

I. PLEASE RESPONO T0 oNL! THOSE STATEHENTS THAT YoU AR€ SUEE

DTSCRIBE YOU TOOAYïìõ ÀäË-Nrt¡TTO IO YOUR STATE OF HTAITH'

l. I am confused ènd 5tart several actions at ð tir'le

2. I have nrcre minor ¿ccidentS. for exampìe, drop things' trip and

faì1, bump into thìngs.

3, ¡ react sìo rìy to thin95 thàt ðre said or done'

4. I do r,. fí;ish things I stòrt.
5. I have di fficuì Ly re¿soning and sol vinq problems ' for ex:mpìe' m¿kinq

Þì¿ns, nraking decísions, learning new things'
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thinking.
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2. Are You retìred?

3. If You ¿re retired' was

4. If You are not retired'
your heaì th?

l. I ¿m ¡s! working at aìl

your reÈi rement reì ated co your heà l th?

but ðre not working is this relðted t0

SKtP to the next Section ' )
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SKIP to Section H'

Not{ cor{srDER THE t{oRK You Û0 ANo 1çsP9l1? l?rq*^llBtirtiål:t:ilì'
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5. I ¿m working shorter hours

6. I ¿m Coinl onl Y ; ight Hork '

I work onìy for Shorc perioCs of 
"ine 

ùr t-¿ke freQtr:n: rests'

I ¿m working ôì riy usuaì joll bu'- wilh scne ch¿nîes fcr ex¿ngle' usinÇ

differenL tooìl or sp;¿iai ¿ics' trðdinq :one lòsk'' wir'h othcr worlers'

9. I do not do flry job as c¿refuìly and àccur¿teìy ¡s usu¿ì

4.

5.

or activities.
B. I ¿m not doinq ¿nv 6f my usuaì physìca'ì recre¿!ion or

activities.

PLTAST RESPONO TO OTILY THOSE STATEMTIITS THAT YC'J ARE SURí

DESCRTEt YOu T00AY n¡¡-o'nnË-ñeinrro io YouR STAÍE 0F HIFITH'

I . I ¿m eðting mucn ì ess than usual '

2. I feed myseìf but only by usìn9 speci¿ììy DreÞ¿rcd food or utensils'

3. I am eðtin9 soeci¿l or different food' for ex¿mlle' soft food' bland

diec. low-salt, ìow-fat, ìow-sugar-
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eòt no food ¿t ¿ìì but am tðkin9 fìuìcs

just Pick or nibble ðt mY food'
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H. TIitS GROUP OF STA;El.isI{T5 HAS TO DO UITH ACII'''Iî.CS VîIJ U9UALLY ]O II{

v¡gp Ffttt Til'iE. tiEiS Ã6rtvtTlts ARt-rHI'lGS IHi; YC',J:iliir; c0:cR

RtLAXATIoN, T0 ,As;'i;r irùe , oñ ron tl¡TtRTÅir':¡t:rT 2LE'ìsE RESP0ll0 T0

0NLY THost sTATtMa;1i ixnr ióu Aet suRE DESC? itt v0t't r0;rÀY AilD ÅRt

ñEt-Ãrro To YouR sIATt oF HEALTH'

'1. I do my hobbies and recreation for shor!er psriods of ti¡c'

I am going out for entertainment ìess often'

I am cutting down on sorne of my usual. in¿ctive re'-reðtlll^ond
p.lli*i. rór examplelÏã-tchinq TV, pìavin9 côrds ' re¿óìn9'

I àm not doing anv of r':v usuaì ìnôctive rg¡rg¿li¡n ònd )¿stimes '

io. .iitpiã, íaÏiÎ'ing Iv, Pìavir:9 càrds ' reòdin''

I am doing nnre in¿ctive pðstìmes in pìace of ñy ochen usuôì

¿ctivitjes.

I am doing fswer cormunity activìt'i es'

I am cutting down on some of my usuòì þh.vsic¿l recreôiion
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6. I am drinkinq less fì uìds.

I l'eed rysel f di:h hel p Í :.r :i¡iont cì se

I do not feed mysel f ¿t all . buc rÎust

I ¿m e¿tìng ne food ¿t ¿ì1, nutrition
.i ntrðvenous flujCS.

Person resOonsìble for the ínform¿tion recorded on thi5 fsrm0.

0¿ [e
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ions. Using the scale be1ow, !,rite in the number
best describes how often you felt or behaved this

'l - Rarely or none of bhe time (less than 1 day)
2 - Some or a little of the time (1-2 days)
3 - Occasionally or a moderate amount of time

( 3-4 days )

4 - Most or alI of the time (5-7 days)

DURING THE PÀST WEEK:

_ 1. I was bothered by things t.hat usually don't
bother me

_ 2, I did not feel like eating; my appetite was
poo r

_ 3. I felt that I could not shake off the blues
even with help from my family or friends

_ 4, I feLt that I was just as good as other people
_ 5. I had trouble keeping my mind on what I was

doing
_ 6. I feLt depressed
_ 7, I felt that everything I did was an effort.
_ B. I felt hopeful about the future
_ 9, I thought. my life had been a failure
_'l 0, I felt fearful
_ 1 1. My sl.eep was restless
_ 12. I was happy
_ 13. I talked less than usual
_ 14. I felt lonely
_ 15. People Here unfriendly
_ 16. I enjoyed J.ife
_ 17. I had crying spells
_ 18. I felt sad
_ 19. I fel-t that peopl.e disl.iked me

_ 20. I could not get "going"

DURING THE PÀST WEEK.

Questionnaire 9

How much help did you recieve while
fiilinq out this questionnaire?

_ None, I f illed it out nryself .

_ À IittIe, the questions were read to me.

À Little, someone
sheets according to my cìirections,

else filled out Lhe

- 21 -
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Dear I'larrit,c,-E,.i He;tcj Iirjr-1¡1' Study Partic_'ipant, :

Th.ani.- ycì-t ¿-ig¡1 ili f c, r ¡1gree irrg to p.art ic ipate irr tLre iinportarrt
researcli s-rtr-lrLy rrow rlrrderway, Thre purpose of. tLris 1eùter is to
err-ciure lhat yor.r have recieved a questionrraire package, arid to
rÉ¡rriricl ]zorr Lc¡ .romplete arrd retìr.rrr it tcs us if yor_¡. ha.ve.
Occasic-¡rraIly, qr¡esticrrrrriare paciiages do get loç:t, irr ¡Lre n¡aiL
If you Lrave rrot teceived a boolilet, please corrtact t,Lre cff ice
at 787 QiZt arrcl we wi1] õerrcl orre out tc¡ you rigtrt away. I
.appreciate the time arrcj effort it taiies to fill out r.tre
questiorrrraire-q r^7e krave serrt out - your prompt respórrse is truly
åÞPr€c-:i.ated. If yor-i are Lravirrg diff icr-rlties urrderstarrdirrg or
corrpletirrg tlre questiorrrraires, please give tLre office a caIl,
¿rrrd I will eet in torrclr witLr yoì.i..

If I dorr't Lrear frc¡rn you witLrirr a weeli, f wiII ï.re r¡raliirig
teleptrorre follc-.'w-up c:al]s; tc-¡ get irr tc-¡uckr with you persorrally.
Tharrk you agairr fc-rr Lrelpirrg us find crr-r.t rrc)re.l'l¡or-it, i-'}ie recc)very
proce.ss frorn tread injr-rry. Your participation is critic.el if we
are Lo cc¿nÌ'irrue tc: le.arrr rrc)re abor:t. tlris devasLaLtng c:onditiorr.

Yc-rurs s irrcere Iy ,

Allan Moc,re, i'I.4., C.Fr-rycì.r. (C.arrd)
Prirrc: ipal Irrvest igat,c¡r

\I]LJROPSYCI IOI,OC]Y III]SI.]AIìCI I I.]NI'I'

Ilcalth Scicnces Clinical lìcscarch (lcntrc

Heolth
Sciences
Centre

NIS 179 - tl20 Shcrbro<>k Strcct

Vinnipcg, Manitolla
Canacla lì3.A 1R9

Q04) 187-3r2r
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30 November l-993

Dear Manitoba Head Injury Study Participant:

Af ter nearl-y two years, our research stud.y is coming to a close '

The purpose of tñis letter is t.o provide you titlt inf ormation
r"õ-iaittg the resul-ts of the study, how the inf ormation you
próvided us witl be used, and to thank you again for your
particiPation.

As you recall, the purpose of the project was t.o examine how

Cfroúghts and feelings afe involved in adjustmenl to head injury'
Sp""íti"alIy, we 'i"r. interested in f inding out how people
recovering from head injury felt. about how much they were - in
control or responsible toir tfrings that. happened -to them, how they
ããp"a, and whaË kinds of thoughts they had when they had troubre or
goãa ti*"=. This study was tft" firsL, we believe, that looked at
how thoughts and. f eeli-ngs are rel-ated to later outcome ' This is
*iry r" .ãa"a you to filfout Lwo sets of guestionnaires six months
ápårt. What ive found is that, as a group, there:/\rere several \^iays

of thinking and coping that were assóciated with better quality of
life later in recovery. These strategies included:

- be]ieving that one can conLrol t,hings that happen
- coping *it6 problems by attempting Lo change the situation

that is causing stress
- thinking about the posit.íve aspecLs of situations (looking

on the bright side, reframing)
- using one or two ways of dealing with problems rather than

1 t.rying many coping strategies all- at once

It is important for you to know that as an individual, all, some/

or none of these find-ings may appJ-y to you. We all have individual
ways of dealing with stråss-. The findings above represent
stiategies t.hat appear to be associated with the ouLcomes of a

group äf p"opt". " lrrdividualJ-y, t.here can be a wide range of
iot"-nti-alfy iietpful ways of thint<ing, feeling, and coping with
stresses. It is- importánt for you to iind the strategies that work
for you. practicaliy, Lhese fiñdings provide treatment suggestions
that health care provid.ers can givã tõ people recovering from head
injury. Exampfeã of these suggestions include ensuring success
during therapils, and understanã-ing difficulties as challenges and
a sigá that. further work is needed rather than a "failure" or a

sign that one is "stupid-"

We will be sharing these findings with other health care providers
both in Canada -ta internationãtty through professional journal
articfes and conference presentaiiotts. Your assistance is a

crucial- part of helping improve services to people who are

Heqlth
Sciences
Centre

MS 179 - 820 Shcrbr-t><>l< Strcct
\Vinnipcg, Manit<>ltzt

Carrada R3A 1ll9

Q04) 787-3121

NlÌt JII()l'SY(lllOI-(XìY RlìSI:^l{CI I l--¡NI1

Ilcelth Scicnccs (ìlinicel lìcscarch Ccntrc



recovering from head injuries. Please accept our sincere thanks
for your þarticipation in this lengthy project, and we hope this
feed.back conveys how important your participation is ín our efforts
to understand the aftermath of head injury'

Yours sincerelY,

Allan Moore, M.A. , C. PsYch. (Cand
Principal Invest.igator

MIchaêl- Stambrook, Ph.D., C-PsYch
Associate Professor

Daryl GiIl
Assistant.

, Ph.D., C.Psych
Professor


